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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION. STAT MENT

.
The National Center for Research in Vocatiorial Educatiorre mission is to increase the abiliti

, of diverse agencies, institutions, and organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual can,r planning, pieparation, and progression.7fie National Center.fulfille its mission
by:

,
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. .

s w Generating knowledge throug.h research

Developing educational programs and products ,

Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
4.

Providing inforMation fornational planning and policy

. Installing educationit programs and prodUcts
.

Operating information.systems and services .

.

I

f
4.

Conducting t..adership development end training programs
.4 ,

. For further inforination contact:. .

A

The Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in 'Vocational Education
The. Ohio State Unhiersity .

1960. Kenny Road .

Columbus, Ohio 43210 -
.

Telephone: (814) 488-3855 or (800) 848-4815
Cable: CTVOCEDOSU/ColuMbus. Ohio
Telex: 8104821894- .
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CAUTION: PLEASE NOTE
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It is essential that persons planning to.coordinate and/or facilitate DACUM

workshops. obtain approptiate training and practide BEFORE conducting an,

'analysis. Thit handbook isntended as.the major tfiiiiret for such train*.

The training required to be a qualified and certified DACUM facilitator is

offered periodically by the.4tional Center for Releard ii Vocationil

Education.
A
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These materials are.copyrighted. They may not be reproduced or further

disseminated Without written permission from the National Center for Research

in Vpcational Education.
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*

This handbook was developed for use in workshops designed to prepare
selected persons for the roles of DACUM.faciTitator.and/or coordinator.
DACUM is an innovative:approach.to_occupational analysis that requires a
well-qualified facilitator and committee of expert workers. Eitensive expe-,-

,rience with the DACUM process has'demonstrated that the.role of the facili-

tatoris not only complex, but also-is absolutely essential to obtaining.a
high-quali.ty listing.ofthe.dutiesand tasks that -define a given occupation.

Theresulting occupational. profile or DACUM chart seYves as a research
i5ase-around which new competency -based education or training programs can be

developed or existing programs updated. -"Hence, it is essential that persons

ntehding to,; coordinate and/or facilitate DACUM workshops attain appropriate
tratning and practice before conducting an analysis. This handbook is in-

tended as the major resource for such' facilitator and-coordinator training.

Many persons helped, with the development of this handbook. ,Robert"E.

Norton, Senior Research and Development Specialist-at-the National Center for

Research in Vocational Education, prepared,the manusCript, using the results

of a "DACUM on DACUM" wo

Mark Newton,' Director of the tfonal 'Academy,

ftshop as an organizing frame of reference.
_

candaAudni Miller-.

Beach, former Coordinator of the AcadeMy's ostsicondary.ind AdUlt Programs,

assumed major responsibility for initiating and 'sponsoring the DACUM.on DACUM

-workshop,-Which was held-at the National Center in October 1982. Jack Harris,.

Director of Program and Staffitvelopment for. Stark Technical College, Can ton,

Ohio, provided valuable assistance in organizing the workshop. Ken Kyre of

the State' Board for'echmital-and Comprehensive Education,- Columbia,-Southf-

'Carolina, served as workshop fadiTitator, apd AliCe Whfsnant of,Caldwell

Community College and Technical Iqsititute,ierved as recorder.

Experienced facilitators/who served as members of the international

committee' of DACUM experts included Larry Coffin., of -Holland College,

Charlottetown, P.E.I., Canada; F. A. "Rick" Embree of Humber College of

Applied Arts and Technology, Toronto, Ontario, Canada; James B. UHa ilton.of

the National Center; Jack/Harris; Audni Miller-Beach of the Nation 1 Center;.

Tim.No an of Cincinnati Technical College, Cincinnati, Ohio; and Ca oline .

.'Redfear of Caldwell Community College.and Technical Institute, .HudSon, North

Carolina

(1

'Sped a recognition goes to Larry .Coffin, F. Embree, Ken Kyre, and Tim

*Ian Nho-e her wrote or submitted various materials about DACUM that served

as.valuable r ferences for th'e author. The author also wtshes to acknowledge'

the helpful reviews of the draft version of the handbook that were provided by'

Larry Coffin; F. A. Embree, Ken Kyre, and Tim Nolan of the DACUM committee, as

well as by the f lowing National Center staff members: Barbara Kline, Sando

Fritz, and Allen ant. The manuscript, while prepared by one person, repre-

sents tip-thoughts nd personal experlendes of many persons. If omissions or

errors bre noted, t are the responsibility of the author.., .

vii .
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This list of acknowledgments would not be complete unless the work of
Rotten E. 'Adams was also recopized. As one of the major 'developers of and
wriers on DACUM, he more than any other could be labelled as the "originator"
of DACUM. The work of William Sinnett also deserves mention, as does the.

DACUM training and promotion work done. by Larry Coffin and others at Holland
College.

Credit goes to _the Niflo.nal 'Academy for Vocational Education for provid-
ing the leadershic-for sponsoring the development of this hindbRok. Thanks.
al so goes to .Shel lie Schr?ck for processing the many 'words. necefsary to pre-
pare-the 'handbook and to Constance Faddis,editor. *.
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AN INTRODUCTION10 DACUM

WHAT is DACUM?

) DACUM or "Developing A urriculuma is a relatiiely new and innovative..
.,,,approach to occupational' aria ysis. has proven to be a very effective

method of quickly determining, at relatively low cost, the tasks that must
be performed by persont employed'in a given job or occupational 'area.

0

The profile chart that results from the DACUM analysis is a detailed and
graphic portrayal of the duties and tasks involved in the otcupation or Job
being studiedv The DACUM analysis can be used as a basis for (1.)cutrriculum
development, (2) student counseling and recruitment, (3) training needs'
assessments, (4) worker performance evaluations, (5). competency test devel-
opments: and (6) job descriptions.

DACUM has been successfully used to analyze occupations at the profes-

. sional. tethnical, skilled, and semiskilled levels., 'DACUM operates on the
following three premises:

1. Expert workers are better able- to describe/define their job than
anyone else: .

2. Any lob can.be effectively and suffiCiently deicribed in terms -of the
tasks that successful workers In tha4; occupation_ perform.

3. 'All tasks have direct implications for-the knowledge and attitudes,
that workers must have 'in order to perform the Wks correc t y.

A carefully chosen grqup of eight to twelve expert writers. from the
occupational area undir consideration 'form the DACUM committee. Committee
members are recruited directly- from- business,,industry, or -the-professions.

The committee works under the guidance of a facilitator for two to three
days to develop the DACUM chart. "Modified small-group brainstorming tech:.

niques ireeused to obtain the collective expertise and consensus of the
committee.

Because of their current occupational expertise, Committee participants
do not need any advance preparation. Almost without exception, participants
on DACUM committees have found the activity' to be a professionally stimulating

and rewarding experience.

The DACUM committee is carefully guided by the facilitator *through eacp
of the following steps:

1. Orient committee to DACUM

2. Review job or occupational area of concern

3. Identify the general-areas of responsibility (duties)
4. identify the specific tasks performed in each -duty area

p



Review and refine-task and duty statements
0

6. Sequence task and duty statements

7.' Identification 'of entry -level tasks

8: Other optioils, as desired;

irhe DACUM process usually results in thi.identification of 8 to 12 duties

and 50 to 200utask: statements that outline what a successful worker in a par-

,ticular job or'CluSter of related jobs mustTrable to do. These tasks are

then commonly submitted to a larger but still seleCt grout; of workers. and/or

the immediate supervisors of such workers for vertfitation purposes.

The tasks that are verifiedts important, become the research base for
developing, modules or other units of instruction for tip educational program.

During the instructional development phase that follows the DACUM process,

the verified tasks undergo a task`-analysis to determine the specific skills,:
knowledge, and attitudes the worker needs to perform each task. The informa-

.tion resulting feoM thl task -analysis is then incorporated into modules,

learning guides, or other types of instructional materials.for student and

teacher use.

For the interested reader, a brief history of DACUM is,presentedin.

.appendix A. 'It traces the .beginning of the DACUM concept' at the Clinton,Jowa

Job Corps program in the late 1960s, the work done by Robertl. Adams for Nova

Scotia Newstart, the work of Larry Coffin and otheri at Holland C011ege, and

the work by Robert E. Norton, Audni Miller-Beach, James B.; Hamilton, and

others at the National Center for Research in Vocational. Education.- A brief

review of' other major users in the United States is also presented.

-:DACUM' is particetarly-well -suited-for-educational--institutions_and.train -
ing agevies that are Implementing or are planning to topVement competency-

-based education,(PlEfOr training programs since the first essential step in

any CBE program involves the identification of-the-tasks (WhiCh are usually
referred,to as the conipetencies to be obtained) upon which the instructional

program will be based. The reader interested in more information about CBE

,programs should review appendixl. ,FOr a list of terms-closely associated

with CBE anciDACUM, set appendix C.

O

WHY DAMN?

The main reason for -using DACUM has been the desire of many vocational

educators to establish a relevant, up -to-dateolnd localized curriculum base

for instructional programs. Clearly, a curriculum base that is soundly deter-

mined with maximum input from the businesses and industries,that are going to

employ the students prepared by vocational and technical educatiqp institm-

. tions is needed. To permit any secondary school, postsecondary college, or
other educational agency to identify a localizedwOesearch base for curriculum

development, an alternative to the traditional, time -consuming, and often

costly approach of occupational (job) analysis is needed. DACUM is such an

alternative. 9

92
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DACUM is an Occupatiotal analysis procedure that has eXperienced'remark-.'-: ".

able success in a,relat,f4ely short period of time in both Can'ada and the, .

United States. Becau its structure and procedures allow occupational duty

and task statements to be identified (1) effectively, (2) 'quickly, and (3) at

a very low cost, DACUM has- became Closely associated with- the movement toward

competency-based education (CBE)".. In addition, the DACUM process has a number,

occharacteristics and qualities that are greatly needed ift CBE if it is to

become a practical al ternative to traditional vocational education.
,

First, it is a quick process; onethat ca; be.completed in only two to

three days once 'committee members.have been identified. Second, DACUM is

certainly inexpensiie when compared to the cost of traditional occupationdl
k 4

analyses (S1,00042,000 will ,cover the, cost of most DACUM workshops)..

Finally, the end product of 'a DACUM analysis; a complete compe,tency profile ".

of an occupation, can be favorably compared inyAlidiV with any other method. '

Given. its pretent popularity and effectiveness, DACUM soon become the dominant

approach to occupational analysis for ,vocational and technical education.

One additional benefit of DACUM is tts public relations value to the

educational institution or other agency doing the DACUM. Once employers

understand the purpose and the process of DACUM, their firt.reaction

most one of sheer shock whenthey realize that this school or college really . .

wants industry to help them identify the competencies needed' by workers in'

their field. So many employers are .familiar with the "rubber stamp"' roil that "

they Are so often 'asked to perform on ad hoc committees (and sometimes even on

occupational advisoty committees) that it often takes them a' while to undet...,

stand that this school or college is really serious abOist wanting industry to

help determine 111A-tasks students must-be able to pdrform in order to make

program compl eters valuable futurefeniployees.

Once-employers-understand _what is to be done Oa 6A0WM and how- the

results will be used, it'is a rare employerwho-will' refuse to cooperate. 1)*

Instead, manycolle9es who have used DACUM report such reactions as the
.

fol 1 owipg:
. a

0

C7, Offeiis of equipment and supplies

,
Offers of resoureepersons to help teach in emerging' technology areas

Requests jor:inservice training programs to meet local industry needs \

. .
Increased enrollments 'In adult upgrading programs

.. ___....1

O . r
Increased support of the educational Institution in, a variety of ways ,

by Total business.,'industry, labor, and management .*

f p

While the public relations .value of DACUM is secondary to its main purpose,

its significant, long-term impact is. too, important to Overlook or lightly

41
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47. WHEN SHOULD DACUM BE USED? .

. ,

, - , Although-theIDACUk.process has been used for leveral purposes, it is

'in the development of new educatiorfal programs, (2) the compe
'. ideally suited for researching (1) the competencies that should be addressed

competencies that

1 .should be delivered by existing educational programs, and (3) the current

,'A i relevance ir.existing DACUM charts.

c, * I,
..,..

0

i,. .

6 JheDevelo+entofNewEducationalPrograms
.

Once, the peed for a new instructional,piogram has been DACUM

can be. used to quickly tdiiilify the tasks that a successful worker st be

able to perfoth on the job. .Such Use of the DACUM process will ensure that
the new-program will be relevant if the tasks (competencies) Identified in the
process are used as the basis for subsequent program'-planning and instruc-, t-

tional development..
/.

Review of Existing Educational Programs
.

A DACUM:committee'can be Convened to identify the competencies that
should be delivered -in an existing instructional program, just as it can

be convened to identify the competencies for a new program. In this case,

once the competencies havebeen carefully identified by industry experts,
op 0 the existing educational program and instructional materials are examined

to see if they address all the required tasks. Modifications of the educa-

tional program are' the made, where necessary, .to ensure current relevance

.of the program.,

Update of Existing DACUM Charts

The third major use of the DACUM process is to review-an existing occupi- .

tional profile to determine if it still pretents an accurate picture of the

tasks performed by workers in that occupation.. This type of updating-may be

condUcted-when the. occupational profile is to. be used for preparing job -de-

scriptions; conducting. worker performance evaluations, making training needs

assessments, or other noncurricularpurposes. Depending on the occupational

area and the amount of technological change occurring within it, it is Usually

necessary to conduct.a DACUM-update workshop session at least once every three

years: Even'then, an active advisory committee will probably need to make

additional changes in between-the workshops in order to raintain a curriculum

that is responsive to today's. business, industry, and puulic service needs.

0

Special AppHcations

DACUM has also been-successfully used in that could be called °special

applications° of the basic process. For example, in cases where qualified

workers could not be released for a two-day workshop, modified DACUMs in which
u,

I
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literature reviews re used to identify all relevant duties and tasks have

been conducted wit reasona e success. In these cases, one day has generall#

been adequate for t omm ttee to review and accept, modify, or reject each

duty and`task statement ived-from the literature,.

DACUM has also been used successfully by the National Center for Research

in Vocational Education to identify the competehcies required of workers when

they'are engaged in ,a specific portion of their total job. For example,

vocational teachers who have been successful in implementfng competency- based
, 0

education have been aWe to.identify the additional competencies needed by

traditional teachers who want to convert :to the CBE approach.

A similar approach has also been .used to identify the additional compe-

tencies needed by vocational teachers who need to assist students in improving

their basic,skills and who are responsible for serving studeits having special

or exceptional needs.

.Another'successful adaptation of DACUM has been its use ih identifying

the tasks that vocational educators (specifically, teachers, counselors, and

administrators) should perform in order to implement sex-fair Vocatio410

education programs.

DACUMQuality

Although the DACUM process lends itself to a number of regular and spe-

cial adaptations, two critical' factors are always necessary_to_obtain a valid

DACUM chart.. The first is to 'assemble a committee of eight to twelve experts

in the area under may, and the second is to use a trained DACUM facilitator.,.

Without both of these, the resulfTWENalysis is queil3WWW11-507------

Because of the widespread concern about4DACUM being conducted in a high-

quality manner thekt ensures valid results, a "DACUM on DACUM" was conducted

at the National Center for Research in Vocational Education in October, 1982

to identify the tasks required of the DACUM coordinator and facilitator. The

resulting DACUM coordinator's and facilitator's profile was the research base

for developing this DACUM Handbook.

A number of DACUM 'conventions, or standards have also been established by .

experienced facilitators as "rules of thumb" that should always be adhered to.

if the process used i to be labelled a DACUM occupational analysis. The

conveltions are as follows:

The coordinator/facilitator is qualified thro ugh training and .

,practical experience

(Committee members are expert workers and immediate supervisors of

such workers in about a 5:1 ratio .

Committee members participate throughout the entire workshop.

5
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,

Committee members are.expett workers and m
such workers in about a 5:18 ratio

Committee members participate throughout

Task .statements "abide by all'of thb cite

statements

The:iametatk statement_appeart only once

There-are 8 to,12 duty areas/for most occ

diate supervisors of

he entirviorkshop

rif for acceptable task

7

occupations

There -are six or more /ask statements in.egh duty area

THE DACUM COORDINATOR /FACILITATOR

kn this handbook, the tenn'DACUM coordinatorls used to refer to the
person who plans the occupational analysis protest, makes the necessary pre:
workshop arrangements--including the selection of the conimittee of occupa-
4tonal experts--abd provides' for verification of the tasks. He or she may

oP may not facilitate the actual 'development of, the DACUM chart, however, as ..,

somewhat different skills are required for that process.

The petson whtractually leads theDAcUM occupational analysis workshop.

is referred to as the. DACUM facilitator. Although the same person, if quali-

fied, can function as both the.coordinator and facilitator,. these functions
are usually handled by different persons. Whereas many persons can perform
quite4attsfactOtily-in-the-coordinator's-rOle carry out.the pre-

-workshop planning and arrangements and,the post- workshop activities),,the,
facilitator's job requires some special personal qualities and character-
istics. -

According to the "DACUM on DACUM" committee, the facilitator should
exhibit the following personal traits:

r 0

A professional image and outlook

A sensitivity .for others

The ability to.establishand maintain..enthusiasm

A sense of humor. e

The ability:to showrempathy

The ability to display and maintain a positive image

Patience
ti

Ihe ability to make. decisions

In addition, the practical experience of the authordin conducting DACUM
workshqps indicates that the facilitator must also possess the following

characteristics:

in occupational. (job) analysis procedures

J 6
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0,The,ability toliisplm warmth and establish rapport quickly.With
participants ,

The ability to-recognize and clarify the nuances contained in
participants statements through appropriateAuestioning.

A high degree of sensitivity to both verbal and nonverbal
'communication

60 The ability to motivate-and encourage participants

A willingness to assume and.uact outulPhe role4jfiroce4expert
-while according participants the tole of content experts

. .An appreciation of the 'value of.imall-group process so that

,participants are'allowed.to work things through by themselves.

Excellent listening skills andmeiory,,sinse the facilitator must be-

, able: to "store many -of the participants contributions in his or hei.
.memory and.be able to retrieve them as needed

elhe.ability to obtain,consensus.from the participants

4

The facilitatoralso needt to understand the DACUM process itself,

because it is not a vague and unstructured affair:. Although there. are some

alternatives and flexibility to parts of the prd:tess, it as so has tome defi-

nite parameters and utilizes-a specific sequence.

As.should now be apparent, facilitating a successful DACUM requires a
multitude of,skills, many-of which cannot be quickly acquired. The qualities

described are extremely to'succissful performance as a facilitator.

The process callslor more than a.competent-"discussion leader" or "curriculum

;developer."
. .

The facilitator must establish and maintain the group's pace, balance the
grou* particiOation, clarify vague statements by probing for more details,
and insist on.selectionbof the most appropriate action verbs and task state-

, ment modifiers and nouns. The facilitator must motivate and lead the group
and control the process, yet never impose content judgments or decisions on

the participants.

Persons who arm .considering becoming a DACUM facilitator should care-
fully assess their pevsonal traits and characteristics before decidinLto
enroll in a DACUM facilitator training program. And thosemasponsiblelor
helping select facilitator trainees need to keep' these qualities in mind so

as to enable all participants to make the best investment of their time and

energy.

a



BEFORE THE DACUM WORKSHOP

PLANNING THE WORKSHOP

To ensure that ansuCcessful.andprodUctive DACUM .workshop occurs, con-
-siderable planning-must take place prior to the actual workshop. Major areas

of concern in the pre-workshop planning phase areas follows: (1) securing ° .

adMinistrative approval and support, (2) involving appropriate staff in the:
plannihg'process, and (3) developing a schedule of major events and.activi-

ties. 'Usually, the person designated as the, DACUM coordinator is respOnsi-

ble for initiating the planning process and making the necessary arrangements,
but he or the needs to involve appropriate.others.along the way to gain thefr
understanding, support, and;commitmetit to the entire process.

Secure AdmInIstrativ, ipprovwcrond Support
. .

k' Before any 'DACUM workshop is planned or conducted, key personnel within ;.

the institution must be informed.and, more. importantly, become committed to

the DACUM process. Strong administrative support is critical to its success

as a curriculum development or program eviluatiOn tool within'any institution.

Althoudh.perhaps not as critical, it is also highly desirable obtain

the understanding and support of the instrictional staff, vocational advisory'

council, and advisolly committees. There -shoutd_be_at, leastgeneral agreement,

as to how the occupational analyses resulting from DACUM will be used to de-

velop new training programs or to evaluate and revise existing ones. The.more

committed the institution is to competency-based 'education and to offering

relevant vocational-technical education programs, the easier it should be for

DACUM to fit naturally into the institution's system ,for instructional piogram

development and review.

it
In situations where administrative and staff support does not exist,

steps must be taken to explain what DACUM. is and how it can benefit the

In some cases, the coordinator may provide, this orientation and

obtain the necessary sapportkiand approval.

Information presented in the introduction"and iome other sections of

this handbook may- be used for this 'purpose. In other situations, it may be

advisable to obtain the services of a 4ualified DACUM coordinator and/or

facilitator from agency to conduct orientation training sessions for

,concerned administrators and instructional staff.

Involve Staff in the Pt7Ing Process .

Whenever a coordinator conducts activities that may affect others the way

DACUM can, that person must involveoin appropriate ways, all those persons

who are ltkel to be affected b or concerned-about the resulting chan es.

nvo vemen e c s e r un ers an ng any suppor o e process, c is

9
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-vital for any-significant changes to take place az a resuli*of,DACUM: When

planning a DACUM workshop for an educational institution, the coordinatOr
.. should try to involve the following types of persons: (1) administrators,

(2) instructional staff,.(3) support personnel, and advisory personnel:

Administrators. Although the specific adminiitratort who need to be

-involved will vary from'institution to institution, persons such as occupa-
. tional deans, vocational directors, program area coordinators, staff and pro-

:gram development directors; and instructional development coordinators are they
. administrators most likely to be concerned. All of these. persons should be ,

aware of the coordinator's plans, and some of them will need tiapprbve the.
time schedule, budget; personnel involved, and occupational area selected.

I

Instructional staff. It 4s obvjous that If the DACUM is intended, for
examOle;to analyze the auto mechanics trade and the current auto mechanici
instructor(s) are to-support that effort, they must become involved. The in-
structor(s) can usually beewery helpful in identifying the various employers
in the community who employ the type of experienced people needed for the
DACUM committee. 'Although the instructor(s) should never serve as partici:,
pants on the committee itself, they are probably the best single source for .t

identifying potential employers and/or participants% The involvement of the

instructors) in this is) will enable them to play a4

significant role in helping to organize the committee.-

Sometimes an instructor or group of instructors resist involvement in the
planning'.. process. Resistance-matarise-forimany-:reasons-,--but-usually- dise

appears quickly once the instructor(s) understand what DACUM is about and

howit can help them do a better, job.

The occasional instructors whocontinue to.resist the developmentof a
DACUM chart for their area may be awareithat portions of their training pro-
gram are out of date, and they may fear any disclosure of this situation.
Such instructors should be assured that the DACUM chart itself does not re-
veal, in any public way, any possible discrepancies between what is being
taught and what shbuld be. That type of analysis is left to the instructors,
program development specialists, and other pertinent school personnel after

the.DACUM committee has gone home. In addition, there are virtually no train-'

ing programs that do not become out of date at some point in our tecbglogical
age; it is expected, and is why the.DAcUM process should be used :to develop

and maintain curriculum relevance.

Support-personnel. Depending on the. institutional situation, various
support---siaff may need to become involved and can be verylielpful in the plan-

ning process. If an institution has curriculum or instructional development
. specialists available, and if they are not Serving as the DACUM coordinator or

facilitator, they .have an obvious role to play in helping to identify the pro-
gram areas needing DACUM charts as well as in helping the instructors make any
curricular changes suggested by .the DACUM analysis.

. Advisory personnel.. Advisory committees. and/Or the institution's voca-
tional advisory council are also usually -involved, first in deciding what

A
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occupational area(s) should.be selected for the occupational analysis, and
second in identifyingiemployers who hire the type of experienced people
needed. The occupational program advisory committee.is usually closest to -

the particular industry or business of concern and can be very helpful in ,

identifying thq types arld names of employers. The advisory committee should
also be able to suggest the names of some bf the potential participants.

DetermineSizeofDACUMCOrnmittee
. .

The ideal DACUM committee is 'composed of eight to twelie persons, includ-
ing eight to ten expert workers and two immediate supervisors of the-same type

of workersThe expert workers are .those who perform the various Jbb tasks ofSp.
concern and are,.without doubt, in the'best potition to explain 'What they do"
that makes them Sticcessful on the Job. 'The immediate, supervisors .provide a
s'reality.checks during the process, since they. also know what the workers are

expected "to be able. to' do, The presence of oneor two supervisors. also limits
the tendency of some workers to wont, to 'enhance" their occupationlyqnclud-
ing management r.other higher -level tasks that. the workers really: do not

perform.

Because a easonably sized group is required to obtain fair representa-'

ti on of the typ s of workers involved in the occupation, as well as to obtain.

4 needed group interaction,a DACUM workshop should not be conducted with fewer

than five members, It is best to select ten to WIWI persons, so that if one
or two persons cannot make it at the last minute, the committee will 'still be .

of sufficient size to function effectively.

Develop a Schedule of Events and Activities 1

A number of specific activities need to be planned and carried out in
advance of the workshop by the staff and coordinator. The following schedule
and suggested activities have proWen helpful and,may serve as a check 'to avoid
forgetting somethi g really important duringtthe pre workshop phase.

. Sixty to ninety days, prior to the DACUMmorkshop, do thesfolioWingI

Decide on the job*or.occupational area to belinalyzed. .

Establish dates for the actual workshop (experience indicates that
°two full days are needed to. analyze most vocational and technical

occupations,. and two and one-half to three days are needed for

professional-level occupations).

11'
Decide who will serve as DACUM facilitater and confirm dates and

other arrangements. This is one of the most important decisions to be'.

made. The essential point is that the Individual selected should be -,
well qualified for the task. See the section on facilitating group'

interactions later in this handbook for details regarding the skills'

and personal characteristics needed.
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'eo Decide who will coordinate local planning and arrangements. In most

cases, the-coordinator will initiate and confirm all necessary arrange-

ments, although others may_assist; if 'desired.

41. Prepare a geheral written description of the job or occupational area

to be analyzed. This is needed'to guide the selection of participants

and for the.orientation of participants.

.
4

Thirty to sixty days prior
.

to the workshop, do the following:°
. .

Complete the identification of employers who are able and willtng to

release-expert workers and/or supervisors.
. . .

'
Prepare or adapt a briefswritten explanation of with

employers'and prospective participantsIseelkipendix

Make appointments by phone-antr0 poisible, arrange to visit com-
panies/businessesiagenties personally'to eiplain DACUM and to request

.their cooperation in the identification and release of expert. workers.

A second option;'when time or, travel funds are not available "for'per-

,sonal visits, is to make only;telephone contacts.ta explain every- '-

thing. A third option, used successfully by some institutions, is to

tnvite all appropriate *layer representatives to cane ;to the school

or caJlege for a bilef presentation about DACUM and discussidn of the

type of assistance needed. The telephone contact approith offers a

considerable saving of time for the coordinator, as compared to the

individual visits and presentations approach.-

' Contact all nominees by phone (or, if possible, in person) to explain

DACUM and answer possible questiont.' -

e.Make arrangments fo'r an appropriate workshop meeting room (this is

. very important; recommended arrangements are discussed in detail later

in this handbook).

Twenty to thirty days prior- to the workshop, do the following:
4.

4

Confirm all arrangements,made with DACUM part4cipants by letter, in-

dicating meeting location, time, directions, and sp forth. Copies of

these letters 'should also be sent to the appropriate supervisors or

managers of the workers. This is alsO.a good time to send a limited

amount of visitor information (e.g., campus map, brochure of programs
,

offered) to each participant..

Make arrangements for coffee and/or other light refreshments, for

.meals, and anynecessarylodging or group .transportation.
.

Identify someone tosserve as recorder during the DACUM workshop. The

recorder must be able to spell correctly, print legibly, and be willing

to record messages only when directed to do'so by the facilitator.

Five to ten days prior to the workshop, do the following:

Make phone call6o DACUM part4cipantsto.confirm their participa-

tion, answer qtiestions and so forth.

12
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Assemble workshop supplies' (e.g.,'Fun-Tas. Hold-It, or other brand of
non-Marking putty; fifty .sheetslof 8.1/2 x 11" olear,white paper;, four
padres of 5" x 8" white file lards; three or four felt-tipped pens
with blue; black, and red ink; a pointer; and name placards-for all
committee members). Most items are available from, any book or office,
suptly\ltore., . .

Decide If observers are appropriate and, if so, extend ingitations.to
4 *

4 instructors, program coordinators's. admintstrators,- advisory committee

chairperi and so forth. ,None of these persons should be allowed*to
participate in the workshop discussion,. however, and the numbei of
ooserve0s should be kept to a minimum to avoid possible distractions.

If deiired,\invite an apprOpriaie school or univeisity administrator

to welcome the DACUM participants officially -at the begiahing of the
Workshop. .

The day before'the workshop; do the following:

Make a linal check of room, suppliiS, meals, and all .other
arrangements.

Meet and review plans with the DACUM facilitato-.

If desired, prepare an agenda such as the following that.will give
participan4 an idea of the schedule to be observed: .

First Day

SUGGESTED AGENDA
FOR TWO-DAY WORKSHOP

4

4

8:30 - 9:36 Introductions and orientation

9:30.- 11:00 Identify duty statements'

11:00 - 12:00 Identify-task statements for one du area

12:00 - 1:30 Lunch Break ,

1:30 - 5:00 -Identify task statements for three to four duty areas

Second Day
t.A

8:30 T 12:00 Complete identification of task statements

12:00 - 1:30 Lunch treak

1:30 - 3:30 Review and refine duty and task statements.

3:30 - 5:00 Sequence duty and task statements, and exercise other
options as desired and as time permits

5:00 Adjourn workshop
f

13.
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setee and Prepare Room for Workshop

Because the DACUM process depends he vily on group ibinamics, there are
certain .features required of the room in ich the workithopwill be conducted.

Room. The room selected should have ;a unbrolteh wall surface ,of at least,

30 feet ind should be of sufficient size to ouse the participants and any' .

observer -s. comfortably. There should be no.d ors, windows, or other obstruc-
tions on the wall that will be used to cons' ct the DACUM chart.

. ,

The room should be located in a quiet are and should be *ell lighted and

well ventilated. The facilitator or.coordinat r should check the lighting and

climate controls before the workshop 'to ensure hat they are fuhctioning.pro

erly. A committee cannot function effectively iT an environment thatbis too.
hot, too cold, or too stuffy.

k

If observers are to'be invited, the. room must have easy access to and

from the observers' section to avoid distracting or dftrupting the committee.

If the room tb be used is small and lacks side orl'ear door accessibility it

is best to discourage observers, as their movement in and.out.of the room may.

be disruptiye. 6.

lurniture type and arrangement. To facilitate the interactions that must

take place.in a DACUM-workshop, the participants should be comfortably seated

so that they can easily see and hear, each other, as well as read al) items .

placed on the wall. The best arrangement is to seat pitticipants in comfort-
able chairs behind tables that .are arranged in a semicircle. The participants

should actually face the wall upon which' their ideas will be Written and

.
displayed; however, they must also be able to see and hear other participants.

-The/tables serve a twofold purpose': they create a work space for the commit-

tee members. and act as a barrier between them and the wall. A small table for
the recorder.should.be located at one end.of the wall.. Figure 1 illustrates.

the desired seating arrangement.

Unbroken WaN 30 feet or More

Recorder

Pig. 1. Ideal DACUM seating arrange/nom'

14.
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A refreshment table should also be set up in the rear or on one side16,
of the meetin§ room. Participants should be permitted free access to the
refreshments e.g., coffee, tea, soft drinks, pastries) during breaks and
throfthout the workshoO-sessions. Figure .2 illustrates a destrable rdom

arrangement for conducting a DACUM workshop...,

location of meeting. There are pros and cons to conducting th DACUM on
Ir.

the.campus-versus oft the campus. As long as the room is conducille to group .

interaction and is free from distractions, the specific location is a second
ary consideration. Sohe schools and community colleges may .want to bring the

committee members to the campus for public relation purposes, is well as to
cakeit easier for other faculty a9d administrators to stop by and observethe

pro eelgngs. Others may prefer to use, motel meeting rooms, which may offer .

bet er physical arrangements and greater convenience for_lodging and meals.
; /

/
.

I. 1 .. . .

D?cide Whether Obseivers Am Appropriate
111 i

.

. Most colleges,. schools, and universities that host DACUM Workshopsiniite
faculty members, support staff, administrators, and selected others te.g.,

. advisory. council, committee chairpersons and members) to observe all or part.

of the workshop. Some institutions may invite representatives of the news

-media to stop by observe the proceedings, and photograph and/or interview
participants during lunch or other break times. Although excellent pqblicity

may be obtained-thiscareimust be exercised that observers do not inter-

fere With the occupational analysis process Wolf. All observers need to be

Anstructed politely., but firmly, that they may not ask questions during the

4 proceedings or otherwise participate in_the committees dtscusgons. G, -,

.
. . .

If the size'and layout of the meeting room permit persons to.. observe

the process without undue disruption, observers can increase their knowledge

of the DACUM process through such first-hand observation. 'This technique
has permitted many institutions to gain and strengthen the support of other.

instructors, supervisort, and administrators-for using the DACUM procedure.

Another option is to videotape portions of-the workshop. `Theta pe can

then be made available, later, for interested faculty; administratbrs, and
board members. Because some portions of the workshop are likely to be quite
repetitive, unobtrusive taring and ivality editing can show the highlights of

. the total procedure-on a thirty- to sixty-minute tape.
.

Plan for Follow-Up Activities

Before the workshop begins, the coordinator should consider what follow-
up actftities'are necessary or desirable. For example, the institution may

,

want teidentify occupational experts among the DACUM participants who can
also serve. as subject - matter experts-for a relevant training program to be k'm

developed or updated. These persons could help with the further'developmeilt

of the curriculum and/or be called in as industry experts for'classroom or

laboratory. presentations.

1
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SOURCE: Th DACUM Coordinator: A Training Manual clove cped for the South Canilina Technical
Education* System, Columbia, South Carolini, 1981
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Another op on is to id y fy rsons to serve either as members of a new
advisory committee (or rep ement) members for an existing commit-

. tee. If such selections are to be. mad the instructor(s) and program coordi-
nator or department head should be.involv and agree toithe procedure.

9

DACUM workshop planners should also de ide whether'a verification process.
will follow the DACUM workshop, so that the participants can be told what the

4 next steps will be. Participants Will also w nt to know-when they can expect
A ' ,to receive a copy of the DACUM chart and wheth r the institution plans to in-

volve theM%further in any Ay: In mostcases, participants will offer to be
,

of.further, assistance in any way potsibTe. ,I. . .

II

SELECTING commrrEkMEAABERS

Define the Occupation to be Anol$qed
:f Q'4.

Before any committee members ,can be identified, careful .thought must 4,
1

be given to determining what occupation is't0 be analyzed. There is a danger--
of defining,the-occupation to be analyzed either too narrowlyor top broadly;
Defining the occupation too narrowly may result in programs whose-traineeS. .

may be quite limited'as to the job opportunities for which they are prepared.
Defining the occupation too broadly May-result-in a program that requires more
time than is reasonable or in trainees who receive only general preparation
in a wide range of tasks:. When the committee assembled for.4 DACUM is too.
diverse, the procedure tends to break down,\because the members-may be /
unfamiliar with much of the work performed . other members.

For example; an _analysis of the clitical field. may include persons em-
-played as mail clerks, file:clerks, reception sts, typists; secretaries, med-
ical'speretarieS, legal secretaries, and adtni n strbtive.assistants. Al thpugh

-there mayfie.stmilar:tasks *formed by-person emOloyed in these Jobs, ,the
overall nature of the jobs variekso widely Ito 'to attempt an'analysis'of,

.
such a broad.oetupational cluster through one 0 CUM would be unwieldy and
probablyinConclOsive. It would be reasonable, however, to analyze two

closely 'related jobsdsich as typ9t. and serve ry or mail 'clerk and file

clerk, Prone DACUM workshop..

When the scope is appropriate, the'DACQM rocest may proyide justifica-

. ti on for a.dicotomy or a merger.of existing °t aining programs. For example,
which specifie.taaks separate a "legal secre rymfrom a "clerk- typist?"
Should diff ant curricula an4 training pre§ ams be developed? Which tasks

are common to th jobs and which are different? Arethe jobson a parallel
level with one: other or is successful experience in one job a prerequisite
to employment in other? Are there enough adequate job openings for the.

school or college'to offer training in' both fields?
0 .

Since the occupational definition that is used predetermines who are the
eligible participanti for selection, the occupation must be defined as accu-
yately as possib1e. Acisions.must be made as, to the types of workers to be ,

Ancluded and excluded'. BefOre starting the gelection process, it is useful to

25
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-business *Motions, the nature Of the firms.employing such workers and

their tarioat'job titles.e .

-
...

Lt is also useful to develop a "working" definition of the occupation .

that specifies the general areas of resPonsibility or work functions that

are to be included in the analysis. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(DOTFand.the,OcCUpattonal Outlook Handbook (00H) are valuable references

.
for devising a three- to five-sent9ce working definition.

Other useful. resources for devising working definitions include exist-

ing job descriptions and.occupational analyses. A num* of state curriculum

laporOories (e.g., Ohio, Colorado) have conducted occupational analyses'and

. published thetr. findings. Eifstimg sources (available at reasonable cost)

that contain working-definitions and occupational analyses are as follows:

CURRICULUM MATERIALS SERyICE
Vocational Education Building.

Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80524

mum EXCHANGE
Humber College of Applied

Arts b Technology
205'Humber College Blvd.
Rexdale, Ontario M9W-5L7

0
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS LAB
The.Ohio State University
154 West 12th Street, Room 139
Columbus; OH 43210

ro

OPEN ENTRIES?
The Center for Studies .

in Vocational Education.
Florida State University
Stone 'Building

Tallahassee, FL 32306

V-TECS
Curriculum Publications

Clearinghouse
Western Illinois University

. 46 Horrabin
. Macomb, IL 61455

The federally funded curriculum coordination centlrs (CCCs) .of the National

AetWork for CurricUlum,Coordinitiontin Vocational-Technical Education supply .

analyses, to:individuali.-or organizations in their respectiVe regions asmell.

The. six -CCC--Ipcations are as follows:
.

EAST CENTRAL CCC
Sangamon State University
Springfield, IL 62708

217-786-6375

MIDWEST. CCC

1515 West Sixth Avenue
Stillwater, OK 74074

405-3774000

NORTHEAST CCC
Rutgers University
200 Old Matawan Road
Old Bridge, NJ 08857

201-390-1191

18

NORTHWEST CCC
Building 17, Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206-753-0879

SOUTHEAST ca
Mississippi State University
Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39672

601-325-2510

WESTERN CCC
University of Hawaii at. Manoa

1776 University Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96882 -

808-948-7834*
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A caveat is necessary at this point. An analysis obtained through the

literatiFi-Wom another source should be useCwith caution. IM some

occupations, the lists may be considerably out of date.. Also, unless the

tasks are "rifled by locarexperts, they may or may' not reflect the actual

tas04perfbrmed by local, workers.

A working definition can be used to guide the identification'of firms em-

ploying the types of workers needed for the DACUM committee. Later, the com-

mittee can be asked to modify the working definition to more accurately re-

fTect their actual occupational.anallsis. Die duties or general areas of re-

sponsibility are often adapted as phrases in the final definition.

kientilySourcesoMarwriTteCNiembes

Equipped with a-working definition of the occupation to be analyzed, the

DACUM coordinator is ready to begin the serious task of identifying firms that

envloy. workers With the type-of expertise needed. One of the first decisions,

When beginning the identification of DACUM committee members, is to determine

whatlographic area should be, represented.

` = Although some.OACUMs reflect national or statewide orientation, most-are

based on the labor market area 'served by the particular community college or

secondary school needing'the analysis. In thit sense, labor market area may

be defined as that geographical region where the majority OM school's pro-

gram graduates-obtain jobs or -are likely to obtain jobs. If a state curricu-

-/um laboratory is sponsoring the analysis, the geographic area of.concern will

probably,. be the entire state, even though some students are likely to cross

state boundaries for employment purposes.

_ In selecting a committee, it is important to ensure that its members rep-

resent the entire region being considered. Depending on the particular occu-

pation to bcanalyzed, may also be desirable to stratify the companies by

size (i.e., large, medium, small)- and /or by. type (i.e., private'versus public)

of employer, and so forth. Whenever there are one'or more factors that may

influence the degree of worker specialization or other aspects of the worker's

job, considerationshould be given to selecting a stratified sample in order

to Obtain proportionate representation of each category' of worker .in the' occu-

pation.:

There are many ways to identify.sources of committee members and key

contact persons within the firms. Seven major sources are discussed here,

although there is no reason to limit 'the selection process to these sources.

In most cases, two or more of these sources may be used to identify, the type,'

and category of expert workers needed for the DACUM committee.

Instructor(s). Although the school instructor(s) should ndt be permitted

to serve on the committee itself, they may be asked to help' Identify potential

committee members. Instructors should know of many--if not most--of the firms

employing the type of workers needed.

19
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Instructors may also know contact persons within some of the firms and

even the names of some of the candidate workers. Off course, care shouVO be

taken to avoid having instructors nominate only former students or other per-

sons who, for various reasons, do not meet the selection criteria 4suggested

criteria are outlined in the next section of the 'handbook). Involving the

instructors at this point, however, is\not only a good means of identifying'
committee members, ,but can also help greatly to elicit or maintain their ,

support for the OMAN procedure.

Advisory committee.' As with instructors, the members of a relevant ad-
misory committee-particularly, if the committee has been active-rmay be an
excellent source.of.employers' and/or potential employees' names. The advi-

sory committee mothers should'also be able to give sound adVice on the various

:types of employers hiring the workers needed and-on-any specializations that
ought.to,be considered.

,1\

Former students. In cases where a relevant occupational training pro-

gram has been operating for several years, one or two former students may
be selected. for the' OACUM committee, if they meet the specified criteria.
Employers of former students constitute a list of employing eagencies'Io-con- o

sider, whether or not former studints are selected.

.
Chamber of Commerce. In most communities, the Chamber of Commerce main-

tains lists of various employers by occupatiOnal category. .Educators are ,

usually more than welcome to use such lists, once their purpose is made known.

The names, addresses, and phone numbers of contact persons are also commoAly

available from this organization.

Business and industrial associations. Many (though not all) business
idFnustiriTTRWilYrriUgliiiirissociations for profetsional pur-

poses. Some of these associations have business-education liaison committees

whose function is to link with the schools and colleges in mutually benefical

ways. Such associations are rich. sources for potential coMmittee members or

of appropriate information leading to contacts with potential participants.

Yellow Pages. Although not arWays a comprehensive listing, the Yellow.

Paget of the phone directory may be a useful reference in most communities.

Public employment division. This office exists in most urban communities

and is usually able to provide the.names and addresses of employers they have

surveyed or have listed job openings with the office.

The careful identificatiOn and (ifappropriate) stratification of employ-

ers in the labor market area served by the institution may be very worthwhile

in terms of the MUM outcomes. The proper representation of expert workers.
4 and supervisors on a ON: UM committee it essetttklAo obtaining _a relevant,

analysis of the occupation.
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V.

Criteria for Selecting Committee Members

In addition to identifying committee members who represent the.geographic
. region and the various types pf employerslinvolvedin the.occupationvindivid-

ual members selected for the 'DACUM workshop should possess several important
qualiftcations. For the DACUM coordinator, the proper selection of these com-
mittee members is probably .the most critical appect of organizing a success-
ful workshop.. The.quality of the interactions that will take place, as well
as theAuality..of the. resulting DACUM chart, depend heavily upon the perions-
selected Experience.suggests the following'criteria'to .guide the selection
process. A list of the criteria is shownc.in figure 3.

\
Technical .com etence. Anyone selected as a CACIII 'participant must be

4 technically y competent and sperceived a an expert in the occupation to be

analyzed. IndiViduals selected should have a high degree of skill in the
occupation and should be aware of current developments and.needt in the field.
Keep in mind that the number of years, worked is not necessarily indicative of
attained 'Competence.. Generally, the immediate supervisor of the workers can

help identify the best employee. ,

- Full-time employment. Individuals selected should be currently employed

in the'occupation on a full-time basis. This helps ensure their knowledge

of and familiarity with all aspects ofthe job. Some of 'the persons may be

. supervisors, as long as they are directly supervising the workers whose jobs

are to be analyzed. Supervisors who have had recent practitioner-level
experience in the occupation can provide useful insights into the job being4
analyzed, and add-a "reality check" to the process. However, no More than 20

percent of the committee should be supervisors.

a

012

Technical Competence

Full-Time Employment

Occupationil Represintativeness

Ability to.CoMmunicate

Ability to Cooperate as Team Member

Freedom from Bias

FullTime Commitment
3

FIR 3. Criteria for Wetting committee) members.
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Occupational representativeness. If the occupation is diversified in
terms of worker specializations, the committee members must be selected to
reflect One specializations. To the maximum extent postible, the make-up
of the committee should, reflect the actual employment situation in the labor
market area beinP served.

Ability to communicate. Committee members must not only be skilled but ,
shokallso possess tee ability to describe verbally the tasks they perform..'
Some highly skilled workers 'are either unable or extremely reluctant to inter*.
.act in a group setting., To be .effective contributers, committee members must
be reasonably articulate in .order to explain what they do in a precise and
accurate way.

Ability, to copperate as a team member. Because the DICiki process tn-.
volve,s brainStornillig and-consensus seeking, the committee members must be able
to listen respectfully to -th`views of other's and participateeffectively 'in
groUp discussions. Members shOuld be able to interact without dominating or.
being dominated and should not overreact to criticism or to having their con-
tributions analyzed or reorganized..,

so

.
Each member must also be a willing partiCipant, onewho accepts the CAM

approach to occUpational,analysis and. who desires to participate in the pro-
cess. This excludes 'persons who are "sent" without explanation or are simply

'assigned by the.bosi to "fill a seats' on the committee.
%,

Freedom from bias. Committee membert must be-open-minded and free .of
biasesrelated to training methods, training time, and trainee qualifications.
This is the primary reason why instructors should not be committee members.
Because of 'their concern with having to teach'the Talks identified., inastruc-
tors -May_ try to influence the committeesecontributions. For similar reasons,
as well at-the possible lack of. technical competence, union leadfirsv personnel
officers, and other managers should also be excluded.

.Full-time commitinent4T-C-ormAttee members shoula be a
time to the 61CI.M workshop for thenrequirerperi-od-.-It
an alternate participants then to accept someone who 01
or destroy the needed continuity by being there, only part
crucial .to stress the importance of being on time for all
persons who are late or are part-timers who miss some of t
group discussion, may seriously disrupt the. proceedings.

le.to devote full
to select
the process

f.-the time. It i s
ssions,,,because

rientation or

et

Summary. good CAM committee is representative of the best people
(experts available in that octupational field. Sometimes preisure is exerted

ary

on the coordinator to include people in top management because of the public
relations value associated with their selection. SuCh pressures need to be
firmly resisted. Experience 'has shown that 'personnel managers and other top ;
executives make poor participants,because they are only generally aware of
the' competencies needed by current practitioners. The selection of managers
who are poorly qualifed is likely to result in their embarrassment' and thereby
promote poor, rather than good, public relations..
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One rule that annoys some vocational teacher.S is that instructors in the
propped training program. are not permitted to serve on the CAM committees, *

noncan they make any changes in thercommittee's chart when it is completed.
' This rule prevents an insteuctor from wittingly or unwittingly influencing the

committee to accordance to his or her own interests and skills, or making the
Chart reflect thp instructional resources available. \

.

And "weighting" of the committee* that makes it unrepresentative of the
occupation must be avoided. For example, selecting several recent graduates
of, the occupational program being analyzed would not be representative of the
total occupation. Selection of the right participants i't one of the keys to
devieloping a comprehensive and valid rACINchart.

. Invite Committee Members and Confirm Theirs Participation

7 At this point, the coordinator should have defined the occupation to be

analyzed,.identi fled potential sources of committee members, and determined

the criteria to be used in the selection of members:- Two other major tasks

must be carried out 'before the DACUM,workshop: (1) contacting the companies

that employ the type of expert Workers needed, and (Z) contacting the pros-
pective committee members.

Contactino the company. A coordinator may be Resistant about contacting
a company to ask ifithey are willing. to participate in the DICU4 workshop by
releasing one bf. their best workers for two days. .However, most business ..-
and industry personnel are truly interested in cooperating with vocational
technical educators when they feel the participation will be worthwhile4

The main ..thrust in contacting 112 employer should be to convinc the per=
sonnel manager, supervisor, or other contact that the School needs the com-
pany's help to update or establish a relevant. educational-or training program.
The coordinator should assure the contact person that one or more. expert work,
ers%from the company' or business., is needed to specify the tasks that workers

in that occupation 'perforiti in order to be successful on the job.. The'coordi.
nntor.- should impress upon. the, representative that the results of the DACUI
workshop will be used by the institution to develop a:curriculum ,and,instruc-
ttonal program that will produce skilled workers for that company and other
employers in the community.

'The Coordinator. will not have to convince. many companies'of the'impor-
tance of.a competent work. force. The more training and skills an entry-level
worker pbssesses, the less training time-and investment a company must expend.

I

... It is important for coordinators to make an appointment by phone to visit
companies, businesses, or agencies personally to explain the .DAOLOI process and
to request their cooperation. in nominating and releasing one or More workers..
During the visit' nith the elnployer, a .coordinator should be prepared to-ex-
plain the CACtfi process, how the results will be tii6d, and the qualifications
of the worker or supervisor needed. Experience.indicates that. having a one-
or twopage'viritten explanation and a sample tACtti chart to leave.with the

9
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employer can 5e very helpful. -Coordinators should also be prepared to write

formal letters of request' for assistance,on their institutions' letterhead

paper, should the business or industry contact require formal approval.

a ,

A second option that may be used when time and/or travel funds are lim-

ited is simply to make a phone contact to the appropriate employer representa-

tive and explain everything over, the phone. Although this approach has been

used successfully, employers are More likely to take such requests seriously

if the coordinator visits the employers on their own turf. Personal visits,

of course, al se permit the Immediate exchange of relevant materials and a bet-,

ter opportunity to learn more about the firdts. Personal visits may also alloW

for brief personal interviews with one or more prospettive. committee members,

during which time the .coordinator may be able to form an opinion as to whether

.the tandidate(s) poSsess the desired characteristics.

.' A hird option used successfully by some, educational institutions.is

to. invite employer representatives from ten to twelve Companies tooattend an
orientation meeting on OACL14 at the college or school. This approach, where

.. suitable, offers a- considerable savings to time for the coordinator when cam-

pareci,to the individual fpompany'vlsits and presentationsapproaches.

I. One approach that has. usually not worked very well is the use of letter's.

,
Written requests 'are 'often referred to public relations officers Who may want

'to be helpful but may not be well qualified to assist. These' persons may lack

knowledge about the assignment and may nominate themselves or other people why

are not technicall or personally suited for the work. If letters must be.

used, persons responding to the letter. shotild be :strongly encouraged to call

the coordinator 1,9 order to discuss the!" request and.. type of person needed

before nominating potential :committee members.

P
Contactin the prospective committee member. The most effective strategy

to obta n part c. pants or a comnto. meet personally with each
.

nominee, as arranged through the emphafer, thirty to. sixty dayS in advance of

the workshop. If there-. i s. sufficient time,, this onezto-one 'technique elicits

',the best .results.

A prevlious, third-party personal contact at. the loCal comppny .or. industry

may also be 'helpful; however, the coordinator's own involvement 'is invaluable.

Persons sent to a' orkshop by the "boss," without any personal contact by the."...

coordinator, often resentthe assignment.' BecauSeithe. first contact makes the

most lasting impression, the coordinator sbotild try to arrange it him or her-

self or with the help of the employer. .

If the coorainater.Must rely on third-party sources for the selection

of committee Members; he or she should impress upon the third-party "agents'.

the relevant criteria for selection of committee members. The coordinator

will need to give the contacts it written copy of the` criteria to .guide their

selection efforts. The coordinatoP may also to give the contacts a

letter of invitation, along with basic introductory information about the

IACtti process.

,
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Telephone contacts may have to be employed .for long-distance participants

and hard-to-reach people. If the coordinator's time islimited, it will prob-
ably be necessary to resort to.telephone-calls: A formal, written confirma-
tion and introduCtory information about EACINsiould folloW all phone calls
within the week.

v,..6

ually a letter, by
.a com ittee member. Only

writ ng prove productive.

,

itself, will not elicit a response, let alone secure
in combinations with other techniqueiEwill-letter

Prospective committee members may b4 hesitant. to make commitments to 1
ne or. different. experience. The MOM coordinator must explain 'the p.urpOse
of the analysis and the role of thi committee member. in the process; The
members should be told that they will-.be asked, .along With other workers from

the same occupation, fo identify the various. tasks they ctrrently.perfom on

the job. .

.

Because they ace performing these tasks daily, they need n'o-special prep-

. 'arotion for the (ACM workshop. Each person is Considered an expert. Simply.,

put, the DACti4 workshop *cannot succeed without the help of worker experts,-..

because they can describe their daily performance-in terms of the duties and

tasks they. perform= -better than anyone else. ;

During the exploitation, the coordinator must stress the importance of

toe. full-time commitment to the workshop. Each committee member. should begin,

. paicipate throughout., and-finish the entire workshop. It .is important to.

avoid asking someone to become a committee member if he or she is really-not

.interested in the activity. Such a person will probably not contribute much

to the development of the analysts and may even be destructive to the proCets,
,

In cases where the coordinator, for whatever reason, "makes contact-with

a worker. who i s ~qualified and willing to- serve on the rACLM committee before

.. contacting the emploYercthe coordinator .should offer to helPthe worker
obtain .company approv 1.: Such approval can usually be quickly obtained by

.getting the name, pas r` n-,:and phone number of the' appropriate supervisor

and making an:explanato y phone call. .

,

Experience has shown that if proper selection procedures are followed,

few workers vAl object to participating. Most .persons rightly consider it

an honor to be selected as experts in their field and' are glad to accepts the

responsibility, even when it means giving up some of .their personal time for

the activity.

To complete. the selection process, it is highly irecomme.nded,that the
coordinator make confirming phone calls to each participant five to ten days

.
prior to the workshop.. This provides them with an opportunity to ask any

questions and to confirm their plans to attend the workshop. If one or two

persons must cancel out at this point, there.is still time. to seek qualified.

Alternates. , .

.
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Sam le letters and other materials. Although the DACUM coordinator.

shoul deve op his or her .own letters and tailor them to the specific situ-
ation, appendix D contains sample letters. of the type that should be sent to
the employer and participants to confirm arrangeMents previously-made. Also
contained in appendix D are, a sample CAM information sheet and a committee
member data sheet. The data sheet provides an effective means of keeping a
record of all contacts with parttcipants, and the information Sheet contains
adeqUate advance. information for most persons.

"Make Other Arrangements

A. few other, important tasks remain to be completed before. the workshop

begins. Although these factors may be considered secondary, they can greatly.

.facilitate 'well-conducted DACUM workshop.

Recorder. A recorder should be selected to assist the facilitator from

the beg nn ng to the end of the, workshop. This perton's primary fugqion is

-to print the-duty LOW task statements legibly on sheets- of paper or cards that

. -are. -attached: to the wall. The recorder should be able to. do the following,:

, Listen attentively to committee members 4.4f,

Take direction from the facclitator

' Print quickly and neatly

Spell words_ correctly.

-

The recorder must resist temptationto speak about.or write task statements
before the facilitator has. obtained the consensus of the committee. The
recorder may also be asked to transfer all information from the wall to sheets

of paper atv the end of each session and at the conclusion of the workshop..
.

Name tags andplacards. Once the ,committee-members have been identified,

t the. coordinator 'should have a secretary prepare typed name tags with both the
committee members and their companies' name on them. Name tags, when prepared

in large, easily readable type, help the participant; become acqdainted with

one another.

It is recommended that wel 1-lettered. cardboard nape placards also be
prepared by a graphics specialist to aid with name recognition. Request the

names to be boldly printed on both sides of the folded placard so that the
committee members, as well as the facilitator, can quickly identify the

participants by their proper names.`

,
Curing the coordinator's petional interview with or' phone call to-each

committee member, he or she should be certain to ask what names the partici-
pants wish to be called and their spelling,.if there is any doubt. Well-

prepared name tags and placards can help create a favorable first impression

of your organization, as well as greatly' facilitate personal interaction.
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Parkino. and 'security. If the workshop is held on ..a college or school

campus, the coordinator should be sure to inform security about the dates of
the workshop and the number of visitors expected. It is a good idea to ask
security personnel where. the visitors should park and obtain any needed park-
ing stickers and specific directions that will avoid the embarrassment of
someone becoming lost or setting a ticket.. The coordinator should also be
sure ,to arrange with both janitorial and security personnel for the overnight
safety of the-room and its contents. The coordinator needs to particularly
stress that "NOTHING. IS TO BE TOUCHED OR REMOVED FROM THE WALL.,

Lunch and refreshments. It is customary for the host institution to
provide for the lunches of the participants for thetwO days. Lunch arrange-

._ ments should provide the participants with a reasonable selection of items
without taking an undue amount of time. Some institutions-' have the ltinch set

up and catered in a nearby room, and others have the committee members eat in
faculty dining area, whereas stin others take the group to a nearby cafe-

teria or restaurant. The main concerneis to make certain that any nrassary
arrangements, transportation, reservations; payment proc'edures, and so forth,

have been made and confirmed.

It is also customary for tht host institution. to proVide reasonable
refreshments fori_lhe participants during thetworday session. This ggnerally

means offering coffee tea, and donuts or pastries in the mornings before the
workshop begins and at the.mid-morning break. For theafternoon break, the

host may also wish to-offer soft drinks or lemonade and perhaps 'cookies or

other snicks. - .
r"

,Messagese The coordinator 'should alert the switchboard operator and a
secretary to route phone messages to the committee members. red
that a telephone not be preterit in th, meeting room, but during breaks mes-
sages shoulebe given to commit -tee members. A phone should be available
nearby for ..any essential return calls, but the coordinator should try to.
,.minimize potential disruptions of the analysis process.

Public relations. Many' institutions want to maximize the. positive public,
relations ,potential that can result. from a CAM workshop. some schools and .

colleges work with compinies to prepare Joint news releases, photographs, and
special reports about the DAM workshop. If an institution employs or can
hire a'photographer, the coordinator may want to have pictures taken that can
be sent to theparticiPants, the cooperating companies; and to the news media.
sA photo of the finished-chart with committee members in front of the wall has

a goOd visual impact for many audiences. t

The DACIA coordinator may contact one or more loc media representatives
to arrange for interviews with the participants at the workshop. If so, ar-

rangeMents .should be madefor.the*second day of -the workthop, and the activity

should occur at lunch. time or during breaks: Although media representatives

may be invited to observe part of the WIN workshop, they should not: be per-
mitted to conduct interviews or take candid, in-progress'photo4raphs that will

distract the committee members during'the analysis sessions. You may wish to

L3
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supply the media with a list of, the companies' and participants' names a few
days before the workshop. See appendix E for an example of an article that
has been written about DICLI4 workshops.

Observers. The coordinator Should communicate to the appropniate insti.
tutiona personnel thata Mai workshop will be occurring. If observers are
to be allowed, the coordinator' must specify clearly who is invited and what
procedures must..be followed by those attending. It is essentia) that observe
ers enter and exit as inconspicuously_as_possible-and remain completely silent

*. e)rd-uring breaks or at mealtimes.

Official welcome. If a high-level administrator of the institution gives .t official welcoMe to the committee members, that administrator should be
briefed as to the occupational area, companies represented, time of meeting,
and so forth. Vwelcome.by top administrator, aewell as v,isits,.by other.
administrators, help convey to the Committee the importance of their wok to
the institution.

4
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DURING THE WORKSHOP

CONDUCTING THE ORIENTATION (STEP 1)

The first step in conducting any DACIA *Mahon it to carefully orient

the persons assembled to what will be happening during the next two days.

The orientation must bey well done and'should Use a rather 'informal, nontech-

nical explanation of ..the reocedures and concepts involved. The committee ..

members need a straightforward explanation of several topics:in order to

understand clearly what their Joh is and how they can accompliih.it by work-

ing. cooperatively with the other members of the DACUM committee and the

fad itatok.. e

This section addresses each of those topics and suggetts how they may

be handled. A suggested outline for orienting DACUM committees,. as well as

copies of recommended transparency masters, are contained in appendix F.

. .
Conduct Introductions

The normal procedure for condutting introductions ls for the CAC IM coor

dinator to call the meeting to order at the designated time and then. promptly

%introduce the administrator or other institutional representative who is re-

. .spolsible for officially Welcoming the committee members to the institution.

. AMMO the officidl weltome should.be brief, it its important to have a high.

level official formally greet the participants and publicly acknowledge,
the

important: contribution- they will .be making to the instilution.'s vocational

programs. The ,formal welCome should not, _however, be used as a public speak-

ing opportunit to promote the inst1I-177on's programs or .servicet

,.After the official welcome,,_the 04CtM coordinatOr should iistroduce. the

facilitator (assuming a di fferent person. fills ttii s role) to the' committee.

The coordinator should acknowledge the. skills and experiences of the facili-s.

tato that relate to conducting ITACU4s._ Whether the facilitator has a Ph.D. "

degree or not matters little and, if announced, tends to have at least a '

-temporarily intimidating' effect on some orkers. The most important' thing

*is to keep the introduction 'brief (practitioners are annoyed,as are most

other people, 'by lengthy citatigps) and relevant to the DACUM activity.

At 'this point, the facilitator should take over leadership of the work-

shop and maintain it for the next two days. The facilitatdr must immediately

begin to create .a friendly, warms)* cooperative atmosphere. After a few-

words of personal greeting, the facilitator should ask all of the participants

to briefly introduce themselves. Specifically, they shoOld ghee tholehames,

companies' names, current positions; and explain generally the 'type of work

they perform or supervise daily. Introductions of this nature tend to help

"break the ice," help others to pronounCe eachothere- names correctly,.and

gives the participants an opportunity to tell thS Other members *scything they '

,
feel is germane to the task at, hand.
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Some facilitators begin with an ice-breaker question such as, "Where
would you rather be if you di4n't have to be here' onsome4bther. nonthreaten-
ing, participatory activity, Out these are not necessary. The key-is to se-

, lect an opening Orocedure-with which the facilitator is comfortable and that
:is ,appropriate to his or her personality and leadership style.

The facilitator should also introduce the recorderland briefly explain
the neiture,of that person's job. It is .important that he committee members
know that the recorder is not one of them but is prese t to help the facili-k
MO accurately record thramOrittee's coartbutions. .

If the program instructor(s) bt.coordinators are present as:observers,
. At is appropriate to briefly introduce their in order to indicate their inter-

est in the committee's work. This is'also.a good time to stress their roles
as observers only.

/.

Establish Rapport and Create a Participatory Atmosphere.

After the appropriate introductionstaheficilitator's major responsi-
bility begins., 'The facilitator must presents, cbticise and accurate overmtew,
of the. entire DACUM process in a relaxed butiforceful manner. The facilitator
can "make" or "break ". the participants'. motivation and enthusiasmcfor the
workshop during the. first fifteen to thirty miwautes of the orientation.

The facilitator must quickly rapport with every member of .the

group and motivate them to want to participate actively in-the process. The
. facilitator should-try to quickly;establish a first-name relationship with
the participants, and point out how each. member was carefully selected as one
of the local experts in his or her:particular occupation. .It-is important for

. the facilitator to congratulatethe members tincerely:for.having been se-
lected.' The facilitator should also stress the. importance of the partici-
pants' individual and collectike contribution% to the institution, to its
present and future students, and to:th*.40mmunity.

-

0.

Itis crucial for the facilitator'todemonstrate his or her own enthusi-
asm for the DACUM process and product. One approach is to discuss .generally
how institutions have successfully used the process to develop and update
their curricula. It mo be helpful to ,briefly highlight the history of the
DACUM process at this point. The facilitator should be careful, however, that
the participants do not have to listen to more than they want to. or need to

.know. It is far more to explain- how the host institution.plans to
use the results of.the committee's work tb revise, upgrade, or expilnd current
training programs in.the occupational area of concern

.

The facilitator must try to put the workers at ease and reduce possible .

anxieties by telling them their job is primarily one of col ectivelyAescrib-
ing what tasks they perform in .carrying out their jobs suc essfully. They
shotArTe told that once they have defined what tasks mus be performed, the
program administrators, instructor(s), curriculum and me is specialists, and
advisory committee :will .be responsible for deciding hoW the program should be
taught, what instructional materials need to be deverged, and so forth.

30
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One good technique to get 't he committee members parttcipating early, in
the orientation phase is to ask them to brainstorm the question, "How is a
curriculum usually derived ?" Many types of responses are likely, such as the

following:

By the teacher, basedion personal experience
0

By a committee of educators e
o

.0 By using the "adapt-a-texcbook" approach

By using a state core curriculum guide

By doing what the Orsious. teacher did

By using a traditional job analysis '.

The facilitator should accept and encourage a response from every member

.
of the committee. The facilitator should also point out that, depending on
the situation and 'constrai'nts, all the approaches identified may have merit,
but that the school really ought to be teaching "what the student most needs
for successful employment" and' that DRUM' i s a proven procedure for determin-

ing exactly what thole needs are. Transparency 1 in appendix F may be used

to illustrate and summarize this key point.

At this point, the facilitator may use an illustration (see trans
ency 2 in appendix F) to show that there are several alternative strate

for determining curriculum content. The facilitator should be sure to point

out that the "occupational research" option-although considered the most ob-

jective by some persons, 'is also costly and time-consuming, which prohibits

its use.by most educational institutions.

Now is the time to start formally explaining what DACIUM is. As the acro-

nym is an unusual one, the facilitator may wish to use transparency 3 and 4 in

appendix F_to illustrate the derivation of the term. Transparency 5 -may also

be used to' illustrate some cf the many different types of jobs' and occupations
that have been /successfully analyzed using the OWIUM process.

Some coordinators haVe found it useful at this point to relate a story,

about how a ell-intentioned training program can get out of hand without

sufficient a

i

vice from industry experts. This optional OWILIM story outline

i s given in figure 4.

State the Philosophy Behind DACUM

To gain the full cooperation of committee members, it is useful to

explain the following three assumptions, which philosophically undergird the

ONCUM approach to occupational analysis (see transparency 6 in appendix F):

Expert workers are better able to describe/define, their own occup-

tion than anyone else. .
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Example to Make a Point About DACUM

NEED: A .HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR PROGRAM

FIRST YEAR Action: Hired best operator they could find.

Obtained necessary equipment.

Provided laboratory spike.

Results: Students spent all their time on pract104,
job-related tasks.

Employers very satisfied with graduates.

Teacher noticed other instructors had an office .

and classroom and he/she wanted one too.

Space limited so part oflab went into classroom.

SECOND YEAR Action: Students spent time in lab, classroom, and operit-
ing"the quipment. Less time on equipment; more-,
time spen heoq.

Results: eGraduates'still very satisfactory.

Teacher noticed other students were getting
courses in math, English, and science. .

Thought hii/her students should have those too.

THIRD YEAR Action: Students have heavy equipment class and-lalt, but -

have little time to practice actually operating the
equipment because of other class demands on time.

Students. studied math, English, science.

Results: Graduates are unable to get jobs as heavy
equipment operAtors even though they now have
improved math, English, and science skills.

Employers are dissatisfied.

Student enrollment goes down.

Instructor lost sight of t requirements of
industry and the workers.

Program in ..cxele--curriculum is no longer
relevant.

NOTE: This change would more likely happen over a several-yeir period.

Mg. 4. Clul Ivo ei optional DACUM glory
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f
Any job can be effectively and suffie4ently described in terms of the
tasks successful workers in the occupation perform.

All tasks hive direct-implications forAhe knowledge and attitudes
that workers must have in order to perform the tasks.corarefq7--

r

, "These.three statements summarize, simply but clearly, the philosophy,
behind the.DACUM.system of.occupatiOnal analysis. It. is the second state-
'swot that is sometimes, controversial. The participants need to understand
and accept the-logical premise that, in order to be able to perform a task
correctly, a worker must know what to do when and how (knowledge); as well as
understandAt (attitudes) thd7tiik should irperfoRed in the first place.

Oncehese assumptions are clearly understood, fewparticfpants object
to the philosoph behind DACUM. The facilitator thould ask the participants
if they undirstand and accept this philosophy. If there are questions, the
facilitator may need to be able to explain how the next step after occupa-
tional analytjs, called task analysfs; further analyzes each task statement
into the .specific steps or operationsinvolved,Ammledge needed, attitudes
required, tools and equipment neededeand so forth. -

The facilitator may:also need tq explain that the information resulting
from the task analysis' wills in turn; IA used in preparing instructional mate- ,

rials, for teachere'ind students' use. Again, it is important not to tell the

. :
.

Clarify the Role .6f the DACUM Facilitator
4, 4.

Betairse thereritical role: of the facilitator in the-DACUM process, a
brief overview ofthe role presented here. Even though this information
would not normally be,.discussed In great detail with the participants during
orientation, it fs necessary that-anyone wanting to properly fulfill the role
of facilitator know what general attitudes and skills are involved. tater,in

. the: section on facilitating group-interaction, a number .of the more specific
Aills and attitudes required of the facilitator are addressed.

It is essential for the facilitator to-establish his or her role clearly
and thereby establish his or her credibility as the DACUM process expert, at
sthe Sometime clearly acknowledging the committee meabers as the occupational
ex-erts-. The facilitatormed not know .about the occupation being analyzed
and, i n fact.. may wish to point out that it may be better that he. .or she does

not know much about the.. occupation. in that way, the facilitator is less-
likely to interject any personal-biases into the analysis process. "--

.01

The facilitator's job looks simple, but it is in fact a demanding role.
The DACUM facilitator's task irto guide the group through"the analysis, to
`orient them to the process, to draw out ideas, to question each proposed task
statement,, tocgain consensus from the group on each item, and to keep the

*Most of thissection is adapted from Adams (1975, pp. 58-59).
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dismission on target and the process an schedule. The facilitator does'not'
have to be an expert in the field; in fact,it is better if he or she does not
knoW muchbabout the subject area. But the facilitator must be well trained.in
the DACUM profess-itself and iliust have great skill in group dynamics.

Y

Because DACUM chart development is a relatively new activity and because
cominittee members will not be'familiar with its requirements, the facilitator
must be able to provide the participants with a solid framework within which
to, operate. In. time, if DACUM "should be applied on a wider scale, partici-

pants may not come to the sessions vinfamiliar with the process or of its de-
mends of them. They may have Jpportunities to read about it or to see charts

,.for other occupations, or mayliave met with colleagues who'have served*
another committee. 4_

I

The fAcilitator is cast in a difficult role: He or she cannot influence
the technical judgments or contributions of the.committee. If the partici-
pants agree that a specific task or behavior is required for performance. in
'their occupation, the facilitator must include it bn the chart. If there is'

a.specific arrangement of tasks,'a way of subdividing the taski, ora level
of breakdown of the. tasks that is satisfactory to' the committee, the facilita-
_tor must agree with it. If there is terminology ,that may not be acceptable in
educational or dictionary terms yet is widely used and ,ts'readily understand-
able in the field, and the committee insists that it must be used,'the facil-
itator must agree .

Nevertheless, he or she must insist that the partiCipants work within a
specific framework. The facilitator must 'provide theb with criteria, direc-
tions, sets of guidelines, and analogies that will help them accomplish their
task.

Primarily, this must be done on the spot, because the work demands con-
..tinuityoand a certain momentum.. The faciliator-must resolve"all issues, and
provide all the guidance needed within the time limitation of the two days
that have been allocated. The facilitator is not able to solie problems in
isolation, or by getting'another-expert's interpretation, or by talking to
other curriculum personnel. The facilitator must develop his or her skills,
in advance, in order to be able tofespond to situations as they occur in the

WATET- -

Clarify the. Role of the DACUM Participants

The committee' members in the DACUM process are charged With deciding what
skills ought to be taught to students wanting to enter work in their iPield7---
Hence, their role is also critical to the successful development of a valid\
MUM chart. Although much has already been said regarding member selection,
a few additional comments about the significance of their decision-making role
may be helpful at this point in the orientation process:.

The role of the DACUM participant is a unique one. Individually and

collectively, participants are asked to define their jobs in great detail by



identifying all of the important tasks'that they currently perform on the job.
The participants are the experts, and. It is they who must discuss, debate, and
occasionally even argue about what is really important to their jobs.

,
Because of their. critical role, the quality of the final chart depends .

to .a great -extent' on the careful choice of the members of the /MAIM committee
which may number a minimum of five 'members to a maximum of twelve (anything .

over that becomes unwieldy and inefficient)..

These,peoPle are 'experts selected from the ranks of incumbenOlsorkers
(eight to ten persons) in.the occupation, or are direct tupervlArsAof work-,
ers (one to two per other 7wOrds,. people who' are om t0eAbO4viety-day,-

not personnel directors, or college teachers, or. textbook, writers.`; Of course,

they must be ex erienced,,up to date,. and knowledgeable' individdal t, 'but the

DACUM process' .
requires that they be articblate.and able to cork in, a

group setting. he cost of.a DACIA analysis is low, because participants (or

,

their _employers), Usually donate their time for as many days )it it takes.. .

-

In all decisions regarding the skills involved in the occupationo.the .s

participants must be given. the authority to decide. If* the MIUM facilitator

tells them they are the experts,,,and-carefully listens to them as the analysis

proceeds, they will accept .the-collective deciiion-making,role and prodUce a
0

good analysis. If,-On.the other hand, the facilitator says they are the ex. .

:pens and then proceeds to be very directive in the anelysfi process, he 'or

she soon loses the cooperation and support of the committee..

Explain the DACUM Procedural Steps

At this point, the facilitator should be ready to provide an overviei

Of the eight steps or stages of the DACUM process. The explanation shoul

outline to the committ
Detailed p anations should -not

the job ahead end motivate them to want to get

er51,started.. not be presented at this time.. Rather,-

the faci 1 i tatqr shoul use an. over head 'EFinsparency 4 see transparency 7.1n

appendix F) to brief y explain the eight .steps, and should save the detailed

explanations until immediately before the committee is ready to begin each

step.

Step 1--Orientation of committee.. The facilitator is in processof per-

forming this step, winch should be finished shortly. The goal has been to

provide an introduction to the 011CU1 process and ,to explain to the partici-

pants the importance of their role in it. Emphasis should be placed on the

rationale for employing this technique, which includes the fact that, in a

very short period Of time' and with low, cost, DACUM can be ysed to effectively

identify the tasks (competencies) important to any occupattori. This is a good

time for the facilitator to ask if members have any questions or comments

regarding the approach and the intended use of its outcomes. Questions should

be fully answered and 'any anxieties about upcoming steps should be dispelled

to the maximum extent possible.

Y.
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On occasion, one or more participants mai.seriously question whether.a
sati sfaory occupational analysis can be accompli shed . using thi s approach.
The facilitator must. assure ,the skeptic(s) that it has worked many times
before, for many different occupations, and that with the cooperation of all
committee members the Ab.--cin be accomplished.. *As a last.resort, the facili-
tator may need to ask one or more members to sit back and just observe thee
process for awhile. -Experience has shown that the initial, skeptic often later °.
ecomes a .very. significantcontributOrwho simply does not realize at this
int hoiv effectively the MOW process works.

tep 2t-Review Of occupation. The purpose of this step i.s to arrive at
"a wally acceptable working definition of the occupation to be analyzed.
Altho gh different 4tpproiches may be used, the major purpose of this step is
to cl anly establish the parameters of the occupation to be analyzed. -It must.
be ma e clear to everyonewhat related job titleS and specializations are to
be i cluded in the. analysis, and which ones are to be-excluded, if any.

. Step 3-- Identify general areas of 'responsibility. Using a working
definition of the occupation as a springboard,- the, third step in the process
involves determining the general areas of responsibility or duties of the

. occupation. Thege statements should. reflect functional areas of responsi-
bility under which all the .specific tasks will fit. Most occupations can be
subdivided into from eight to_ twelve duty areas: These 'statements are written
on 8 1/2" x 11" sheets of paper and placed °Ora vertical %column on the left
side.of the wall, facing the committee.

ing eac 'uty area any. spec y ng t s or more tasks that are, performed by
workers fulfilling duties in that area. This' step. takes the most time, as
'commonly from 50 to 200 tasks may be. involved, depending on the complexity of'
the occupation: Eac*i task statement must begin with an action verb and
describe an observable behavior; :(Note: As will be explained later in this
handbook, when completing. this step it would be advantageous to identifY the

`tools and equipment important to the occupation as well as the traits and .

attitudes that wtrkers should posses.) .

Step 5--Review and refine .task and duty statements. After specific tasks
have been identified for all areas of. competence, each task and duty statement
is individually reviewed. This process usually results in, a considerable'num-
berof-c-hanges that Improves the clarity 'and precision of the 'statements.
Some statements are modified and 'others are dropped or added. Although this
°procesi takes considerable time, it also adds immeasurably. to the quality of
the 4analysi s.

,t.

Step 6-- Sequence task and duty statements. After the refinement of task
statementscfrom each area of competence, the committee sho ld organize the
tasks into' some logical sequence. Since most 'MUM charts are developed to
provide a solid basis for curricu um development, it,1 s logical to ask the
participants to organize the tas within each area into a recommended in-
structional sequence, based on t ir knowledge of whatotasks are prerequisites
for performing or learning to perform other tasks.
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, Finally, the participants are asked to indicate their prpference for
sequencing the duty areas from the top to the bottomof the chart. Usually.
the areas that are most descriptive of or critical to the occupation are
listed first.

Step 7Identity .entry-level tasks. 'Once the ana sit of the occupation
is completed and if time permits, the committee may be a d to specify which
tasks on the chart are considered.entrplevel skills vertu %hose which are
considered advanced skills and dreidt expected of a beginnin. rker. If
desired, the committee may also be asked to designate one or e specific
job profiles by specifying:.the tasks expected, for example, of clerk-typists
versus secretaries in the -clerical field.

Step 8-4ther 'options, as desired: At this -point, if time permits;
several adOitional options may be exercised.`' The committee may be asked to
(1)refine the ,working definition of the occupation, (2)'rate the importance
of each task to the successful worker, (3) rate the difficulty of.performing
each, and (4) rate how frequently each task is perfqmed. Most institutions
.prefer to collect some of this data later, during the competency verification
process.

Review of completed charts. Although. KIK facilitators metimes dis-
agree on this point, it may be very beneficial at this time distribute
:copies of two- sampleCACUI charts tq 'Serve as concrete illust ations of how*
completed charts lbok: (tee appendix N for sample [MK profile charts.)' .

Ask-the participants to note the nature, and number of duties (general areas
. . 2 2

tasks included in each area..

They-I-60d also review sample task statements.and be asked to note
(1) that each statement begins with an action verb,'1111that.usually only one
verb is---osect, (3) the length of the skill. statements, (4) that modifiers such
as "effectivelr 'and "effitiently" are assumed.and therefore omitted, and

111 (5) that the same task statement appears only once.in a .chart.
a..

After the participants' review of the-two sample charts, the 'facilitator
may wish to point out some of the obvious' differences between them and ask the
participants if they have any questions. The factlitator should be careful to.
select sample 'charts that are of high quality, and that are not closely .associ-
ated with the occupation to be analyzed by the current Klinommittee.

Explain the Guidelines **Committee Operation

CAC111 has been appropriately called a modified brainstorming procedure.
In a true brainstorming session, evaluative and critical comments are not
allowed. In DACUN, the focus should be on constructive suggestions rather
then negative criticisms, esp sally at the beginning of the workshop. At
certain points in the EACat an lysys, however, some questioning and 'evaluation
of the 'various.members' contra utio s is necessary in order to gain consensus.
This is especially true durin revie/ and refinement stage.
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The following guidelines or ground rules for' participants' participation
have been:effective and should be reviewed with any new committee (see trans-,
pacenct8 In appendix F):

N.

Everyone should participate equally. All members of the committee
have been carefully seleCted and are considered equally qualified.,
Members should 'share theikidea's freely with the group. There are no
right or wrong.answers.Eath person's ideas should be given due. con-
sideration. Members should think:out loud and let other committee.
members help .frame task statement s.

Members are encouraged to ".hitchhike" oh the ideas of otheri. Par:-

ipants should giVe their spontaneous responses without weighing- .

their.value-at that time. fr.,
Members should focus on offering contuctive suggestions rather than
negative criticisms or comments. This.means each member. must 11Sten
carefully to the views and comments of the others.

All task statements, should be accepted- as soon-es-consensus has been

reached. . .

o Members should not use references of ant kind., It is the members' in-

. dividual and colnctive expertise that is 'Wanted, not -someone ,ilss
curriculum guide`or journal article.
Observers ca, nnOt participate. They Should not be allowed 'to talk *.
with committee members 'or with other observers except during meals or .

of r rea ,
.

void' trytn94o- influence
the.partic1Pants in any way. .

_

.

All task statements must begin with an action verb and should reflect
observable worker performances. Knowledge and attitudinal statements

are not acceptable.' When knoisledge is required, there is always some
task where that knowledge is'appliegi--that is the- statement that is'

. wanted. Each statement. begins with the implied (but unweitten). pre-
face, ""The .indiiidual worker .must be able to . . . " (see transparency
9 in append1X F). More information about criteria for developing good

task statements Is provi-ded later in the. handbook (Al so see transpar-
encies 10, 12, 13, anc1,14.) '-

O

Exeicise Other Options as Appropriate

Once the facilitator has explained the steps in the DIM process and the
guidelinespfoi committee operation, the orientation phase is completed and\he

or she may move into a review of.the occupation (i.e., step 2). Before de-\

fining the occupation, however, a wise facilitator will again ask the jirst±

oriented participants if they-have any question's?.

Some of the questions likely to be raised qan be anticipated'by experf- .

enced facilitators. This section deals with three of the most. common areas

of ,concern. It also mentions the use of a consensus-seeking exercise as an

option that some facilitators believe important to use at this stage.
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Rote of the projrem developers and, program instructors. , It is only natu-
ral for members of-the FACIA committee to Want to -know what will be ,done with
the chart resulting from their work and who(laill 'be using it. Through .

advanced planning with the host institution, the facilitator should be able
to exo)ain generally the role of program developers (e.g., curriculum and
mediespecialfsts) and instructors,.

Another option that may !have more credibility, 'especially if the facili-
tator Is an. external consultant, is to call. upon the CACI.M coordinator to
explain the procedure's the institution plans to follow. sNormally, a brief
explanation is all. that -is required or .desirable at this point.. Some facili-
tators' approach is to explain that the. committee' s role is to collectively
answerthe question of what tasks the workers must be able to perform because
as expert workers they are best' prepared. to (TO that.

4 . '1'

It 1 s the role of the curriculum specialists and instructors to answer
the other major question, how to teach,- by analyzing each task to determine
what knowledge, attitudes, and specific skills aredinvolved. Following 'Oats..
the program developer incorporates this information into appropriate, learning
activities, printed and audiovisual materials, and performance assessment
devices.

%..0

. Clarify terms. The facilitator must be prepared. to define theoterms. that
he or she and the .participants will be. using. (Appendix-Cis included for
this purpose.) The .three most troublesome terms are task, tki11, ant compe7
tenc because they, are often used 'interchangeably; TR'fliTTITator should be

-fine ctistinctions of meaning that can be applied to these terms.

A widely understood definition-of the term "task* is that it is a mean
ingful unit of work .activity that is discrete, observable, and performed
within a limited period of time. Task. refers to a unit of work that must be
performed, whereas skill technically refers to one's ability to perform a task Q

or seriesoof tasks. Competency is used to refer to the ability one must pos-
sess if they are going to be able to perform a given occupational task effec-
tivel and efficiently, whereas competence means the worker has acquired the
ability to perform the work involved: Those three terms may be Used inter-.
changeabley for variety's sake during the analysis process, as long as no one
makes a big issue of it.

Explain verification procedures. If a question arises abo t the validity
of the chart being developed by the group, or about what will bene next
with the chart, it is appropriate. for the facilitator to eiPlain4what verifi-
cation procedures are planned and how that process could result in the modifi-
cation, addition, or deletion of some task .statementt.. It should be explained
that the purpose of verification is to gain-further review and assurance, by
other qualified persons, that the to are really the important a

ones. More information about the need for verificatiort.and some of the op-
tions avail e are discussed in detail' in a later section of this handbook.

Conduct a onsensus-seektng exerci se. Although some facilitators like
to take a few minutes at tilisepoint to conduCt a "warm -up" consensus-seeking
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activity, this is often unnecessary. Most committee members will have been
involved in variouscommitteeassignments or have served as members of work
teams, where some consensus of the group-had to be Obtained before work could

proceed. This type of activity prolongs the orientation process and may be
insulting'to some persons unless very carefully handled. The facilitator must

decide*whether such On exercise, would be valuable for a,particular committee.

FACIUTATING GROUP INTERACTION

Two.major responsibilities must be dealt with concurrently as the next
phase of the DACUM workshop begins. Immediately following the orientation
to DACUM, the facilitator must simultaneously begin facilitating group inter-
action.and constructing the DACUM chart itself..

The next section of this handbook describes in detail each of the iajor
steps involved in constructing the'DACUM chart. This section addresses the

facilitator skills needed to help the participants construct the DACUM chart.
Quite different skills are needed at different times in this'process. A fa-

cilitator first needs a good repertoire of skills to Araw upon, and secondly

needs to be able .to judge when to use which skill.' ;

'A DACUM facilitator must cultivate and'use many interpersonal communica-

tion skills. Basically, the DACUM process requires the fatilitator to guide
the participation and interaction of committee members in a specific sequence
through brainstorming and consensus-seeking activities. At the same time,-the

a r mus en orce the basic ground rules of bratthe

basic principles of DACUM. DACUM is a_dynamic and synergistit process, .

but it requires fins and knowledgeable leadership.
-

Because a facilitator is responsible for facilitating many small-group k.

brainstorming.sessions, the rules for productive brainstorming during a DACUM.

workshop are summarized here.
1

The facilitator shouldlothe following:

- Encourage each committee member to contribute

Listen actively to all contributions

Control,participants who try to dominat

Readily accept as many contributions as possible

Avoid criticizing participants' contributions

Verbalize contributions to ensure accuracy and clarity

Provide frequent positive reinforcement

Repress own biases and opinions .

. Probe and:encourage with questions

Set and Maintain an enthusiastic climate
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The committee members should'be encouraged to do the following:

Offer contributions freely

Share ideas. among themselves-

Help one another frame statements

Limit value judgments about the contributions of others

Beginoall task statements
4
with an action verb

Avoid statements aboutknowledge and attitudes

'The following sections discuss many but not all of the skills a person
needs'at various times in order to f ction effectively as a DACUM facilita-

tor. The committee members-Will be c osely watching and-observing the facili-

tator while the facilitator is obsery g them. The facilitator must always be

patient, demonstrate confidence and e usiasm toward the DACUM process, and

exhibit sensitivity and sincerity rds the committee members. He or she

.must quickly establish rapport and biald a trusting relationship with each

committee member. The leaderdhip style the facilitator exhibits-will strongly
influre the.group process and outcomes of the workshop.

tio

. Use Active Listening Skills

The DACUM facilitator must beliBle.,to listen carefully and accurately!
---Thi-sski-W-requiret-c-onsiderable7energyand--AHlity to concentrate. The fa-

CilitatOr must listgnto the actual words,.as well as interpret subtle mean-

ings and intention. that are oftewonly'implied. Sometimes the facilitator.

needs Ulmer what two.or three committee members are'saying at.almost the

sole time. The facilitator must encourage committee members to listen to each

other and should help clarify the tasks under discussion. Panel members will

.'
respect a facilitator who actively listens to them.

Interpret and Use Body Language
. . .

.

1 . Many 'times 'citadel expressions and other body movements .hay as much, if

not More, than the words used by a participant. The facilitator must learn-to-:

"read" quickly what the other participants are saying when only one of them is

actually talking. Frowns or looks of puzzlement frOM several.of the committee

members can. quickly tell the facilitator that they either do not. understand

what their colleague is.saying or do not agree with what is being said.
O

A contribution that elicits these subtle, negative reactions- requires

further discussion and clarification before it is added to the wall. At other.

times, smiles.or nods of approval from several members will indicate that-the

contribution is ,a good item that. can be 'quickly added to the chart. The fa-

ailitator should also use bOdylanguageto effectively communicate his or her'

owd'approvil, lack of understanding, and so forth.
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Exhibit Patience

hams (1975) says that facilitators must be "extremely patient" and that

this may be the most outstanding. characteristic of effective facilitators.,

Often, DACUM participants neeito talk over and think through some competen-

cies at considerable length. This can be-frustrating to the facilitator who

Wants to.move.ahead. The participants must-be given the necessary time, how-

ever, ..to debatetheissues-and-arrive at their own Conclustons: As Adams

points out:

_By being pitient,-the coordinator allows the Committee to. realize

thatit has to Make the *decisions, it hat'to- resolve the debates,

and it has to exhibit responsibility: Frequently, because-of un-

-familiarity with the nature of the work, e.committee will search

for a solution to an. immediate, problem to Oich the coordinator .

may suspect that heisiaalready has the answer. He must not

provide the answer but must let the.commtttee find it: If he .

,provides a few such answers, the committee is likely to give him.

the responsibility of .finding others. (1975, p.

If the-facilitator is not careful, the committee may start relying on him

or her for answers to other oncerns and the chart will become the facilita-

tor's work rather than the c ittee s. As long as the committee is on task,

,it must be allowed--and, in f ct, encouragedto resolve its owd occupational

issues to the maximum extent sstble.

Use Silence 1

Silence goes:hand-in-hand-with patience. When the facilitator poses a

treasonable question, he or she should wait for the committee to respond. This

lneans.that the facilitator will 'often need to resist the temptation to help.

the participants out. by offering hints or suggestions.

The facilitator must not allow the committee to become dependent upon

him or her for answers to.technical questions about their occupation. The

facilitator should remind therthatgley are the experts.. What may seem like

lengthy ,pauses often allows the comMTttie to reconsider important issues:

Silence can be goldenrand a
the

facilitator use it appropriately...

4

Repress Own Biases

Simietimes there is a very fine line between wanting to assist the com-

mittee in defining skills and the facilitator's imposition of his or her own

biases. Although the facilitator must probe and attempt to make definitions

clear and concise, the facilitator must carefully control his-orter own

input. This may beit be done by listening carefully and drawing upon what

has been said by the participants.

#

.
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If one 'or more.tasks appear to have been overlooked,--the facilitator

.
should ask if there are net perhaps more tasks involved, but should ardently

avoid any specific suggestions unless one of the participants has already

mentioned it. If the-committee-senses that the facilitator already knows whit

.. should be on the' chart and that he orshe.is trying to impose personas ..beliefs

on them, the facilitator will have failed in the role.. A facilitator must

a w. remember that although'he or she is the DACUM process-expert, the

commit members ,are the occupational:experts.. -.
4

0

.(

Set and Maintain a Reasonable Pace

IF the committee fails for, a long period toldentifranyinew duties or

tasks, one or more members of the committee may feel that the group is hope -

1 essly bogged down. The factlitatorlmist set and maintain a ste&dy work pace

'to avoid losing the committee's interest and cooperation.

At times the facilitator may need to briefly reorient'the committee and

reassure them that the process really works--that they are only in a temporary

sit*. A facilitator m10 temporal** accept some poorly worded statements N

just to get the "ball rolling again. In addition, the facilitator must avo$0 .

allowing the participantOto debate endlessly the worth of each statement

offered.

Adams.(1975) states that an effective facilitator "can stimulate a good

work pace by example." If the facilitator respopds immediately to 'statements

(e4.1 body language will usually IndicateTA& there is wide acceptance)and---

quickly places the written statement on.the wall, members tend to respond more

rapidly. A facilitator may also stimulate a quicker pace by calling on mem-

bers by name for tasks that they may seem to be withholding for some reason. *

If everyone seems fatigued orvrestlest, the facilitator may be well

advised.to suggest that the participants-take a break. The facilitator should

also be ever aware of thp 'roan temperature and ready to make or request Cli
matic adjustment. No one can contribute his or her maximum in a-room ,that

is too stuffy or hot.

Lead the Discussion

S

. ,

As Kenny Rogers sings in The Gambler, "You got to know when to hold'em;

know when to fold; know when tiliiiirrivmy; know when to run." As the discus

.sion leader, the facilitator's major task is to guide and keep all members

of the committee involved in a constructive manner. On occasion, different

and sharply opposing views and philosophies may surfaces 'The facilitator

should allow the members to disagree without being disagreeable.- Once the

differences have been'vented, an effective facilitator will try to elicit a-

compromise or at least an understanding among the committee members involved.

Frequently the facilitator will need to clarify one or "more" of the basic

principles of OAKUM and then redirect the participants back to the task at

hand.
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Allowing the committee to wander or vent their feelings on some issue for a
short time is'often useful and even allows ,the facilitator to be positively

. ,empathetic. Too much wandering andjoo many "hot* debates, however,-can cause

the group to lose its focus and sense of accomplishment;

In rare cases; the facilitator my hive to become very directive and
insist that the committeeio,along with him or her for a time. to see-what'

happens. In such situations, the facilitator-may wish to point out that the

process has always worked before and that it will work again if the partici-

pants-will give.it a chance: Sometimes this type.of action is required when

one or two vocal members begin emphasizing their concern for the lack of

knowledge ors toot statements and attempt to stall the process, until their .

concern is accommodated:
".--

Maintain GrOup Participation

The facilitator must promote free and nonthreatening discussions by

every member, of the committee. If individuals are not contributing, the-

,
facilitatoi must attempt to draw them out by calling on them by name or

', by asking for their reaction to a statement. Some members may feel their

competence is not equal to thatof other members of the group, and thus

wfthdraw.' The a of extracting one or two tasks or reactions'from s h

2persons fairly ea '!y (n the process will.do much to encourage their f ller

pamtlfipation th ughout the workshop.
,

In addition to calling upqn the quieter members, a facilitato may also

have to politely, but ift.rmly,,controLdominant members hy-interru ti ng or

sometimes ignoring-them.- If_two persons speak at aboUt the same ime, it may

be useful to pick up on the message of, the quieter member. Or e facilitator

4. may say, "George, `we've already heard 'from you, what do the res of, you

think?" and proceed to callion other members by name.

A factlititoi must effectiiely control the discussion so hat the needed

infqnmation canflow smoothly. Sometimes a humorous remark m be used to

tell a dominating type to blick off and give others a duke. propriate use

of humor can be very therapeutic by releasing everyone's tension

ProbewithQuestions

A skilled facilitator quickly learns to follow up on member contributions

by probing for clarificatiofi ror.further details. Probing improves the quality

of the chart and-encourages the committee members to share their ideas in

depth.

Questions can and should be asked of individual members to cause them

.to expand upon their comments. "Could you say more about that?" "Is.that.

the terminology commonly used by other workers?"' "How often is that task

peiformed or how difficult is it to perform?", The main point for the facil-

itator to remember here is to pose questions in a sincere and nonthreatening

manner.
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'A facilitator may also frequently need to ask questions of the entire

committee. "What other duties do successful workers perform?" "What other

skills does the worker need?" "Have we specified all the tasks appropriate to

this area?" "In what sequence are these tasks usually, performed?" Because of

the nature of the DACUM process, an effective oral questioning technique is an
essential tool for any facilitator.

Summarize Messages T

To ensure that a committee. member's contribution has been understood, the
ficilitator may often- need to sumiarize comments made by several members. The
facilitator must be careful to use only the terminology and verbs suggested by
the committee members. The facilitator' must- also be able to combine or con-
dense ideas for the committee's reaction, even though. he .or she may not under-

stand the particular tasks or processes involved.

Paraphrasing allows a facilitator to restate simply whit he or she thinks
has been said in order to verify that it has.been understood correctly. This .

is helpful not only for the facilitator but also for other members of the com-
mittee, who may also be uncertain of the initial statement. This (approach.

also. allows the facilitator to check body language further to determine the
amount of consensus-and understanding that exists. If unfamiliar language has

been used, the expresstons of other committee members will probably indicate ;-

that-fdrthef-ditpdatOnrts-needed.

Sometimes, in a burst of enthusiastic response, two or more tasks will be
tossed out for consideration, at the same time. This, type .of situation can be

very productive butmequires the facilitator to summarize and synthesize the

committee members' contributions. At other times, committee members who have
listened to a rambling discourse may volunteer or be called upon to summarize,
in performance terms, -what has been said. The facilitator should always ask
the initial contributor whether the summer), is an accurate one.

Use Reinforcement. Techniques

.
Reinforcement-techniqwei are another of the powerful "tool s".Available

to any DACUM facilitator. Reinforcement techniques are of tip types -- positive

and negative--and both may be effectively used when developing DACUM charts.

Examples of positive reinforpdment include the followilp

.

Praising tndividual' members for their 'contributiOns,

Asking an individual for his or her personal reaction to a statement
or to explain) a specific term Or concept -

Acknowledging the participants' expertise frequently

..Acknowledging the eicellent progress made

Remembering and using first name%



'0 Asking a person how his or her company does something

_\Recalling individual members! contributionS

Dernitrating a sincere interest in the occupation

There are also occasions when some of the following negative reinforce-

,ments techniques should be used:

Ignoring critical comments

Selectively acknowledging only relevant contributions'

Tactfully interrupting raibling discussions

Humorously rejecting off-the-wall remarks'

Challenging the speaker to put his or her contributions into

performance terms

Uiingpappropriate body language to reflect disapproval'

ConfrOnting, on some occasionse-a committee member whose group
behavior is counterproductive (best done on an individual basis durtng.

breaks)

f

Minimize Criticisms

The faciltteor must be on the alert to control and stifle tendencies

of-some-committ& members to be overly critical. ---Tostimutate-bratristerming;it is important to keep criticisms to a minimum, especially during the early ,cl

stages of the workshop. Later, in the review and refinement stages, the
facilitator should encourage constructive Criticism in order to improve the

quality.of the task and duty statements.

The facilitator must also avoid letting the more verbal and aggressive ,

members of the committee set themselves up as "expert.critics" who have to

pass judgment on every contribution. Such performance will slow down the paci. vLP

and is likely to create a strongly negative attitude on the part of the other.

participants, if allowed to'continue. .

fr

Help Members Use Behavioral Terms

At the beginning of the brainstorming activity, a facilitator will .

usually have to help committee members select appropriate action verbs for

the task statements. Some members will offer. "knowing" rather than 'doing".

types of, statements. The facilitator may want to share with members sample

statements from other occupational areas that clearly illustrate the type of

statements wanted. -

\

The facilitator may also want to distribute to members a list of illus-

trative verbs or refer them to previously developed DACUM charts. The danger

here is that members may becomcoverreliant upon the charts and try adopting

words or statements that are really not appropriate for their occupation.
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The facilitator must be certain that any "adopted" statements.are carefully

'evaluated by the entire committee before adding them to. the wall. During the
refinement stage, after hearing discussions of some tasks, the facilitator may

want to offer alternative word choices to the committee members.

%-
Resolve Conflicts

When disagreements and differences arise regarding tasks or the defini-

( tion of tasks, the facilitator must resolve the conflict through compromise,
if possible. The facilitator's role becomes that-of a mediator who must be

both'firi and'fair.

Disagreement will occasionally arise over choice of the best action verb

or most apptopriate terminolagy. If two members argue over their particular
wOrid' choice, another member ethe committee may be able to suggest wording

that satisfies both. Sometimes it is best to place both definitions on

adjacent cards that are marked to Indicate that the definition must receive

furtheeattention..
r,

Strong emotion can enter into the process as the members begin to claim

ownership of the chart and want to see it "perfected" from their personal

vieWpoints. At such a time, the facilitator-should remind the participants
that the.art of.compromise is essential to DACUM committee work.

4

Sgtek Consensus .

The facilitator ideally should obtain the full and complete agreement

of all members of the committee on all aspeCts of the.DACUM chart. Rarely,

however, is. this, possible. There are many situations ih which consensus is

quickly achieved and others in which it is obtained Only after considerable

,debate, if at el.

On important issues, the facilitator should encourage and allow the par-

ticipants to "talk out" issuet on their own. The facilitator's role, at least

temporarily, is one of staying out of the controversy and merely listening

'attentively to all sides of the issue. The facilitator may simply need to let

the conversation ramble for a time, perhaps asking an occasional question, but

offering no direction.

Not infiequentlyrticipants resolve the issue themselves and indicate

that'they are ready to move ahead under the facilitator's leaderShip. As

Adams (1975) states, "Most committees need this sort of leeway at some point

during the workshop."

Obtaining consensus does not mean that everyone has to be in complete

agreement on all statements or issues. Some issues may only be resolved by

accepting the majority's or even the minority's view. As long as one or more

members,can Justify the importance of a new job skill that is expected of at

least some workers in the occupation, most participants will go along with its
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inclusion on the chart: If the controversial statement is a potential task,
the facilitator may suggest adding it to the chart for later ovaluation by
other expert workers and supervisors during the verification process.

"Make Decisions
,

The facilitator is constantly faced with makilig decisions about such
things as (1) whether to accept a task statement, (2) when to insist on its
further clarification, (3) when to stop soliciting additional duty or task
statements, (4) what duty to specify tasks for first, (5) when to move to
the next duty area, and so forth.

4 ,

The facilitator also needs to decide when to (1) reorient the committee,
(2) use humor, (3) use positive reinforcement,,and (4) question the commit-

tee's actions. At certain times, such as in selecting a duty area for which
to delineate tasks, it is'best to involve the committee in the decision-making

process. At other times, such as in deciding to request further clarification
of a task statement, the facilitator must simply decide and take the appropri-
ate action because he or she is,in charge of the pricess and must direct it:

Whenever real options exist, a facilitator should give the committee
a choice, because it adds to his or her credibility as a d cratic group

' process leader. Where there is only one best course of act n or a quick

process decision must be made, the facilitator should autho itatively but

politely announce the tecision and move ahead.

Store and Reintroduce Unused Contributions

A good memory is a great asset to any facilitator. "It is helpful to

remember who offered each statement so that should a need for clarificatio0
arise later in the review process, the facilitator knows on whoM to call.
He or she should also try to remember ideas that may have been brought up
when working on a previous duty area but were not used because they appeared
to belong in another duty area.

Because of the need to focus the committee's attention on one job duty at'

a time, a facilitator must not start posting cards for additional duty areas.

Some facilitators make a quick note of tht tasks or ask the recorder to do so,

or they will permit the statement to be recorded.on a card (sometimes a parti- ,

cipant will insist) that is then posted to the left of the column of duty

statements for later-consideration. Often, these temporarily "unused" state-

ments reflect actual worker tasks and become a part of the finished chart.

Deal with Disruptive Participants

Occasionally, facilitators have to deal with one or more disruptive mem-

bers: Perhaps the best approach is.to use good common sense. An effective

facilitator responds to concerns in a clear, sincere manner and a confident

I-
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tone of voice.
ticipant, espec

. facilitator can
to delay .and di

effectively to

He or she should never attempt to punish or ridicule a par-
ally in front of his or her peers. At the same time, the
of allow members to get on "hobby horseS.," which serve only

rupt the process. Sometimes peer pressUrekcan be used

eep a.disruptive.member.in line.

On occasio when one or more members feel the DACUM process simply will

not work, the acilitator should ask'the objector(s) to sit back and observe

quietlywhile he rest of the committee goes ahead. Once the objectors see
that the pros ss really does work, they usually want in on the action and may

thereafter beCome effective contributors.
F.*

Another option that may work is to declare a brief recess or rest break

so as to confer with the disruptive individual private3y. If a personal con-

ference does not resolve the issue, the facilitator-may-, in unusual,circum-
stances, ask the person to leave the grail). The facilitator must make the
separation as painless as possible, but it is'impor.tant to take such drastic

action if the workshop is otherwise doomed to failure.

Appendix G containsta list and discussion,of twenty-four specificpprob-
lems that facilitators may encounter in working with DACUM committees.

Terminate an Unproductive Workshop

Despite a facilitator's and/or coordinator's best efforts at advance

planning and committee member orientation.and setecti on, it may become neces-

'sary to terminate a workshop if a committee is unable to handle the Job. This

skill is one that most facilitators need at some paht in time, particularly,

when they must rely upon other persons to select the participants. ObOously,

every effort should be expended to ensure the proper selection and ortentation

of members so that this drastic step does not lre to be taken.

It is quite possible for inappropriate persons to be selected (or sent)

who, once they discover what the workshop is about, become very antagdnistic

or are simply unqualified to perform the analysis. As Adams (1975) points out

if this happens, "There is no point in prolonging.the agony." To do-so Only

causes further alienation and frustration without helping the curriculum de-

velopment effoh. The chart, should ono be actually,produ ed, would lack rel-

evance. In those circumstances, it is best to bring' the ommittee activity to.

a halt and, with the approval of the institutional hos (or DACUM spordina-

tor), to disband the committee in as pleasant a manne as possible. .

Summary.

As Nolan points out:

All of these skills practiced and developed separately do

not make a facilitator. What this section has tried to achieve

is simply to heighten your awareness that a facilitator needs
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definite skills but must be flexible enough to adapt to situa-
tions. As you cbmplete,DACUM workshops, your own facilitator
style will emerge. Recognize it and realize its strengths and
limitations. What' works. with one committee may backfire in the

very net workshop. * I

Remember to be adotable and open to growth. Abraham

Maslow captured this idba most poignantly when he said, "If
the only tool you have is a. hammer, you treat everything
like .a nail." -(1983, Chapter 1)

- CONSTRUCTING THE DACUM CHART

At this point the facilitator starts to apply all of his or her DACUM-
facilitation skills in actually constructing the DACUM'chart.. It.is assumed
that the facilitator hasoalready oriented the committee members and has, satis-

factorily anstiered their questions about 'DACUM. This section begins with
information on defining the occupation and its scope and proceeds step -by

step through each of the remaining stage, of chart development.

Review the Occupation (Step 2)

Immediately_fonaiing the orientation, a discussioOnd review of the
atcupation .to be analyzed is conducted. The- major purpose of this discus-

sion is'to clearly establith the parameters.of the occupation to be analyzed.
Everyone needs to know which jobs or occupational specialities are to be in-
cluded in the analysis and ohich_onesare to be excluded.

'Although different approaches have bee /successfully used, one good

approach is "to ask the hosting institution ,to prepare a written description

of-the occupation for which it hopes to prepare students. The institution

"should already have determined that there is a need for training students

in the.given occupation, so thstitutionalipersonneshould also have some

'idea of the scope of the occupation. /.

The program administrator and instryctor(s) can usually prepare such a
itaoting definitio6 based on their knowledge of the field, Where a new voca-

tional or technical program is proposed' the DACUM coordinator may wish to
refer to the Dictionary of Occupational/Titles (DOT) or the Occupational Out-
look Handbook (OM for a beginning deflnition.

1

This definition is usually distributed to each member of the DACUM com-
mittee and the institutional represen ative is asked to comment on it briefly.

(See appendix H for two sample defini ions that have been successfully used.)

The facilitator may then request c ttee members to identify the job titles
given by their companies to individu is who work in the occupation'under
study. Often, different titles are pad to describe basically the same Job.
The facilitator may also ask members/ to'identify other job titles from
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their organizations that reflect related positions at higher. and lower levels

than the occupation being_ analyzed.

A chalkboard or fl4pchart may be used to illustrate the relationships

, that exist between job within the occupatiqn. 'Some facilitators find it

helpful to categorize he job titles into such major categories as profes-'
sional, technical, sk lled, and semiskilled.

The facilitator should not be overly concerned about the quality of the
initial occupational definition, because it is likely that the committee will

revise it as the DACUM process evolves. The key is to establish an acceptable
working definition so that all members of the committee know what job titles
areincluded in the analysis .and, hence, what duties and tasks should be

included in the occupational analysis.
4

Identify General Areas of Responsibility (Step 3)

Once the participants and facilitator are satisfied that th have agreed.

upon ,a working definition of the occupation, they are ready t egin identify-

ing the broad areas of responsibility (duties) of the occu ion under which

all specific tasks will fit. This is where the brainsto ng process really

begins, and where the facilitator must provide enthus stic leadership. The

committee will, at this point, be unsure of itself d need considerable

guidance.

For example, participants are likely have difficulty distingOishing

between task statements and general area of responsibility or duty state-

ments. The facilitator should point o that each general area of responsi-:

bility can usually be broken down o six or more task statements. The goal

initially should be to get some f not all, of the committee members! contri-

butions, on paper and up on theWall, even though the facilitator is aware that

the wording will change and hat some "duty" statements are likely to end' up

5s task statements and e., versa.

The facilita may set the stage for the committee interaction by re-
viewing a few b c rules of brainstorMing. The committee members should.be

encouraged to/fly share their ideat'freely with the group; (2) add to the

contributiois of others; and (3) avoid criticizing or evaluating any contri-
butions initially, including their own. The facilitator should tell the com-

mittee that refinements will be made later in the process and that, at this

stage, the primary goal is to solicit as many duty areas 'as is fitting for the

occupation.
,

Experience has shown that eight to twelve duty areas are common for most

occupations. However, the facilitator should continue tq solicit contribu-
tions until the participants feel they have exhausted all the possibilities.

Near the conclusion of this phase of the analysis, the facilitator may

say, "Can you think of any job tasks that would not appropriately fit under

one of the duty statements already on the wall?" . The existence of such job
4 '
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tasks suggests that another area is needed.
tee to include an action. verb as part of
the participants thinking immediately
editing or refinement, the action yevbs ca

It-AS/helpful to ask the commit-
'duty statement, as this gets
s of performance. Later, during

be droppet, if preferred.

It is important for t acilitator to reemphasize, several times at, this
stage, that thesstatementS will be refined later. The purpose here should be
to elicit from committee members, as quickly as possible, statements that
represent eitherAuty or task statements. Speed is not an'end in itself, but
taking too,long to obtain agreement on statements this early in the process is
likely,to'be counterproductive.

After about an hour of discussion, the facilitator should have listed ,on
---'- the left side of the wall, in a vertical column, most of the duty areas for

the occupation. When all contributions appear to have'been exhausted, he or
she should review the list of statements by reading each one. aloud. Then the
'participants should be asked if they wish to consider combining or modifying
any of them. The facilitator should state again that any duty area that
cannot be subdivided into six or more specific tasks should not remain as a
separate duty area. Similarly, a,single duty area should.not be so broadly
stated as toinclude an excessive number of tasks.

The facilitator should avoid belaboring the revision process at this
point. The committee.will wantand be able--to make further, changes as the
analysis process continues. el

The sample DACUM charts contained in appendix N suggest the types of
general ,areas of responsibility or duty, statements desired. Some sample duty
statements include the following:

Perform diAgnostic tests

Mainti4n welding equipment

Perform welding processes

Service the cooling system

Perform preve9tive maintenance

Perform accounting functioni
4

Prepare written documents

Continue'professtonal development,

a

One verb rather than two or three should be used to describe'the 'duty
area whenever, possible. In the case of "Identify and select materials,"-the
verb "identify" is really unnecessary, as one cannot "select" materials unless
he or she can first identify them.
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Identify Specific-Tasks Performed (Step 4)

Once the duty areas have been established to the satisfaction of the

committee, the facilitator should be ready to focus attention on one area that

.is likely to be fairly easy to delineate. rUsually, the committee can suggest

an area in which a number of tasks can be readily identified.

This step, like that of identifying duty areas, is also primarily a

brainstorming Activity. It' is the major and most critical phase of the DACUM

protess, because specifyingthe_tasks for each duty area results in the devel-

opment of-the core of the ehart. It is around these tasks (which are also

referred to arskills or competencies to be achieved).that4the instructional

program will later be 'structured.

During this phase, the facilitatOr should emphasize the need for state-

ments that contain an action verb and that clearly reflect observable worker

performances rather than knowledge or attitudes. Unacceptable statements are

any that begin as follows:

The worker should,know . .

The worker must understand'. . .

O r

The worker has got to appreciate . . .

If certain knbwledge or attitudes are needed by the workers, there must

be one or more tasks for which the knowledge or attitudes are needed. Instead

of tersely rejecting a knowledge or attitude statement, however, the facilita-

tor may respond by saying the following:

What does the worker do with that knowledge?

Why does the worker need to know that? .

,Why is that attitude impo5,ant?

How does the worker use that attitude?

These questions usually encourage the contributor ort another member of

the committee to respond by saying "If the worker doesn't know theory X, he or

she can't. . This shout suggest arvobservable task, statement.

If it does not, the facilitator should rmit the participants to'discuss the

3task further, so long as they stay on he topic. He or she should also remind,

the committee that each task statement should begin with the unwritten pre-'

'ace, °The worker must be able to . . . " Frequent verbal 'repetition of the

task being delineated may be needed to help'maintain the concentration of the

group. , ,

As the committee begins to define the first duty area, it is important.

that the facilitator record and post task statements as quickly as possible,

with a minimum of debate and negative comment. It is easy to lose a commit-

tee's commitment at this point if the members begin to perceive the DACUM

procedure as unworkable.
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Some facilitators have found it helpful to duplicate and distribute a

list of the typet of action verbs desired (see appendix. I for a sample list).

At this point,. reference may also be made to the sample charts distributed

1.
during orientation, if the group appears to be getting bogged down. The

facilitator should also remind the participants that everything is tentative

at this stage, and that they should not be overly concerned about the-apreci-

sion of each statement. Review and refinemen 'will occur later.

Although the committee members should nalt be too concerned about the

quality of the task (competency) statements elicited, the facilitator must be.

An effective facilitator muse be an expert at writing good task statements in

order ito guide the committee. Probably the most difficult task for most ,DACtti

facilitators is that of clearly distinguishing between statements that reflect

duties _tasks and steps (the next subdivision). The facilitator must not

only 54 4614,.to make that distinction but also be able to help the committee

understand the differences. This means the facilitator must also know the

criteria that Characterize job tasks and high-quapty task statements.

Criteria for job tasks and task statements are as follows:
r

Job tasks

Hale a definite beginning and ending point

Can be performed over a short period of time

Can be performed independent of other work

Consist of two' or more steps

? Can be.observed and-measured

Result in a product, service, or decision '

...

Task statements

Reflect a meaningful unit of work

.1

Contain an action verb,and an object that receives the action

May contain one or more relevant qualifiers but omit qualifiers such

as effectively and efficiently .,

Are explicit, precise, and stand alone

Avoid references to knowledge and attitudes needed

Avbid references to tools or equipment that merely support task

performance

Represent a typical job assignment for which_an employer or customer

would pay

The better the statements are,that the partt cipants contribute as the pro-

cess moves ahead, the less time will be re fired sib the review and refinement

stage. (For a brief and illustrative narrative on developing good task state-

mentS, sei appendix I.)
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While delineating a .duty area, partitipants sometimes want to suggest
tasks for other areas as well. This tendency should be resisted; trying to
fodus ,on more than one duty area at a time causes the analysis process to

. break down., Similarly, a group will sometimes want to organize or resequence
the task statements during the initial brainstorming session.: The facilitator
should remind them that intense ,review and .sequencing 1 occur later on,
.after all'the tasks .have been identified. If a spec fic process is being
Adelineated, however, it may be useful to.tentativel arrange the tasks in
order to assist the flow off ideas.

t

Wring the initial phase of identifying tasks, the facilitator should
again solicit contributions from each member oVthe committee. The lbnger
a facilitator waits to draw out a quiet member, the more difficult it may .

become. Reluctant members can usually be drawn out by calling on them in
a nonthreatening way or by asking, them to rent to how a specific task is
performed in their company.

o.

It 'is essential, during this early stage, that the facilitator also con-
trol the more vocal members. of the committee to_prevent them from dominating
it. Appropriate verbal or body language may be used to ask a participant to
"cool it," or the .facilitator may refuse to accept more contributions from ,

that person until-after others have contributed.

A concern often arises over the specification of tasks related to the
tools and equipment of the trade: Generally, tool slir equipment operation
should be included as statements only when they reflect actual occupational
tasks. The committee should be instructed to think about-whether completion
of an occupational task involVes using a tool or whether the tool is used -as
a means to an'end.

I

For example, a secretary is frequently responsible for astembling or col-
lating printed materials, but rarely is responsible for operating a collating
machine. Likewise, an auto mechanic may use several tools when performing the
occupational task of "adjust, a carburetor." The mechanic's use of a screw-
driver and other wrenches in the process does not represent-occupational tasks
by thrselves.

At some. point during,the identification of the specific tasks it may be
desirable/ to stop task identification temporarily and specify (1) the major
tools and equipment'used in the occupation, and, (2) the worker traits and
attitudes desired. It i s 'very important to keep the tools and traits listed
separate from.the actual job tasks if a high-quality job analysis is to be

.

obtained.

Both tools and worker traits usually can e specified in ten to fifteen
minutes. List them separately from the job to ks. The tool and attitude
lists .should' not be stated in actual verb and bject form. Identifying tools
use and attitudes desired Serves as reminders to 'bring to mind tasks that
might otherwise be overlooked..

.

Worker traits and attitudes often identified include: patienee,
perseverance, innovative, reliable, tactful, flexible, loyal, enthusiastic,
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optimistic, cooperative, and, self-confident. Tools and equipment used will

'vary widely depending upon the type of job being analyzed. Care should. be

taken to avoid listing brand.nameetools and equipment.

When the participants appear to have exhausted all of the tasks for one

duty, the facilitator should ask if they are ready to move to another. It is

important for the facilitator to. be careful not to cut them off too soon, and

the facilitator should not call for a break. in the middle of discussing a duty

area. The facilitator must try to guide the committee in selecting another
duty area in which the tasks are likely to be similar to the first band. The

committee may bog ,down when it switches from procedural tasks to analytical or

problem-solving tasks. The facilitator may need to.help the committee find
appropriate types of performance statements for the new area.

This process is continued until the grail) has .delineated all duty areas.

Because this stage of the DICtti workshop always takes the most time, it can

tax everyone's endurance, patience, and adherence.to the process. The facili-

tator must be enthusiastic and maintain control of the group, but should also

attempt to thterject humor and laughter into the process. As long as the

facilitator remains highly motivated\and dedicated to the task, the committee.

is likely to remain so, as well.

Many. facilitatorg have found the following tips for developing good tasks

statements helpful:

Keep statements precise and short.

Each statement should stand alone.

Use terminology, common to the occupation.

Avoid use of double verbs, such as "remove and repair." Use the more

inclusive of the two.

Avoid statements about the knowledge needed.

Avoid use of unnecessary and flowery modifiers such as correctly,

accurately, etc.

Avoid the use of equipment or tools statements that merely support

task performance. The use of tools in and of themselves is not a task

activity, but a means to achieving the work task.

Avoid statements about worker traits'and.attitudes.

Include only one task in a single statement.

Review and Reline Task dnd Duty Statements (Step 5)

Once all the tasks for each duty area have been specified, the facilita-

tor should conduct an intensive review of each task statement.* the chart.

The goal at this poiqt is to improve the overall quality of the chart. The

'skill of the committee members to identify worker tasks accurately and pre-

cisely should have continued to improve as they advance from duty area to duty
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area. The facilitator may now capitalize on this expertise by reviewing each

statement and refining those that need improvement. No sequencing should be

dohe at this time, however. The committee should be permitted to add any new

tasks found missing or to delete or reword tasks that overlap one another.

The facilitator should normally begin by reviewing the tasks, area by

area, in the same order as they were initially identified. A pointer works

well' to focus the attention of all members on the same task statement. The

,facilitator should repeat the statement as it is worded and-ask the partici-

pants to do the" following:

Critique the action verb. Is 1t. the most accurate descriptor of what

the-worker actually does?

Review ttre object. lbes it represent the thing. or person acted upon

by the worker.

Check the modifiers or ualifiers if ah Are the correct ones used?

Are ot ers neeae ave unnecessary mo ifiers, such as "effectively"

and. "efficiently'," been omitted?

Review of the chart at this stage should result in considerable clarifi- '-

cation and numerous worechanges. New cards should be written for statements

that are changed in order to keep the appearance of the chart as neat as .pos-

sible.1 When reviewing a group of tasks, the members should_be able to quickly

recall what was'meant earlier When the task was added "to the vial-4 If there

are questions or doubtful facial expressiOns.in evidence when a statement is

read, the committee must be encouraged to review and clarify it.

The facilitator must
constantly challenge the committee to think of the

most accurate and descriptive terms. For example, there are major differences

between "select" and "prepare" instructional,materials and between "critique"

and "revise" written documents. It is important to insist on precision. The

'facilitator may wish to remind the participants that their names will be asso-

ciated with the published chart (if that is the plan) in order' to encourage

them to make the definitions as pfeci se as possible.

A few other: points should be stressed. ,A-ttask statement "should contain

as few words as possible (usually a maximum of eight) and still be completely

descriptive. Often, two or three words are sufficient. 'Long statements tend

to lack focus ,and do not lend themselves to chart' presentation.

Although task statements may be moved from one duty area to another

during refinement to obtain the best possible fit, the facilitator should

not permit the same task to appear twice., Instead, the .participants should

arbitrarily decide on the best fit, when necessary, that describet when a

competent worker should perform a necessary task4.

Each duty area should consist of at least six specific task statements.

If the group can specify only two or three tasks, 'the duty area should proba-

bly be combined with another related area. On the other hand, if a particular
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duty area results in the identi ication of a large number of (e.g.,
fifteen to thirty), there may e justification for dividing that arge area
into two duty 'areas.

Once the tasks in each duty area have been refined, the facilitator
should ask the committee if the duty statement is still an accuFate descrip-
tion of that general area of responsibility, Sometimes the scope of the duty
statements should be' narrowed or-broadened to reflect the specific tasks more
accuratelyj, To the extent possible, each duty statement should be inclusive of
all the tasks within the area and exclusive of all the tasks specified for the
other duty 'areas.

The facilitator's responsibility is to stimulate the .participants to make
any refinements that may be 'needed. He or she should question and challenge
their statements and even propose alternative wording, but must always allow
the committee to make all the technical content decisions.

O

Sequence the Duty and Task Statements (Step 6)

- Although sequencing the task and duty statements does not take a lot of
time, the results of sequencing add significantly to the quality and appear-
ance of the final ..chart. Adams (1975) states:

"

It is Important that eventua: users be able to see .the finished
work in some type of organizei structure. Work that is not
systematically organized in'some fashion tends to lack credi-
bility and seems inomplete he viewer who is searching- for
structure. The intent :sto cnable viewers to see skills in
different bands in relation to each other, to see individual
skills as part of a whole, and, to see chronological structure.

Before sequencing .thP.: task statements within each duty area, the facil-
itator 'cncild provide the committee with a-rationale for sequencing them.
Because a CACI.M analysis is usually conducted to provide a sound basis for
later curriculum and instructional development, the best rationale for

°sequencing is to place the tasks that workers would. normally learn and use
first on the job on the left side of the chart.

The facilitator may ask committee members to role-play the hiring of a,
new employee who can not perform any of the tasks on the chart. The partici-
pants should then decide, area by area, which tasks they would expect the
employee to learp and. practice first.

A few other factors should also be considered when sequencing the tasks.
Some tasks, because they represent parts of an overall process, are performed
in a natural, chronological flow and are veil easy to sequence._ Other tasks
may involve activities that are very difficult to sequence because the order
in which they are learned or performed s arbitrary. The participants should
be advised to sequence such tasks.arbitrarily. Sometimes they will discover
two or more subsets' of tasks in one category that logically follow one
another.
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Usually, the facilitator should select the first duty area to be

sequenced. Based on his or .her knowledge of what needs to be done, the facil-

itatortan select an area in which.some of the tasks are already sequenced

according\k) the criteria or in which it appears that such sequencing may be

readily accomplished. A final note regarding selection: the facilitator

.
should not permit the participants to sequence more than one band at a time

or to attempt the sequenciq of one band in relationship to another.

As the actual work of sequencing tasks begins, the facilitator should'

try to clear a blank space the depth of two bands of skills as a work 'space..

He or she sho'uld also place the duty area statement in the space-and move

the task statement cards into the space to the right of it as quickly as the

participants reach a consensus regarding their preferred order.

. An option here is to start with a duty, area thatchas a clear spacl below

it and then simply move the duty statement downward- and begin placing the task

statements to the right of it. If 8 1/2" x 11" sheets of pOper are used for

duty area statements, two rows of 5" x 8" cards containing talk statements can

fit beside it in those cases where twenty or more tasks have been identified

for a single duty. -

ED'

During the task sequencing phase, the committee may discover a missing

task statement, one that overlaps another, or some other need for revi sion-

to improve quality. The facilitator must not permit major changes at this

point, but some revision should be allowed. Once a banthf task', has been

sequenced,- review it from'beginning to end (left to right-Y.-toseri-sure final

agre'ement before going' on to the next duty area.

Once the goup has sequenced all of the task itatemehtss, the facilitator

should ask the committee to study all the 'duty areas. The objective now is

to organize the entire analysis as it will appear on the printed chart. Two ,

factors should be considered-at this point.

First, what duty area best represents and projects a positive imag.e 'of

the occupation? When analyzing the legal assistant occupation, for example,

one group of participants felt that their work in,"assisting clients" nepre-

sented the most important aspect of their jobs. At the same time, the need

to "coordinate office functions," even though a large number of tasks were

involved, was considered least representative of their profession. Therefore,

the committee requested that the "assisting clients." area appear at the top of

the chart and that the "coordinate office functions" be placed at the bottom.

Second, the facilitator should suggest the vertical shifting of one or

more duties adjacent to an area that has similar tasks or that lojically
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follows the previous band. It -should be noted, however, as with the task
statements, that the top -to bottom sequencing of. the duty areas usually is
partly an arbitrary one. Normally, any physical change io. the sequence of
duty areas is,not made at this time; rather, it is noted by the marking
preferred order on the duty statement sheets..

. The facilitator should now be ready to. obtain final agreement on whether
the chart isaa reasonably accurate and comprehensive description of their
occupation. Normally, the participants will quickly agree that the chart is
complete and will want to know how soon they can obtain a copy to show their
supervisor( s) and colleagues.

It is at this point that some facilitators permit an instructor who has
observed the entire analysis process to briefly address the committee before
seeking final closure on the chart. The-purpose is to give the instructor
1,att-minute opportunity to question either the omission, of a task believed
important or the inclusion of -a task not well understood. This may be a
very positive approach(and it motivates the instructor to attend and gain a
personal technical skill updating from the sessions). Usually only one or two
items are questioned and the instructor is very' complimentary of the work the
committee has done.

Identify the Entry -Level Tasks (Step 7)

Some 4nstitution want the facilitator to ask the committee's help
in identifying tasks that represent essential entry-level (i.e., beginning
worker) tasks versus those that represent more advanced task that are usually
learned on the job. When revising or establishing a vocational or technical
educatton program, there is seldom enough time available to addrest all the
occupational tasks that one may need. Some of the less important or less
frequently used tasks may, therefore, legitimately be deferred ,and addressed
later through on-the-job training or through advanced courses.

To identify what may be called the essential entry-level tasks, the com-
mittee should review the task statements listed in each duty area. Using a
colored marker, the facilitator should place an "A" or some other mar-king on
those cards which ethe majority of the members feel represent advanced-level

- -tasks. Normally, if the sequencing in the previous step is well done, this
will take vary 'little time, because the advanced-level tasks should be ldcated
at the rigft end of each band.

gia MIL

Another option, if desired (or if time does not permit completion of this
step during the workshop), is to question expert workers and Supervisors about
entry-level tasks during, the verification process, which commonly follows the

workshop. ,
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Corldpct Other Options, As Desired (Step 8)

The choice of other activities at this stage will be influenced by the
amount of time available before the promised dismissal time arrives. In ad-

vviee of ttp workshop, the facilitator should discuss with the CAC* coordi-

nator, or other apprbpriate institutional represintative, what options exist

at thi s, point and what their preferences are, given adequate time.

If there is time and interest, some of the following ,activities may be

completed:

' Revise the occupational 'definition

Establish, job or career ladder profiles

Ask participants to rate skills on frequency, difficulty, and/or

importance

Revise the occupational definition. If the host institution plant to

make 'further use of the initial occupational definition used in step 2, then

the participants should be asked to review it agaiii and to suggest appropriate

changes that better reflect the essence of the oetailed definition on the

wall. A committee will frequbntly take the duty statements and combine then,

into descriptive phases that provide a good general definition of the

occupation.

The facilitator may also' want to ask the participants if they have a
recommendation regarding the best title for the chart. Would a group of legal

9 paraprofessional's, for example, prefer "legal assistant" or "paralegal?" In

some cases the title mar be Obvious and the committee should not be asked to

suggest a title just to be differenttor unique. The title should reflect the

narrowness or the breath of the occupational analysis. For example, an analy-

si s that includes two or three related jobs should be given a more encompass-

ing title than one that includes an analysis of a single job.

On occasion, ANC 111 analyses have been conducted to identify a portion

of a person's job (e.g., the role of the vocational teacher when implementing

competency-based education). In these instances, some type of qualifying

statement should be developed and added to the chart so that readers will

understand the nature of the analysis and not be misled.

Establish cb rofiles When an analysis by design includes two or more

related o 1 es, the committee may be asked to Specify which tasks are

common to all of the Sob titles and which are unique to one or more of them.

for example, an anatisis of the clerical occupations will frequently include

bilth typists and Secretaries. Specifyingwthe tasks common to both and, in

this case, those expected only of secretaries is useful for program develop-

ment, as well as in student counseling. A .simple coding system, such as C =

common core, typist, and S = secretary, can be quickly applied to the task

statements witn ithe help of the CACUM committee. Some institutions later

color-cOde the task statements to reflect the various career ladders repre-

sented on a single profile chart.
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Rate the tasks. If time permits and the host institution does not
plan to condUct any type of task verification procedure, the facilitator may
ask the committee to rate each task on one or more of the following factors:
(1) importance of the task to workers in the occupation, (2) frequency'with
which workers normally perform the tasks, and (3) degree of'difficulty most
workers experience in learning or performing the task. .For each type of,rat-
ing desired, an apropriate scale should be devised. (For specific examples
of rating scales that have been used, see the section on the verification of

competencies;)

The participants may be asked individually to rate' each task on each of

the desired factors. Some type of easy-to-use instrument should be provided
for this rating (see appendix K for a sample task rating form). The ratings
of individual members are then averaged to develop a consensus rating for each
task on each factor rated. A word of caution: the number of factors rated
must to be kept to a minimum (i.e., no more than three) or rater fatigue may
destroy the validity of the results.

If this type of rating is to be accomplished during the workshop, a third
day of activity should be planned right from the* start. For this reason; and .

because of the additional difficulty of obtaining expert workers for three
.

days, it is strongly recommended that, whenever possible, ratings of the tasks '' .2,

be obtained through a mailed verification instrument process.

Workshop evaluation. Many host institutions and most facilitators ask-
A

participants to evaluate the workshop activities and to offer comments regard- )

ing their reactions to the IACIUM process. This type of process evaluation can .

help both the facilitator and the host institution plan even more effectively

for future workshops. Comments that evaluate the DACIUM process as a procedure .

for identifying tasks important for vocational instruction are usually very ,

positive and provide useful data to share with concerned administrators and/or

(4sponsors. A sample instrument that has been used for this evaluation purpose

is presented in appendix J.

Workshop Summary

Once the committee's work is finished, the facilitator should sincerely

thank the members for their cooperation and persistenc9. He or she should

reemphasize the importance of the participants' contribution to the institu-

tion's training efforts. Letters of thanks and a copy of the published chart

should 4e sent to each member of the committee sopn after the workshop.

Lettergeof thanks should also be sent to company contact persons and/or chief

executive officers.

Some institutions, wanting to express their gratitude to committee

members for their time and energies, award certificates of appreciation to t,

each member. An appropriate administrator or other representativrof the

institution should award these certificates, if desired.
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rkpending on the. situation, this same institutional representative may

indicate the schOol's desire for continued cooperation in one or more ways.
Some committee members may..volunteer to serve on an advisory committee, for
example, or to work with the instructors and curriculum development special -
i sts as technical conteht experts.. Frequently, strong bonds of cooperation
develop among the committee. members, their firms, and the host institution.
Such linkages may greatly enhance the institution's ability to provide rele-.

.vant services to' its students as well as to the business and industrial

community.

Workshop Follow-Up

As soon as the participants have departed, the facilitator should super-
vise the numbering and lettering of the MUM chart to ensure the preservation

of its final structure. A simple but very workable'procedurt is to label each
auty,area from top to bottom with capital letters: A, B, C, and so forth..

Then label each individual task in each duty area sequentially from left to

- right: A-1, A-2, A-3; B-1, B-2, B-3, and so on. Finally, the facilitator.

should -remove each duty area and its associated tasks-and stack them in proper

A sequence for later typing. TIK original work should be filed in a 'secure

place at' least until such time that a tied copy of the CACIM profile chart

has been prepared and the copy has beenYcarefully proofread.

If identified)during the workshop, the list if tools and equipment

needed, as well asfithe list of desirable worker traits and attitudes, should
be recorded for future reference and use during the verification and curricu-

lum deve)opment stages that usually follow a) CACtki analysis.

n
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AFTER THE WORKSHOP

VE/ 01F1elNGTHETASKS(COMPETENCIES)

After the DACUM tyOrkshops, the institution has an occupatio
listing all orthe tasks workers perform in that occupation. It

from an unimjeachable source--expert workers and supervisors. %I
that the institution is now ready 'to have the DACUM 'chart lam"na
and declared an official document of that vocational program. Tha
true, however. The tentative task list most likely should be sub
further verification, by other experts..

analysis
as obtained
would appear.

d in plastic
may not, be

.

cted to
11P

DeterminetheNeedforVerification

,"Verifying" the tasks is a process that conffnms, that the tasks listed
are, in fact, the tasks that students will need to,be'able to do when they

-enter the occupation locAlly. The tasks should be Submitted to people cur-
rently active in the occupation for their critical examination; and they
sho0d be asked to consider each item and determine*hether.that item is, or,
is not, actually a part of the occupation. They wills° suggest additional
tasks that appear, in their opinion, to have been omitted.

. There are a number. of reasonsAt Moray be useful to verity a DACUM
'task list. Fbr instance, the tanks -itUdents are required to achieve may be
affected by local codes. or regulations.' There may be special practices,
tools, or equipment used by the industrial. firms or businesses in whiCh the
students become employed. Union agreements in the area may determine which
craft does what tasks. These finds of considerations can be clarified if
the task list is scrutinized by people in the occupation who know local con-
ditionso.job requirements,and the latest occupational trends. o

There are two schools.of thought as to whether occupational analyses-
done by the DACUM approach need to be verified by another group. One school

of thought (Holland College is an example) holds that further verification
serves no useful purpose because the original DACUM committee itself was
selected from specially *ratified local.or regional practitioner p. Subject-

ing the chart to review and possible change by others wouldonly make the
work of the committee seem less important, increasecosts, and add little.

The other school of thought contends that there are inherent risks in :

adopting the DACUM. results withOut further input. A DACUM committee is small-
and may not be representative of the occupation. In. addition, the public

relations value of having h.larger number of qualified, workers.and supervisors

review the analysiss loe Greater confidence that the tasks identified
are, in fact, the really important ones may be gained'by having other experts
review it for completeness and accuracy. T is is especially important if the
results are to be used for state or national rricirlum development or instruc-

tional purposes.
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In additton, other types of data, such as frequency of rorformance, im-

' portance of the task,, and the-difficulty'of learning, may be obtained readily

through the verification process. Each institution has to consider the costs

and benefits of verification and decide which approach will better serve its

needvand desires.

Develop a Verification Strategy

If the Institut on decides to conduct some type of verifjcation, a strat-

egy for carrying, the process needs to be devised. The degree of sophis-

tication and t of ..verification process used can vary widely. Concerned

faculty maywish to conduct a fairly comprehensive verification study for a

new program, one for which there is little current information aVailable..°

For programs that are to be updated and for which considerable literature

exists .(i.e., other occupational analyses), it may be most to have
*

: - the program's occupational advisory committees reviqw the DACUM competencies.

, To structure the process, the following questions must be addressed: '
4

Who will conduct the verification?

What questions will be asked?

What instruments will be used?
Ie

How will verifiers be identified and selected?

How will the data be,collected and,analyzed?

How will be modified?

The DACUM coordinator is usually the person who conducts the verifica-

tion survey. This person should possess or acquire skill in developing ques-

tio haires and in processing the resulting data. The coordinator is usually

a ady experienced in making contacts with industry personnel and is there-

fo e
0 usually in a good position to identify persons qualified to serve as

verifiers. _....

Other persons, however, who possess the.neiessary dat, collection and

analysis skills may alio conduct the verification. Ig all likelihood, three

other parties will also need to be involved: '(I) an administrator who can

give the lecess4ry approvals, (2) the curriculum specialists and instructors,

and (3) advisory committee members. Asvith the identification of DACUM

committee members, the latter two groups often are able to assist with the

identification and selection of verifiers.

, Develop Vbrification Instruments

When preparing a survey or task inventory instruments the person in

charge needs to consider carefully what type of information is needed.

The number of questionss.asked must be kept to a minimum order to ensure

a better rate of response. Only that information that is relevant to the
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institution 'as it proceeds to organize and develop a responsive curriculum
based on the DACUM analysis should be gathered. Questions that may be asked

include the following:

Importance of the task. ,How important is the performance of this

task in your Joo as a

Frequency of performance.. How frequently do you perform this talk?

Entry level: !s this task expected. of a beginning worker?

Difficulty rating. How difficult is this task to learn?

Criticality.: How critical 4 s theperformance of this task?

You may also want to ask your respondents to react to the lift of tools

and equipment and the list of worker attitudes and traits gathered in the

DACUM workshop.. Questions about the tools and eqUipment commonly asked

follow: --

Is the item used?

Flow frequentlY is an item used?

Questioni raised about the worker traits and attitudes usually ask the

verifier to rate how.imPortant the trait or attitude is 'to the worker in their

occupation. You may also want to provide space so that the verifiers may add

additional items that they believe to be important.

It is important to be reasonable. The person in charge of the verifi-

cation process should not ask a lot of questions just to gather information.

He or she should know exactly why the information is needed and what will be

done. with it. Two questions are probably best, and certainly no more than

three questions should be asked about each taskstatement. It is necessary

to develop a quality verification instrument and, if possible, pilot-test.it

with two or three sample respondents to make certain the directions are clear.

The format of the instrument should be attractive and the reproduction quality

high (i.e., print the instilment, if possible) .*

Identify and Select Verifiers

Verifiers should consist of a group of expert workers in the occupation

and/or the immediate supervisors of workers who have direct responsibility for

.getting work done. Again, no high-level administrators, personnel managers,

or theoreticians should be used. The criteria for selection of the verifiers

are essentially the same as for those identifying the DACUM participants. The

*For ideas on sample' formats, rating scales, and cover letters, refer to

appendix K. Note that none of the questionnaires ask more than three ques-

tions about each item. Note also that. directions call for the verifiers to

write in any additional task statements that they feel have been omitted.
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verifiers should be persons who can accurately be labelled as.experts. Unlike

the participants, however, the verifiers do not have to verbalize the skills,

Some coordinatort make a serious mistake in the selection of the veri

fierf by (1) mailing the questionnaire to all the known practioners in the

regio, , or (2) 'using a table of random numbers to select a random sample of

manageable size'. (twenty-five to fifty persons) for the.purpose. The serious

weakness sof these two options is that some of the opinions received will be

is-groT individuals who are only minimally qualified. Data from the experts

are averaged In with data from those who are less qualified, resulting in

.inferior (or at least questionable)' data for -plgram'devel opment.
,

.
,

'
The verification° proceis should. be a local Ohl, but the term 'local" may

need some definition., If an institution is trainj g textile equipment mainte-

nance workers and it places all its students In ;the three mills in tewn, then

the. related task list should be verified by workers from the immediate 'area- -

the town itself.' If an agricultural training program prepirei workers for

tropiCal foliage- nurseries, akinduOry confined to two counties in the-cen-.

tral part of the state, those count/es become the area for "local°. verifica-

tion. If 'a school has the only laser /optics program in the state, with its

graduates employed over 'a wide geographic region, that school should verify

a related task list by: iiing it to expert workers in several nearby' states.
rila\\

Selecting a verifilati n group need not be a major effort. A program's

occupational advisory committee may be satisfactory for the job if it is com-

posed of the right kind of people. Such experts should be involved in every

step of planning for competency-based education, and DACUM chart verification

is a crucial task in w 'bich they ought to be involvid. IT they' do not par-

ticipate directly in the verification, they should at least be asked to help

identify firms, employees, and first-line supervisors who are qualified,to be

verifiers.

Collect and Analyze Data

An approach sometimes used to collect the data needed is to convene a

special verification committee, solely for the purpose of reviewing the task

statements. The members (ten to fifteen is a workablftize) may be selected

on the basis of recommendations fromaknowledgeable people in the occupation.

The committee can be convened and put to work at a two- or three-hour meeting

reviewing the tentative task list and obtaining any desired task ratin

It is helpful to send members (4 the verification group a copy of the

task list a few days ahead of time, so they can prepare for the discussion.

It is inefficient to ;imply open the meeting with the general comment, "Doe

anyone have any suggestions for additions or deletions?" This teidi to lea

to haphazard discussion, with little assurance that the work will be done
.r

thoroughly and thoughtfully.

," Rather, the facilitator should structure the job by reviewing the list,

one area of competence at a time. Each task statement should' be examined in-

dividually, and the facilitator should move the committee's attention along if
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there are no questions or problems. If the original task list is thoroughly

developed; there shoulti be relatively little that requires significant change,

but )he recommendations made by the verifiers should be addressed, and appro-

pr to revisions made.
Et

Probably the most efficient and most frequently used data collection pro-

cedure is the mailed questionnaire. A well-developed questionnaire may be

sent along with'an appropriate cover letter to twenty-five workers and a like

number of supervisors at a very low cost. If the verifiers are located over a

wide region, the cbst of a mailed survey is much less than the cost of paying

the trivel and per diem expenses of persons attending a group meeting. Also,

persons completing a questionoaire can do so at a time most convenient to

them, without missing any work.

The questiondaires may be mailed to the.group of workers, and non-

respondents should then be reminded with a follow-up letter or telephone

call. The cost of thii approach includes the printing of the instrument,

the postage', telephone charges, and secretarial services.

If verification is done through interview/obieriiatiOn techniques, the

facilitator_must prepare interviewers, write introductions to employers, and

free sufficient staff time to conduct the interviews. This approach is

probably too costly for most institutions to seriously consider.

Regardless of the means used to collect the data, the data must be -tabu-

lated and analyzed. The usual procedure for verification of data, since rela-

tively,small numbers of responses are typically involved, is to4manually tabu-.

lite the frequency of each type response and then convert the frequencies to

a mean score. For an example of this type of summary, see the Industrial

Mechanics Survey Summary in appendix K.

Use Data to Modify the Analysis

Once the data have been summarized, they should be carefully interpreted

to see what changes are needed in the tentative task listing. Sometimes re-

spondents will point out one or two tasks that somehow were missed by the

DACUM committee. Comments made by several 'reviewers may also suggest that a

few statements need some modification to clarify their meaning. Changes of

this nature requirethat the program developers or, instructors make good

professional judgments.

The program developer may want to phone one or two of the DACUM committee

members to review the changes believed desirable. The program advisory com-

mittee may alsolbeconsulted regarding proposed changes.

DataLobtaitd from the ratings may be used do help the insteuctolii: and

developers dete, ine what task's represent entry-level tasks that "must be

taught." These include tasks rated as veryeimportant, needed by entry-level

workers, and frequently performed. Tasks ranked as not needed by most entry-

level workers should be excluded from most training programs.
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A. number of tasks Will probably fall in the "should be taught" category.

These include tasks ranked as being of average importance and occasionally

performed. Arbitrary cut off points can be established and used to guide the

selection of tasks to be addressed in developing the curriculum materials and

designing the training effort.

Regardless of the, data collected, some hard profesiional 'judgments must

be made, probably with thedhelp of the advisory committee. The process of

developing a valid list of tasks is demanding, no matter how it is done.

That is probably why it often fails to get the time and attention it requires:

However, nothing is more crucial., to the worth and the success of a competency-

based vocational program. Once the tasks for an occupational program are

verified, an institution has a solid research base on which to build an

effective. vocational training program. a

PRODUCING THE DACUM CHART.
a

Once the task are verified, a DACUM chart may be laminated in plastic, at

least for awhile. At this stage, however, a few important details still need

attenti n if the DACUM chart is to be used most effectively.

Code T sk Statements.

or easy reference to a particular task statement, most institutions .

co each duty and task statement, using-either a numbering-and/or lettei4ng

AYStem. 'These codes are,then used to label filc'boxes.containing instruc-

tiOnal materials for a particular task, as well as teilabel learning guides,.

modules, media, performance checklists, and so forth.
o

Any Coding systeM should.be'simple to use and understand and should allow

the labeling of each duty area and each individual task. The National Center

for Research in Vocational Education and many'American community colleges have

employed a code combining capital ,lettets.and Arabic'numbers. Capital letters

are assigned in alphabetical-order to each duty area (e.g., At B, C, D) and

letters and numbers are assigned to each individual task in-each duty area-

(e.g.,,A-1, W, B-1, B-2, B-3). Appendix N offers examples of this type

of labeling.

A number of Canadian educational agencies employ a two-digit code for '"

the duty areas (e.g., 01, 02, 03, 04) and use the same double-digit system for

each of the individual tasks (e.g., 01-01, 01-02, 01-039,02-01, 02-02, 02-03).

Determine the Chart Format

There is a lot of truth to the adages that "first impressions are impor-

tant" and that "a picture is. worth a thousand words." Such is certainly the

case with a DACUM occupational profile chart. An institution should review, ,

the many types of formats available and then take the time to devise an excel-

lent format for its use. sec appendix N for several examples.
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The physical layout and appearance of the format adopted can do much

to create a favorable impression on those who use the chart. And, since the

DACUM profile chart lends itself to many uses; many influential people (as

well as the program's students) are likely to see it. Itis highly recom-

mended that an institution first decide what information should be on its

DACUM profiles, and then employ a graphic artist to develop one or more de-

signs for final approval. Once prepared and adopted, oftourse, the same

format may be used for. all the institution's occupational programs.

Perhaps the biggest question in determining the chart format is, "What

information should be included?" But there are several options. The follow=

ing types of information should be considered essential:

Institution's name

Occupational title

Date of development

The following types of information may be considered highly desirable:

Names of DACUM committee members

Names of cooperating businesses and indusies

Name(s) of DACUM coordinator/facilitator

Institutional logo

Student and instructor identification spaces

Some institutions also prepare a special cover drawing to reflect the

occupational area of concern. Others, such as Holland College, design their

profile chart to serve also as a "Record of Achievement" and encase them

in plastic.

Supervise Production of the Chart

Once the DACUM chart format is determined the coordinator should super-

vise its production to ensure that a high-qu ity, accurate chart is produced.

The actual mechanics of typing or compost the chart will vary considerably,

depending on the equipment.available.
Once typed, the chart must be carefully

proofread and checked for accuracy
against the final verified list-of tasks.

Any corrections needed should be expertly made or, in the case of word pro-

cessing equipment, an entirely new copy produced.

If photo reduction is used, do not reduce the, site of print too much to

save space. Most institutions use either 11" x 17" cover stock or.twa or more

sheets of either 8 1/2" x 11" or 8 1/2" x 14" cover stock assembled in plas-

tic. If the budget permits or institutional facilities ace available, have

the chart printed rather than duplicated. Do not accept anything short of

the highest quality reproduction. And be sure to print an ample supply.
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Disseminate the Profile Chart

One of a DACUM coordinator's more enjoyable activities is the distri-
bution of the printed DACUM profile charts. The final printed and verified .
profile should be distributed to at least the following groups, either in

person or, with an accompanying letter or memo:

DACUM committee members

Industrial contacts who helped identify and/or arrange for the
release of DACUM' participants

Occupational advisory committee members

Program instructors and curriculum development specialists

Appropriate institutional administrators and board memtiers

'0 Vocational guidance and placement personnel

Enrolled and potential students

Numerous specific. uses for the DACUM chart are-briefly described in

appendix L.

Alio consider sharing the final thart with one or all of the follow
agencies:

DACUM Exchange
Humber College of Applied Arts and Technology,
205 Humber College Blvd.
Rexdale, Ontario M9W-5L7
Canada
(416) 675-3111 X-553

This international DACUM exchange has collected, stored, and distributed

charts developed all over the world since 1971. The nominal price for
each chart or task list is $2.50 which covert the cost of postage and
duplication. After contributing to the exchange, there is no cost for

reasonable requests.

VECM Acquisitions
National Center for Research in Vocational Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210
(800) 848-4815 or (614) 486-3655
(or the Regional Curriculum Coordination Center for your area)

VECM is a relattively new "vocational education curriculum materials"

data-base affiliated with the National Center Clearinghouse. It is a

comprehensive, centralized, and computerized source of information on
both print and nonprint curricula and related materials, including task
lists. Only items that have an ivailability source are entered into the

data-base. Searches may be conducted through the state curriculum

liaisons.
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Open Entries
The Center for. Studiei in Vocational Education

Florida State University
Stone Building
Tallahassee, FL 32306

(904) 644-2440

Open Entries' objective is to exchange information on competency-based/

learning guides, modules, task lists, audiovisuals, and related staff

development and support material s. Its intent is to help link, nation-

wide, educators involved in competency-based vocational education so that

they can. share materials, ideas, and experiences. A subscription to the

quarterly newsletter, which contains both "want ads" and 'offers" of

specific materials, is $5.00 ,per year.

Conduct Follow-Up Activities

Depending on the institutional situation, the role of a DACUM coordina-.

for and/or facilitator-is essentially completed for the target occsupation.

The role may shift toinvolvement, however, with one or more of the follow-up

activities that should occur following the dissemination. of the chart. 'It is .

at this point that the coordinator and/or-facilitator becomes mote of a pro-

gram developer or curriculum specialist, as he or she begins td work with the

instructor(s) aneother instructional development team !lifters to implement

the changes needed.

There is no single best way to institutionalize the use of DACUM charts.

Most institutions use teams to revi3e their existing curricula or to develop

an entirely new education or training program based on the DACUM findings.

. One of the major tasks undertaken by most institutions is to conduct a

task analysis; that is, to analyze each verified task in order to identify

(1) the steps/actiVities involved, (2) the related knowledge required, (3) the

attitudes involved6 (4) the performance standards expected, (5) the tools and

materials needed, ;and (6) any safety concerns. This step serves several very

important purpose, one of which is to provide teachers and others with a more

detailed basis fqr developing instructional materials.

More tmportintly, however, it helps the curriculum developer(s) to iden-

tify the relative "size" of the tasks (competencies) listed. No matter how

carefully defined and structured the-analysis process is, competencies inevit-

ably vary in size (i.e., in the amount of time and effort required to teach.

or to learn that skill). By analyzing each competency, one can identify and

remedy these inconsistencies. Two sample task analysis forms that have proven

useful to both instructors and curriculum developers are contained, along with

an illustration of one, in appendix M.

One other item remains to be addressed in this DACUM coordinator's/facil-

itator's handbook; that person's own professional .development and growth. A

.beginning facilitator should ask a qualified person to evaluate their perfor-

mance immediately after observing his or her facilitation of a DACUM workshop.
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They should also submit copies of their first few analyses to experienced
facilititorssfor constructive critiquing. All facilitators shbuld do their
part to maintain the integrity and quality of the DACUM process. The biblio-
graphy includes a growing list of DACUM references that DACUM facilitators-
should obtain and with which they should. become familiar.

DACUM has indeed proven itself an effective, efficiento.and viable
alternative to traditional occupational analysis procedures. When DACUM is
properly used, it is a pbwerful tool for evaluating an.existing program or
develqping a new one.



APPENDIX A /

ABRIEF HISTORY OF DA UM

A. Clinton, Iowa Job Corps

DACUM (Developing A CurriculUM) is a new approach to the development of
. curricula combined-ath a new evaluation process for occupational training,

programs. It Was created initially in a joint efforjoby the Experimental
Projects Branch, Canada Department of Manpower and Immigration, and Gen-
eral Learning Corporation of New York, which provided technical direction
to the Women's Job Corps program at Clinton, Iowa. Early effortsat
Clinton were intended to produce a curriculumguide that would enhance
trainee involvement in the training program' nd in planning for goal
attainment. The result was a graphic presentation of the curriculum sim-
ilar to a time bar chart. Following these early efforts, an experimental
DACUM for a typical occupation was developed in Canada as a model for
further. application. It was introduced to the NewStart Corporations in
1968 during their planning stages.

The idea was adopted by Nova:Sicotia NewStart Inc. because of a number of
. circumstances that demanded a new approach to curriculum developmegt.
Because of the nature of the NewStart assignment, it was necessary to
respond quickly to the needs of disadvantaged adults. This, in turn,
created a need for immediate action in planning any training program and
defining it in curricOar form.'

B. Holland College, Charlottetown, P.E.I., Canada

DACUM was adopted by Holland College in 1969 through efforts.,:of Presi-
dent Donald Glendenning and program development specialist, Larry Coffin.
DACUM is used as the basis for developing all ofheir educational

. programs. DACUM has also been widely used by may other post$ecehdarY
colleges throughout Canada such as Humber College of Applied Arts and
Technology in Toronto' where a DACUM chart exchange service has been
established.

C. National Center for Research in Vocational Education

Robert E. Norton and James B. Hamilton learned of the DACUM procedure from
Larry Coffin in May 1975, during a performance-based teacher education
(PBTE) resource person's training workshop at Holland College.

In January 1976, Robert E. Norton employed Larry Coffin to facilitate the
first DACUM conducted at the National Center. An analysis of the job of
local vocational education administrator was conducted,at that workshop.

ft

1. Taken from It E. Adams, DACUM: Approaches to Curriculum Learning and
Evaluation in Occupational Training, Ottawa, Canada, 1975, p. 23.
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In January 19.76, Robert E. Norton employed Larry Coffin to facilitate the

first DACUM conducted at the National Center. An analysis of the job of
local..vocational education administrator was conducted at that workshop.

In December 1976, Robert E. Norton tonducteda DACUM analysis of the job

of legal assistant for the Colorado Instructional Materials Service at
Colorado State University, Fort Collins. Later, Wiley .B. Lewis and

Phyliss J. Abt :onducteemany additional DACUM occupational analyses for
the Colorado State Department of Education. In October 1977, Norton

facilitated an analysis of the Job of vocational teacher implementing
competency-based education at the. National Center. .

In February 1978, the DACUM process was explained and promoted as an
alternative approach to occupational analysis at two national USOE-EPDA
funded workshops on (1) the implementation of competency-based adminis-
trator education (CBAE). programs and (2) the implementation of competency-

based staff development (CBSD) programs.

In April 1978, Dean Don Altieri of Caldwell Community College and Tech-

nical Institute (Hudson, North Carolina) employed Robert(E. Norton to

conduct an analysis of. the job of radiologic techhologilt. That was

followed by his conducting an analysis of the job of initructional

specialist for the. ACCTion Consortium at Tri,County Technical College

(Pendleton, South Carolina) in August 1978.

In 1979, A number of rpquests for DACUM workshops were received and anal-

yses conducted at various community colleges and at the National Center by

Audni Miller-Beach, James B. Hamilton, Robert E. Norton, Karen Quinn, and

a few other striff members. A few non-National Center persons, most of

whom went to Holland College for training, also started conducting DACUM

workshops.

In March 1982, Robert E. Norton was employed by Trident Technical College

(Charleston, South Carolina) to both conddct an analysis of the job of

industrial mechanic and train three DACUM facilitators for the college.

An unpuLlished DACUM 'coordinator's handbook was assembled for that

workshop,

The Natioal Academy, under the leadership of Mark Newton and Audni

MillerJBeach, arranged for a DACUM on DACUM to be conducted at the

National Center in October 1982. It was that occupational analysis that

provided the research base for develoPment of this DACUM, Handbook and

guidelines for the develbpment of a formalized DACM------
coordinator/facilitator training program.

In January 1983, Robert E. Norton trained and assisted persons in

Venezuela to conduct a DACUM analysis of the job of vocational superin-

ttmeent at MPacay. In November 3983, he also conducted an orientation

program and d'monstration DACUM in Jakarta, Indonesa for the Asia-Pacific

regional office of the International Labor Organization ILO/APSDEP.

Twenty-five persons from eleven countries participated in the analysis of

the job of vocational instructor/trainer.
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In January 1984, Audni Miller-Beach, James B. Hamilton, and Robert E.
Norton planned and conducted a DACUM training program for preparing.other
National Center staff to. assume the responsibility for fa ilitating DACUM
workshops. In July 1984, the National Center conducted i first official
DACUM Training Institute for twelve carefully selected 0 idates from the
United States, Canada, and Pakistan.

/

The second DACUM Training Institute,was conducted at Caldwell Community
College and Technical Institute in Hudson, North Carolina in October l984
and as this document is being finalized, preparations are being made to
conduct the third DACUM Training Institute in March19C5 at Brookhaven
College, a member of the Dallas County Community College District.

D. Other Major Users in the United States

The author is unaware of all of the many users of the DACUM process for
occupational analysis in the United States and apologizes in advance to
any major users that are not herein listed. Perhaps the major user out-
side of the National Center, whose staff have conservatively conducted
over 125 DACUM workshops since 1976, is the Cirriculum Materials Service
at Colorado State University at'Fort Collins,-where Wiley Lewis and others
have conducted over 50 workshopi. Other major users and promoters include
Tim Nolan for the AACTion Consortium at Tri-County Technical College,
Pendleton, South Carolina; Jack 'Harris ofStark Technical Institute,
Canton, Ohio; KenAyp'e of the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive
Education, Columbia, South Carolina; Betty HoWb, Director of Instructional
Development for Trident Technical,College, Charleston, South CarOlina; Don
Altieri, Dean of Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute,
Hudson,.North Carolina; Laura Capp, CBE Curriculum Coordinator at Seminole
Community College, Sanford, Florida; and Marilyn'Peterson, Educational
Development Officer at Durham Technical Institute, Durham, North Carolina.

Recently, persons at the East Central Network for Curriculum Coordination
have also begun to use and advocate the DACUM process.
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APPENDIX B

CBE: AN EFFECTIVE AND REALISTIC APPROACH
TO VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

s

ly,Robert E. Norton
,

Essentikl Elements afteDesirable Characteristics

qraditionally, in all of' education, we have accepted the option of making

04
the variable and time the constant. Whenever we say that a course

iviainesu so many hours of Tiffrruction, we are openl" admitting Our acceptance
of this historical approach to*education. A set number of hours per course is
admittedly an administrative and planning convenience that is hard to give up.
However, under these circumstances, our teaching is often geared to covering
as much information as possible in the, time permitted, in hopes that enough
will be learned to allow our students to be successful.

Many persons feel it is.a4out time that those of us involved in voca-
tional and technical education should be opting to implement programs in
which learning is the constant and time the variable. Vocational educators
in many states, including New York, Kentucky, Florida, North Carolina; and
Pennsylvania, are currently working hard to make this option a reality in
their vocational and technical education programs throubh the implementation
of competency-based education (CBE)..

.Bey fore proceeding, it'should be noted that and acronyms for these

programs abound: CBE, POE, pint), CBAE. Whatis important is that all such
prograqs, regardless of.the specific names attached to them, should -Wssess
the.essential and desirable characteristics described below in order to be.
considered truly competency- or performance-based.. See figures 5 and 6 to

review with some of the many CaMpetency/performance-based terms and acronyms
being used, their meaning, and the common and unique factors associated with
each type of program.

To understand fully the meaning of CBE, one must'be aware of the essen-
tial elements and desirable characteristics of such programs. 1 There are

five essential elements:'

1. Conietencies to be achieved are carefully identified, verified,
ifigimade public in advance--This simply ii-W-that the important
entry-level competencies for any ocrupatAcnal program area must be
identified in some appropriate Tanner, verified as relevant by ex-
perts who-should know that field, and then made known to students and
eferyone else interested in what the program is designed OD teach.

.1.k The essential elements and desirable characteristics presented here are
adapted from Achieving _the Potential o: Performance-B;Ised Teacher Education:
Recommendations, PBTENonograph Series: lib:16"Nahliiiiloi7-157-American
Association of Colleges for TeacheriEducation, 1974).
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2. Criteria to be used in assessing achievement and the ,condittons,under
which acKtevement will be assessed ape ex licitl stated and made

ub c n a vance-- his means we are going tO p m na e guess ng `
games a ou w at parts of. the course are important and tell students

exactly how their performance will be evaluated. The implementation

of this essential element also means that we;are4gtving up the
traditional norm- referenced approach to the,evaluatiOn of studeht
achievement in4which.Ne focus is on comparing a_stmdent's progress
with that of other students, In its place,'we.aFradopting the .

criterion-referenced approach in which each individual student's

progress is compared with previously established.criteria that are

made known-to all who are concerned.' .-

3. The instructionroram provides for the individual development and
evaluation-of each ofthe.com btenciesi ecified7-What we are saying
ere is s mp y a each stu ent sna be g ven the opportunity,to
develop each of the competencies important to his/hertraining'Orso7
gram, and that each student will be -given the oSportunity to demon-

strate attainment of each competehcy. This essential element hai .

strong implications regarding the need to individuNize CBE programs
to the maximum extent possible and for the type of instructional ma-

terials,needed to make individualization possible.

4. Assessment of competency takes the students' knowledge. and.attitudes

into account but rewires actual erformance of the com etenc as the,

prfMary source of eVTagie7- goes eyon r; ra . ona e uca-

tional expectation that students should know the "hoe`end -Nhe of '

things and places a strong emphasis on iNi-wability to do" as well.
Of course, in order to perform a task correctly, the student will 4

heed to acquire the necessary prerequisiteNknowledge and-ttitudes.
Acquiring the necessary prerequisite knowledge and attitudes in-\
volved, however, does not by itself ensure the stydentri actual. ...

ability to perform important.'competencies.' It is with regard to

this essential element of CBE that many programs fall short, relyT%

ing instead only upon paper7and-pencil tests of cognitive understand-

ing as proof of competency. While such measures can apprdpriately

used to assess prerequisite knowledge, they must be supplemented by '

performance-oriented, proCess-and-product checklittt or other mea-

surement devices that Permit assessment of the student's actual

ability to perform the ekpected competencies.

5. Studentt progress through the instructional program at their own rate

bclemonstr-4t1.n5tfie'attainmItofsIecifiedcom,et-ncfes--3aid in
esth61swai;--wesantoriraketittmelieitliVe--and-leimilng the con-

stant. Again, it is clear that ,some individualization of instruction

is called for. While student progress is dependent upon the demon-'
stration of competencies, this element does not mean that reasonable:

time limits cannot be impoied upon the students. Some persons may

want to interpret this element. to mean that only the student is

accountable for his/her progress- Not so-7a CBE program places

accountability for learning squarely upon *the shoulders of both the

learner and the instructor.
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The additionaledesirable characteristics of CBE'programs are,as follows:

1. Instruction is individualized to the maximum extent possible, rather
than group-pado.

2.. Learning exper er es are guided Eby frequedt,feedback.'

3. Emphasis is on helping the student achieve program exit requirements.

4. Instruction.is individatTOPpaced rather than time-based.
,

5. Instruction is, to a ionsiderable extent, fieldocentered--based on
realistic work problems and situations.

6. Instruction is oftene,Oodularized and uses materials vith both re-
quired and optional learning activities to help achieve flexibility
and provide for different learning styles.

7. The program as a whole is careful'l'y planned and systematic (e.g.,

conoerned staff are involved in planning, and evaluation data is used

for program imikovement).

To help the reader visualize some :-/f the major differences between a .CBE
prograni and a conventional program ,If'vocational educatioN'twelve factors re-
fated to each of the programs are presented below. Admittedly, few of today's
programs would meet ,xactly the criteria for either type of program. While

most actual, programs are probably located somewhere between the two extremes,
the comparison helps to summarize some of the basic differences inherent in
the two apOroaches..

Conventional
Vocational Programs

Competency-Based
Vocational Programs

1. ,Content-Ba9ed

2. Time-Based

Competency-Based

PerformanCi-Based

3. Group Paced Individually Paced

4. icroup Needs Individual Needs

5.' Delayed Feedback -Immediati Feedback

6.. Textbook/WorkbOok Materials Modules and Media Materials

7. Limited Field Experience Learning'in the Field
9

8. Lectures,_ Demonstrdions Assistance of Resource Person

9. GeneralObjectives Spe'ific Objectives

10... Subjective Criteria
,

Objective Criteria

11. Norm-Referenced Criterion-Referenced

12. Final Grades Student.. Competence

p
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Whether you are implementing your own CBE program, helping another

teacher or instructor implement suctra program, or in the position of evalu-

ating programs implemented by others, some means of formative evaluation can

be very, helpful. With the essential elements and the desirable characteris-

tict in mind, a Competency-Based Education Program Evaluation Checklist (tee

figure 7) harbeen devised to help you assess the status of any CBE program.

It is recognized that different states and sc of systems have somewhat dif-

fering philosophies about what CBE is and, h ce,the checklist may have to

modified Somewhat to fit local philosophies; Nevertheless, it is felt that

the criteria listed reflect the minimum essen ial program elements that are

generally recognized as necessary to assure erall program quality. It is

hoped that the instrgefit can be used in a positive way to promote further,

the implementation of,high-quality CBE programs that will better meet the

vocational and technical; education needs.of our youth and adults.

a
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Programs for Secondary Posts^ econdary Students

CBE

CB!

PBI

PB E

PBVE

CBVE

- Competency -based education

- Competency-based instruction

- Performance-based instruction

Perfoimance-based educatioh JJ,

- Performance-based vocational education

- Competency-based vocational education

Programs for Teachers/Instr ors in Universit Settin s*

PBTE - Performance-based teacher education

CBTE - Competency-based teacher education

PBVTE - Performance-based vocational teacher education

CBVTE - Competency-based'vocational teacher education

'C/PBTE - Competency/Performance-based teacher education

P/CBTE - Performance /Competency -baked teacher education

Programs for Teachers/Instructors in Sta f Development Settings*

.CBSD - Competency-based staff dev lopment

.......EProesfArlktitstrators

CBAE - Competency-based administrator education .

Programs for Guidance Personnel

CBCG - Competency-based career guidance

Process

DACUM - Developing A Curriculum

*The same performance -ba7d modularized materials are used in.both types of

programs.

cti

Fig.' 5. Compaioncy/porformanca-basad acronyms and Iholr mooning,. .
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TERMS COMMON FACTORS UNIQUE FACTORS

Preferred
Term

CIE

COMPETENCY-
BASED'EDU-
CATION

Other Commonly
Used Terms

ssent a e-

ments/Program
_Characteristics

es rab e e-.
ments/Program
Characteristics

Group(s)

Referred To

PSI

PBE
CBVE

CBVI

FUE , COTE
P$VTE

PERFORMANCE- CBVTE

BASED C/PBTE

TEACHER P/CBTE

EDUCATION

Sr

COMPETENCY-
BASED, STAFF

DEVELOPMENT

COMPETENCY-
BASED ADMIN-

ISTRATOR

EDUCATION-

COMPETENCY-
BASED CAREER

GUIDANCE

PBSD

r7OTET7TRITTair
be confused with
competency-based
adult education

THESE ARE THE
SAME FOR ALL PRO-
GRAMS AND GROUPS;
in short:

1. COMPETENCIES
ARE IDENTI-
FIED, VERI-
FIED, AND
MADE PUBLIC.

2. CRITERIA AND
CONDITIONS
FOR ASSESS-
MENT ARE
SPECIFIED AND
MADE PUBLIC.

3. PROGRAM PRO-'
VIDES FOR THE

INDIVIDUAL
DEVELOPMENT
OF CORPtTEN-
CIES.

4. FINAL ASSESS-
MENT REQUIRES
ACTUAL PER-
FORMANCE.

5.' STUDENTS
PROGRESS AT
THEIR OWN
RATE.

. Instruction
is indi-
vidualized

to maximum
extant pos-

sible.

. Frequent

feedback
is provided
the - learner.

. Program pro-
vides for
open-entry/
open-exit.

. Modules or
other indi-
vidual

learning
packages
are used.

S. Instruction
is based on

realistic
work situa-

tions.

6. Multi-mode
required and

'optional
learning

activities
are used.

7. Criterion-
referenced
evaluation
is used.

8. Program
evaluation
and revision
are continu-
ous.

- Secondary,
postsecondary,
and adult voca-
tional and
technical stu-
dents

iiiFirce and
inservice voca-
tional teachers
and instructors
Four-year
college or
university -

based teacher
education
programs

inservice voca-
tional. teachers
and instructors .

Staff develop-
ment program
operated in a
secondary or
two-year post-
secondary agency;
or in business/
Indust settin s

econ ary and

postsecondary
administrators of
vocational and
technical educa-

tion programs

5Fiergice
. personnel

Hg. 6. Competency/pefformance-basal education concept&
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Type(s) of

Competencies

-sec n ca an

vocational
skills .

- Sources include

DACUM, V-TECS,
some state cur-
riculum labs,
and other educa-
tional A encies

- Pro ess ona
(pedagogical)
teaching skills

- Several oompe .

tency lists
exist includ-

e ing NCRVE 127

(based on
Cotrell 384)

- and Hamiltoe
et al.

competenciei

- Professional
leadership and
management
skills

- Several lists
exist including
Norton at al.
166

Career guidance
career devel-
opment skills
in 6 areas:
planning, sup-
porting, imple-
menting, operat-
ing, evaluating,
special popula-
tions



Program

Name

Date

Directions: Indicate the extent to which the program being evaluated has implemented each of the following essential

elements and desirable characteristics by checking the appropriate box under Level of Implementation.

A. ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS:
1. Competencies to be achieved by the students have been:

a. carefully Identified
b. verified by local experts
C. made public

2. Criteria for assessing each of the verified competencies have been:
a. derived from analysis of the competencies
b. explicitly stated along with conditions
c. made public

Level of Implementation
Pobr Fair Good Excellent ,

co
oo o.orto,o0.1:;00

3. Instructional program provides for the:
a.' individual development of each competency
b. individual assessment of each competency

4. Assessment of the students' competency:
a. takes knowledge into account .

b. takes attitudes into account
c. requires actual performance of the competency as the major

source of evidence 0
5. Students progress through the program:

a. at their own rate
b. by demonstrating`their competence

B. DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS
6. Instruction is individualized to the maximum extent possible

7. Learning experiences are guided by frequent feedback

8. Emphasis is upon students' achievement of exit requirements .0

9. Instruction Is Individually paced rather than time-based

10. Instruction is field-centered using realistic work situations and
actual on 4tte-job expelences ,

11. Instructional materials are
a. modularized 0
b. mediated 0
c. flexible with both required and optional learning activities provided

12. The instructional program as a whole is carefully planned and systematic
evaluation data is used for program improvement

Levekof Implementation: In a fully implemented CBE program, all items will receive an excellent response. If any item
receives a Poor or Fair response, you should meet with your competency-based education program coordinator to
determine what changes are needed and how you can get help in making them.

Hg. 7. Competency-based education program evaluation checklist.
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APPENDIX C

TERMINOLOGY ASSOCIATED WITH QACUM AND CBE

Activity, Operation,. or Step - -Ore or more of a series of 'actions necessary to

complete a task.

Com etence--Achievement of the knowledge; skills, and attitudes required by a

worker In order to perform a given occupational task.

Competency--A description of the abilitione possesses when they are able to

perform a given occupational task effectively and efficiently.

Com etenc -Based Education (CBE)--An insructional program for preparing

a a eres e essential elements and desirable characteristics

of competency-based education. Programs of this type are also sometimes

called performance-based education (PBE).

Competency Profile--A graphic portrayal of all the duties and associated task

statements imporiant to workers in a given occupation. An occupational pro-

file chart is used by many institutions to record competency attainment and to

help assess student needs. Also used are the terms task list, occupational

profile, and DACUM chart.

Coordinator--The person who plans the DACUM occupational analysis kocess,

makes die iecessary preworkshop arrangementsiocluding the selection of the

committee occupational experts--and provides for verification of the task

statements.

Criterion-Referenced Measure--The standards, established in advance otin-

struction, that will be used for assessing the students' development of the

skill, knowledge, and/or attitude as stated in the performance objective.

The standards are based onoactual occupational standards and do not involve

measuring the performance of'one student against the performance of other

students.

Curriculum--A description or composite of statements about "what is to be

learned" by a student in a particular instructional program; a product that,

states the "intended learning outcomes" that have been selected and ordered.

DACUM - -An acronym for Developing A Curricul, It is an approach to °coupe-

In51 analysis that involves brfWg"fig a committee of occupational experts

together under the leadership of a trained facilitator. They use modified

brainstorming/techniques to specify in detail the duties and -tasks that

successful workers in their occupatir must perform.

Duty - -An arbritrary clustering of related tasks into a broad functional area

or general area 'of*responsibility.
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Educational (Training) Program--The complete curriculum and instruction (what
and howl that is designed to prepare a person or group of persons for empl53771
mentTi a job, or other particular performance situation.

Enabling Objective--One of the several process-type objectives that help stu-
dents progress toward achievement of a terminal objective.

Facilitator--The person who leads the DACUM occupational analysis workshop to
identify the actual job duties and tasks.

Feedback--A learning activity in which the learner is provided with informa-
11-65Eiut his/her progress through model answers, model critiques, product/
performance checklists, or other means.

Individualized Instruction--An approach for managing the instructional pr6cess

within which the focus is on helping individual learners (as opposed to groups
of learners) acquire the knowledge,.skills, and attitudes needed. It is

geared to the student's own needs, learning prefertnces, and rate of learning.

Information Sheet--Segment of a learning packagee(module or learning guide)

that is used to prbiclde cognitive information to the learner.

Instruction--Whereas.curriculum identifies the content or "what is to be

learned; instruction is the process, the how, or, the means by which the
intended learning will be achieved.

Job--A specific position requiring the performance,of specific tasks--essen-
Ifilly the same tasks are performed by all workers having the same title.

4

Ledrnin Activit --The required and/or optional earning steps that the stu-

en axes in completing a learning package.. ,

Learning Package--A generic term used to describe the many types of student
learning materilIs used in most CBE programs. Two commonly used types are

learning guides and modules.

Learning Guide--A type of learning package that usually contains a ter-
minal objective, enabling objectives, directiohs for learning activities,

a listing/of the external supportive resources needed, and evaluation ac-

tivities While learning guides are developed in a wide variety of for-
mats, most are dependent upon external resources to provide the essential

content needed.

Module--A type of learning package that usually includes a terminal
BURTIve, enabling objectives, essential cognitive information, and
evaluation activities. While modules are developed in a wide variety

of formats, most are self- contained, transportable, and designed for

either individualor gr up use,
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Occupational Analysis--A process used to identify the duties and tasks that

are imporIant to workers in any given occupation. A number of alternative and

acceptable approaches to occupational analysis are available. Also frequently

called job analysis.

Occupational Cluster--A grouping of jobs that are related by the similarity of

s s per orme. .y the various workers.

Perfo =nce Checklist--A.list of specific criteria, usually based on actual

-occupa ona s n ar s, that is used' to evaluate the process used and/or prod -

pc .eveloped by a worker when performing an occupational task.

Performance Objective--A statement describing desired student performance,

*-N the conditions under which the performance is to occur, and the criteria. by

which the performance will be evaluated. The.student is expected to be able.

to'do something, rather than to-simply know something. Thus, while knowledge

is required in order to perform correctly, emphasis is'place on observable.

behavior.

Resource Person--The professional educator who is directly responsible for

guiding trarnees and helping them plan and carry out their professional de-

velopment programs.

Skill--The ability to perform occupational tasks with a'degree of proficiency

717ffn a given occupation. Skill is conceived of as a composite of three com-

pletely interdependent components: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor.

Ste term referring to the next level into which all job tasks may be sub-

ivided. Also commonly referred to as activities, operations, or elements.

Task--A work activity that is discrete, observable, performed within a limited

Wiod of time, and that leads to a product, service, or desision. Tasks are

also frequently referred to as the skills or competencies that students or

trainees must obtain in order to be successful workers.

Task Analysis--The process of analyzing each occupational task (identified

through occupational 'or job analysis) to determine the knowledge, attitudes,

and skills required of workers performing it.

Task Statement--A description of a meaningful unit of work that contains an

action. verb and an object that receives the action (it may also contain one or

more qualifiers) and represents a typical job assignment that an employer or

customer would pay for.

Verification--The process of having experts review and confirm or refute the

vot1-7TEnIceof the task (competency) statements identified through occupational

analysis. Reviewers are usually selected from the ranks of practicing workers

and immediate supervisors Of such workers., This process is also sometimes

referred to as validation.
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLE LETTERS, DATA, AND INFORMATION SHEETS

Sample Letter to Employer

(Institutional Letterhead)

May 28, 19'

Dr. Andrew Brown
94 Livingston Avenue
Columbus, OH 43210

Dear Dr. Brown:

This letter will confirm our conversation about your willingness to

release Kris Spencer to help us conduct a DACUM occupational analysis

of the job of nursing assistant on June 24-25. Enclosed-is a brief ,

description of the DACUM procedure that we will be using and a copy

of the letter that has been sent to Kris.

Our college greatly appreciates your cooperation in this important phase

of our training, program development process. With your assistance and

that of other employers in the community, we can develop a curriculum

that will better meet the needs of all workers.

Once the DACUM chart has been verified, we will send you a copy for your

information and possible use. Should you have any questions about the .

DACUM process, please do not hesitate-to call me at 486-3655.

Again, thanks for your kind-assistance.

Sincerely,

John Overmeyer
DACUM Coordinator

Enclosures
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Sample Letter to Panel Member

(Institution .1 Letterhead)

May 28, 19 r .

Mi. Kris Spencer
50 Brook Drive

Columbus, OH 43210

Dear Ms. Spencer:
4

Thank you for being willing to assist us with our DACUM workshop to

be held-on June 24-25 at our institution.

I would like tb congratulate you on being identified by your employer

as one of the best nursing assistants in this area. We apprec.iate your

willingness to participate in what will be a very helpful procedure for

us, and we feel, a personally rewarding experience for you.

We will be starting at 8:30 a.m.' sharp on Tuesday, the 24th, and will

probably continue until 5:00 p.m. each day. Enclosed is a map giving

, our exact location and a brief,descriptio* of the DACUM occupational

analysis procedure that we will be using. Please, report to Room 1-C,

in our 1960 Building by 8:15 a.m. for parking information and coffee.

Should you, have any questions, please call meat 486-3655. Welook

forward to ha9ing you .with us.

Sincerely,

John Overmeyer
DACUM Coordinator

Encl osurei

cc: Dr. Andrew Brown
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DACUM. INFORMATION SHEET

WHAT,IS DACUM (DEVELOPING A CURRICULUM)?

DACUM is a relatively- new and innovative, approach to occupational

analytis. It has proven to be a very effective method of quickly deter-

mining, at relatively low cost, the competencies or tasks that must be

performed by persons employed in a given job or occupational area.
#

The profile chart that resultt'from the DACUM analysis is a detailed

and graphic pbrtrayal of the skills or ,competencies involved in the occupa-

tion being studied. The DACUM analysis can be used as a " basis for (1) cur-

riculum develppment, (2) student learning, (.3) training needs assessments,

(4) worker performance evaluations, and (5)" competency test development.

DACUM has been successfully used to analyze occupations at the profes-

sional , technical, skilled, and semiskilled levels. DACUM operates. on the

following three premises: (1) expert workers are better able to describe/

define their-job thati anyone else, (2) any job can be effecttvely,and suffi-

ciently described in terms of the tasks that successful workers in that occu-

pation perform, and (3) all tasks EWE-direct implications for the knowled e

and attitudes that workers must have in order to perfoiim the tasks correct y.

A carefully chosen group of about 10-12 experts from the' occupational

,area, form the DACUM :committee. Committee members are recruited directly from

business, industry, or,the professions: The committee works 'under the guid-

ance of a facilitator for two days ,to develop the DACUM chart. Modified

small-group brainstorming techniques are used to obtain the collective,

expertise and consensus of the committee.

The DACUM committee is carefdlly guided through each of the following

steps by the coordinator:

1. Orientation .

2. 'Review pf job or occupational area description

3. Identification of general -areas of job responsibility

4. Identification of specific tasks performed' in each of the general

areas of responsibility

5. Review and refinement of task statements

6. Sequencing of task statements

7. Identification of entry-level tasks

8. Other options, as desired

Because 6: their current occupational expertise, committee partici-

pants do not need to make any advance preparations. Participants on past

DACUM committees have, without exception, found the activity to be a

professionally stimulating and rewacding,experience.
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Company. Name

Company Address

PANEL MEMBER DATA SHEET

0.

Contact Person: Name Ti tle

s Phone

Panel Member: Name

Ti tle (Job)

Address

0

Date Contacted

o.

Phone

S.S. No. No. of Years Empl dyed

Expense

Communication:

Initial : By Pope
ate

Reminder Letter to "'Company

-15735-- MiTe-
Letter of Confirmation Letter of Thanks

Date o Date

Letter of Thank's DACUM Chart Wit .

Date Dam

Other

Comments:

I.

Describe

sir
94
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- APPENDIX E

SAMPLE NEWS ARTICLE ABOUT DACUM

Article from OPEN, OORS, a journal of the North Carolina Department of
Communi.,ty Colleges, Raleigh, Spring-Summer 1979, pp. 16-17.

3

DACUM-Tried at Caldwell
in the final assessment, whit)

counts in education is what stu-
dents learn and not howilong
they are in school. With this in
mind, Caldwell Community Col-
lege and Technical Institute is
working toward competency-
based curriculums, especially in
the occupational programs`
where skills can be more easily
demonstrated and measured.

Dr. Don Altieri, the community
college dean of educational de-
velopment, said the college is

4joining the ranks of educational
institutions across the nation,
whO are updating curriculumk
with On emphasis on the stu-
dents' development Of and ability
to demonstrate performance
skills, as well as the more tnadi-
donel goal& of helping students

gain knowledge and develop at-
titudes.

"It has been in our long-range
plans for some time to move in
this direction," ha said. "In fact,
we have already begun to work
competency-based programs
into our occupational areas. We
collected lists of competencies

training programs .but didn't
know f aw to break them down
into what we needed," he
explained.

At a workshop he attended at
Ohio State, Dr. Altierl said he dis-
covered the DdOeloping A Cur-
riculum (DACUM) process which
scorned to tie Caldwell's
competency-based curriculum
efforts together.

"The whole business sure
made a lot oLsense to me," he
said. "The pea's was not, so
sophisticated that it couldn'tsbe
used by almost anyone. 4t was in-
tensive but not complicated."

DACUM was created in the late
1960's by the' Experimental
Projects Branch-of., the Canada
Department of-Regional Eco-
nomic Expansion and the Gen-
eral Learning Corpoiation of Nevg
York.

Essentially, it calls for a panel
of experts in the occupational
.field under consideration, a
facilitator or group leader who
works well with a group but is not
well enough. acquainted with the
field to exert any influence in
deciJion- making, and a recorder

from other places for a number of to keep track of what comes out
BEST. COPY AVAILABLE
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of the group,interaction..
To become better acquainted

with the .DA'CUM process,
Caldwell accepted the offer from
its Radiologic 'Technology Pro-
gram to experiment with the pro-
cess in a workshop situation on
campus.

Carolyn Holland, coordinator
of the college's radiology pro-
gram, contacted radiographers
and radiologists working in local
area hospitals to serve as the
"panel of experts." Those who ,
'gilled to participate represented
the wide range of experiences
and job responsibilities in their
occupation that is called for in
the process. .

Dr. Robert Norton, director of
. the post- secondarg education
staff development project at Ohio
State and his ass stunt, Audni
Miller-Beaoh,. came as consul-
tants to Caldwell Community Col-
lege to conduct She workshop.

The workshop sessions cov- .

ered the six DACUM steps
beginning with an onentatiottcht

the panel to the process itself.
Panel members were then asked
to define their occupational area.
"It was, interesting how much

OPEN DOOM
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Or. Don Altai and Carolyn Holland of Caldwell Community College and Technical Inedtute
radlologle technology.,

wdiscussion there as among the facilitator were not allowed to
.participants before they arrived contribute to the listing of corn-
et a definition they could agree petericies and tasks.
on," Dr: Alfieri commented. The next step, as Dr. Altieri de-

Next, they were asked to iden- scribed it, will be to 'compile a
tify major headings or categories, competency chart which will be
review and refine both categories reviewed .by members of the
and tasks, and put the two in panel and other professionals in
proper sequence. the radiology field to verify,

Participants worked 161/2 hours clarify and refine the competen-
over a two-and-a-half day period cies and tasks outlined by the
to complete the project. At the panel during the workshop ses-
end they had listed the major sions.
competencies they felt a gradu- "When this phase is completed
4,te of a Radiologic Technology and the chart is finalized, it will
r rogram should have to succeed be up to the instructors to design

that occupation. a program with the kinds'of learn-
"We had a good group of peo- ing experiences which will.pro:

pie involved, and there was a lot duce these competencies in stu-
of healthy discussion and evalua- dents," Dr. Altieri explained.
thn among them before they The major goal of a

c. me to an agreement about the competency-based program in
competencies and tasks they felt any field is to produce graduates
wire essential," Cr. Altieri said. who know and can demonstrate

During this first phase of the competently the skills of their
process, input came only from field in a job situation.
the panel. Instructors in the col- Dr. Altieri said that at some in-
lege's training program and the stitutions where the entire r-

SPRI140-1119IMER 96 1 0 0
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work on a compete mind program for

riculum is competency-based,
graduates do not receive diplo-
mas at the end of their training
period. Instead, they get sheets
listing the skills they should have
developed during their training
and indicating the level of com-
petency they achievedin each of
those skills.. These sheets then
give prospective employers a
much clearer idea of what each
gralUate knows and can do on
the

Whi Caldwell has no immedi-
ate pl s for going the check
sheet route, the college's goal is
to better prepaie the occupa-
tional graduates to perform well
in the work situation and to make
sure that what those graduates
learn is what they need to know
in order to succeed in their
causes.

Dr. Altieri says the DACUM
process seems to be an effective
means for reaching that end.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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APPENDIX F

DACUM COMMITTEE ORIENTATION OUTLINE AND
TRANSPARENCY MASTERS

ORIENTATION OUTLINE

.This outline is a reiteration of the topics in the section of the hand-

book on orienting the participants. It may be useful as you prepare your own'

notes.for the orientation process. It also references and contains masters of A,

the overhead transparencies that are recommended to help yoU visually present

essential information.

A: DACUM coordinator introduces welcoming official
o

Welcomes panel officially.

Thinks panel for thetir participation.

Recognizes importance of their occupation and assistance.

Coordinator introduces facilitator .

Acknowledges skill required.

Reviews facilitators qualifications/experience..

C. molerEgrFacilitatortaliorksho

. extends personal greeting.
4

Asks'each panel member to introduce ,self.

Introduces recorder and instructor(s), if any.
.

Uses ice-breaker activity, if desired.
o

Creates infdrmil: relaxed atmosphere.

Reviews logistkal arrangements (e.g., location of restrooms,

meeting -times, break procedures, etc.1.
001.

Facilitator establishes rapport

Asks panelists to confer on a first-name basis.

Asks panelists to remove ties, coats, etc., to get comfortable.

Emphasizes care used in selecting them.

- Congratulates them on being selected and recognized as experts.

Confesses his or her'lack of occupational expertise.

Expreises his or her enthusiasm for the DACUM process.
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4

Reviews his or her successful experiences.

Attempts to put panel members at ease.

.4^

Explains briefly the job to be done and how the host institution
will use the resulting analysis for curriculum developthent.

Asks panelists to discuss the many. ways (good and. bad) that a
curriculum,may b&derived..

Summarizes discussion (use Transparencies l'and ?).

E. Begins explanation of UAGUM

. Uses Transparency 3 to'explain acronym.

Uses Transparencies 4 and 5 to explain what DACUM.is, and how it
has been used.

.

'Tells optional DACUM story, if desired.

F. States philosophy behind DACUM

Used 6 to present three assumptions.

Asks for questions, explains as necessary.

G. Summarizes roles of panel and facilitator

Emphasiiis pro skills of' facilieator.

Emphasizes expertise and decision-making skills of panel members.

Stresses need for teamwork and cooperation.

H. Explains DACUM procedural steps

I

Uses Transparency 7 to review the eight steps.

Distributes and, reviews one or more DACUM charts to illustrate
what a completed chart looks like. Stresses use of actiorrverbs,
etc.

0

Asks if there are questions.

. Explains guidelines for panel operation a

Uses Transparencies 8 and 9.

Askt if there are questions. 4

Explains other'options,.if appropriate.
4,1

J. Conducts review of occupation andsbegtns identification of competency
areas-(dutieS)

Distributes and discusses working definition.

Identifies general areas' of competence.
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TRANSPARENCY MASTE6

Transparencies 1 through 14 were designed by the author for use in the
initial orientation of DACUM workshop participants, as well as in the training ..at

- of DACUM coordinitors'and facilitators. Transparencies 15 through 21 hive
been adapted by the author from materials submitted by F. A. Embree of the
Humber College of Applied Arts and Technology. They may be used in conducting

- 'DACUM workshops and/or in conducting training for DACUM facilitators and/or
coordinators. .



CURRICULUM

Math?Scvesp

Auto Mechanics?

44:c

0

DO WE TEACH--

What we know best?

I- What we Were taught!

What we enjoy teaching?

What we have experience with?

What the textbook happens to inciude?.

R,

1.1

N

-- What the student most needs for successful employment?
40

4



tiRATEGIES FOR DECIDING
WHAT TOTEACH

0

Or

Philosophical Basis

Personal Introspection

Function Approach

Critical Incident

Delphi Techniques

DACUM Process

Occupational Research

be.

Most
/,) Subjective:

Most
Objective

1Q3. 1051



DACUM

DEVELOPING
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CURRICULUM



0

WHAT IS DACUM?

AN APPROACH TO °OCCUPATIONAL (JOB) ANALYSIS

USED EXTENSIVELY IN CANADA AT POSTSECONDARY LET.

USED BY MANY SECONDARY AND POSTSECONDARY SCHOOLS IN

THE U.S.

USED MANY TIMES. BY THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

FOUND TO BE:

.14

AFFECTIVE

QUICK

LOW cop: Imart;p.
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OM CCUfATIONS ANALYZED BY DAUM

LEGAL ASSISTANT

DRAFTSPERSON

EL TRONI SJECiINICIAN
4

C F StRUCTION SUPERINTENDENT

VOCATIONALADMINISTRATOR

VOCATIONAL TEACHER

RADIOLOGIC TgeHNOLOGIST

RESPIRATORY THERAPIST

c"

MACHINIST

INDUSTRIALRECTRICIAN
o.

o.

SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

'COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

APPRENTICE RMESENTATiVE

109
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DACUM PHILOSOPHY.

EXPERT. WORKERS ARE BETTER ABLE TO DESCRIBE/DEFINE

THEIR OCCUPATION THAN ANYONE ELSE

ANY JOB CAN BE EFFECTIVELY AND SUFFICIENTLY DESCRIBED IN

TERMS OF THE TASKS SUCCESSFUL WORKERS IN THAT

OCCUPATION PERFORM

ALL TASKS HAVE DIRECT IMPL1 S FOR THE KNOWLEDGE

AND-ATTITLHES-THAT-WORKERSAUST IN ORDER-TO:-

PERFORM THE TASKS CORRECTLY

I
O

111109
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I
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DACUM PROCEDUPAL STEPS

1. ORIENTATION OF COMMITTEE

2. REVIEW OF OCCUPATION

3. IDENTIFY GENERAL AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY (DUTIES)

4. IDENTIFY SPECIFIC°TASKS PERFORMED

5. REVIEW AND REFINE TASK AND DUTY STATEMENTS

6. SEQUENCE-TASK-AND-DUTY STATEMENTS

7. IDENTIFY ENTRY-LEVEL TASKS

3. OTHER OPTIONS AS DESIRED

A



/

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES

EVERYONE PARTICIPATES EQUALLY

SHARE IDEAS FREELY
p

HITCH-HIKE ON EACH OTHER'S IDEAS

.1

a

f
111111.

PROVIDE CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS RATHER THAN. NEGATIVE

CRITICISMS n

.ALL TASK STATEMENTS ARE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED

DO NOT USE ANY REFERENCES

OBSERVERS CANNOT PARTICIPATE

ALL TASK STATEMENTS MUST BEGIN WITH AN ACtION VERB AND.

REFLECT AN OBSERVABLE PERFORMANCE
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.
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UNWRITTEN STEM OE TASK
(COMPETENCY) STATEMENTS

THE INDIVIDUAL WORKER

MUST BE ABLE TO:
4



KEY TERMS.

DUTIES AN ARBITRARY GROUPING OF RELATED TASKS.

USUALLY 8-12 PER JOB

4

TASKS SPECIFIC OBSERVABLE UNITS OF WORK

4.

-,USUALLY 6-30 PER DUTY AND 50-200.PER JOB

*STEPS SPECIFIC ELEMENTS OR ACTIVITIES REQUIRED TO

PERFORM A TASK

AT LEAST TWO OR MORE PER TASK

3

ti



KEY TERMS

JOB ANALYSIS - IDENTIFICATION OF JOB DUTIES AND TASKS

TASK ANALYSIS-=-IDENTIFICATION OF THE STEPS, KNOWLEDGE

REOIREVTOOLS, SAFETY FACTORS, AND

PERFORMANCE STANDARD_S RELATED TO ONE OR.

°I-MORE TASKS ,



GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF

JOB, DUTY, AND TASK RELATIONSHIPS

VOLE
JOB..

I

JOB

'limn
INTO

DUTIES

(8-12)

1

JOB

DIVIDED

INTO

DUTIES

AND

TASKS

(50-200)
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JOB TASKS:

..<

1.

.)

m

HAVE A DEFINITE BEGINNING AND ENDING POINT

CAN BE PERFORMED OVER A SHORT 'PERIOD OF TIME

CAN BE PERFORMED INDEPENDENT OF OTHER WORK

CONSIST OF TWO OR MORE STEPS

CAN BE OBSERVE!) AND MEASURED

7

RESULT IN A PRODUCT, SERVICE, 011 DECISION

-cs
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TASK STATEMENTS:

RERECT A MEANINGFUL UNIT OF WORK

CONTAIN AN ACTION VERB AND AN OBJECT THAT RECEIVES

THE ACTION o

MAY CONTAIN ONEOR MORE RELEVANT QUALIFIERS BUT OMIT '

QUALIFIERS SUCH AS EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY

ARE EXPLIC,IT, PRECISE AND STAND ALONE
4'

AVOID REFERENCES TOINOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES NEEDED

AVOID REFERENCES 101TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT*THAT MERELY
. SUPPORT TASK PERFORMANCE
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1 ORIENT COMMITTEE TO:

DAGUNI

\\
DEVELOPING A CURRICULUM
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2. REVIEW OF OCtUPATION

Zero in on the occupation

erofessional

Technician

Tradesmen

Helper

4

WORLD OF

WORK

o

or



3. IDENTIFY GENERAL AREAS
ie OF RESPONSIBILITY (DTIES)

.00



4. e IDENTIFY THE SPECIFIC TASKS PERFORMED
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SEQUENCE TASK AND DUTY STATEMENTS
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APPENDIX G

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS IN WORKING WITH
DACUM COMMITTEES

'o
Problems in Working with Committees

,

The foregoing suggested techniques for organizing committees and conducting
committee workshops to develop DACUM charts are stated in terms of the func-
tions of the co-ordinator and the demands he must place on the committee in
order to achieve quality. Nevertheless, there are a number of situations
that can and will, interfere with chait development. The following are prob-

, lems that have been encointered. The co-ordinator should be aware 'of these
'so that he may take the suggested corrective action to maintain committee
focus and better assure the quality of the analysis task.

1. Committee Too Small

A committee of three or four persons presents special croblems.
Normally members serve as a sounding board for the co-ordinator, helping
him determine if contributions are accurate and'apolicable in the wide
range of activities in the occupation. If the committee is too small,
the co-ordinator has lees opportunity to verify accuracy. First, there

is a tendency for one person to dominate. It is easier for one person
to engineer a role for himself in which he makes most of the contribu-,
tions and ;casts the.others in a supporting, confirming role. Second,-

. ..small Committees selected on a regional or local basis tend to focus
their contributions on immediate need- even though the task calls for
wider coverage. Finally, small committees tend to focus on a particular
trip or.specialty and may be'reluctant to explore diverse activities or
specialties in the occupation.

.

The co-ordinator must consistently steer discussion away from the.
single person, the local community, or the single specialty in the

occupation. He may have to ignore the dominant person at times and
solicit contributions from the others, casting the dominant person

becomes too localized or begips to focus on a familiar specialty, the
in role of confirming other contributions. When a small committee

co-ordinator should periodically-halt proceedings for aereview, pointing
out the previously established boundaries and range of application of

the occupation..' It is also useful to solicit confirmation from committee
members that they have adequate knowledge of or prior experiences in the
applications.they are tending to de-emphasize. In other words, it may
be necessary to reconfirm for them that they are indeed capable of handling

the entire 'scope of the analysis. The co-ordinqto can directly broaden

the coverage of the analysis by consistently asking the committee if each
definition would apply in,and is adequately stated for'specific'regions

or firms he might designate.

Taken from DACUM: A''roach to Curriculum, Learnins, and Evaluation in
Occupationa ra n ng y 'over .ams, 'epar men o eg ona conomic

Expansion, Ottawa, Canadt: Revised 1975, pp. 197.118.
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2. Committee Too Large

In cases where committees are very large 1l5 or more) problems of °
a different sort appear. A number of committee members make relatively,
few, contributions unless a definite plan is made to stimulate the con-
tribution.of. each. Overt efforts to do this, however, might dampen
the enthusiasm of more vocal committee members who obviously are ready
to-specify skill definitions they know must appear op the chart. -

In some cases the large committees will consist of a number of
members who are content to sit back and allow-a-more vocal group to
provide most of the contributions. In the interest of the assign-
ment( the co-ordinator may allow this to continue throughout the
workshop. However, he must take steps to ensure that it does not become
a problem. The coordinator can periodically ask specilic,members who
are less vocal to describe applications of skills in their own firms
or specialties. This geti them participating and gives therl\an oppor-
tunity to describe, differences and to help in specifying the skills more
accurately. In reality, they are beginning to contribute skill defin-
itions of their own, which in turn generates enthusiasm for betoming a
part of the skill specification process.

The co-ordinator can also involve the less vocal committee members
whenthe prime contributors run into difficulty over wording and, more
importantly, during the final stages of chart development in order to
ensure the skill definition is suitable for their., own andother environ-
ments.

3. Disadvantageous Seating Arrangements

Seating must be arranged-so all persons can --see the Wall surface

and read the definitions. In largecommittees, the -more vocal partici-
pants often cluster'in the front row and block the OieW, of those who
sit behind. The co- ordinator can improve the situation through some
,simple techniques. First, he can arrange the chairs close together in
two rows'so that thervis no need for a third row of ,chairs. Second, .

he can place the'front row four or five feet from the wall. This brings
those. in front into close contact with the wall and allows the back
rows to move closer. It also tends to balance contributions, as those
in front may have to rely on those behind to read the extremities of the
chart._ Third,' the co-ordinitor must take steps to.place persons with
audio or 9Ittal difficulties to best advantage. Those having difficulty
in reading the cards from a'distanceshould be moved to the front (which
also provides an opportunity to 'request thata more:vocal member move
to the back). Similarly, persons with hearing problems should be
situated near the' co- ordinator and the centre of discussion. 4 If such

arrangements are not made, these persons will miss points and later
make inappropriate contributions.
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4. Late Arrivals for Orientation t

rd. Orientation provides the framework foi- the workshop, and it is . 4

important that all persons be present when it begins. Some persons .

. .

attend meetings only to present a point of view. They do not intend '\

to Participate full time.. Others arrive late due to unavoidable
\ .Circumstances.

It has-been found useful to orient these persons immediately and
in private. This may be done by stoppingfor a coffee break. In some

committee work, the presence of a second co-ordinatorhas enabled one
to leave the workshop, orient the new arrival, and return with'him to
observe for a time and review work completed.

A late!rival will disrupt committee proceedings if he is not
provided with orientation prior to making his contributions. If there

is no opportunity to do this immediately on entry, it is best to ask
him privately to refrain from contributing until he has been provided
with appropriate orientation. He 'will learn a lot by observing and will

not feel he.has to begin debating issues at once.

5. Persons Who Treat the Workshop as Just Another Meeting

Occasionally, one encounters,persons, particularly those who are in

peripheral:positions in the pccupation, who attend a-large number of
meetings: They view curriculum and similar meetings as opportunities
to renew old acquaintances, to discuss a variety'of issues,. and to raise

special issues of their own.

It is difficult to. convince such a person that the workshop is an

-- activity which demands that a lot'of hard work be done in a short period
of time and that he must quickly learn to work within the required frame-
work if the job is to be done: It is best to take him-aside at the first
opportunity such as a coffee break to discuss the issues with him and 1p

encourage him to take a more.objectiveview in working as part of the

team.

6. Persons Concerned with the Prestige of the Occupation'

One sometimes encounters an individual who is convinced that the
prestige of his occupation will be enhanced by the prestige of the ,

training program. He is unwilling to allow an activity of this soft
to clarifylexactly what the occupation is about lest this expose its

simplicity. He will talk around issues and attempt to inflate them
rather than share in the process of specifying a amber of easy-to-
define skills. A committee can work quite rapidly in specifying the

more manioulative,,procedural skills of the occupation, but this indi-

viduarwill try to involve the committee in discussing related issues
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such as philosophy of the occupation, the long-range future, and the
effects of 'changing technology. \

rt 1 2 - ./

There are several technique which the co-ordinator can apply- to '
overcome this, kind of resistance.

(a) HdPcan ignore the individual and use oth in the committee for
contributions to the specific area or biid in the chart that is
being analyzed. While this person.wtll resist and attempt to make
somevcontributions, the co-ordinator should ignore these and allow
the rest of the committee to contribute their specifications% The
member may react by falling"silent and may subsequently begin to
participate as part of a. committee. Ifihe reacts by becoming even
more vocal,-the other members can usually be 'relied onto take
action to reduce his interference.

p.
(b) He can take the individual aside to re-explain the nature of the

exercise and even'to suggest that he consider leaving the workshop
if he thinks, he cannot participate.

. .

(c) Occasionally such a person will Ansist that there are really only

. , one or two'skills in an area being analyzed or that'the area is not

Q significant or worthy of this kind of analysis. A useful techniaue
is to proceed over his objections and assitt the others in defining
a number of skills in that area. This will expose his unreasonable
attitude and arguments to the rest of. the committee as well as to

- himself. In short, this is a definite move to turn the rest of the
committee on him so that they, with their occupational expertise,
can control a situation the co-ordinator cannot control.

7. Persons Concerned with Training for Purposes of Prestige

,Some persons feel that if-the_chart reflects sophisticated theories .

and principles from a variety of fields it will make the graduate appear
more sophisticated and thus enhance the prestige of the occupation.
These persons are sometimes difficult tqedetect and subsequently handle
because. the. co-ordinator himself is never sure whether specific infor-
mation and skills are required until he can generate enough debate.
Sometimes a persop so concerned will influence. the remainder of the
cbmmittee.to specify unnecessary content. The co-ordinator must be u

alert to the fact that they may be being influenced by someone or some-
.

thing other than their professional judgment. In addition to the 1=I

techniques recommended in (6), the co-ordinator can refer the committee
to other workshops where this tendency was present, describe the sub-

sequent difficulties it caused, and suggest that this committee would

.not wish.to dissipate effort in this way. Most members will jump at

the opportunity to reject the influence of the person who initiated the

problem.
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0 8. Pertvis Concerned with Wedge

--Persons -1410- 444 itrongly -a-boo-t the-dominant 4l-ace --of -ki9w1 edge i n

aining systems tend to. emanate from three sources:

(a) There are persons in evolving occupations which have been ill-specified
in terms of skill requirements. This is,particularlylipticeable in
occupations that are evolving from several other occupaliont. There
is a tendencyAo guess at what knowledge is required for application
in several areas of expertise and assume this OM enable the graduate
to function at once in a new occupational role.

(b) There are persons in occupations Which have traditionally provided
on-the-job training with knowledge being provided on a release basis
as.an external activity at a technical institute or trade school.
They see traini* as that portion of the individual's.development
that occurs .in the external institution. They have difficulty in
specifying whaX the individual does on the job and'what competence
he must acquit% there. ,

(c) Thire are persons in nonprofessional occupations which operate under.
strong professional direction or control. The professional, because
his own training was highly knowledge-oriented, is usually not
accustomed to specifying skills in the way that is required and may

. tend to resist doing this, feeling that knowledge in itself is more
important.

Sometimes there is a strong feeling that a wfde tackgraund O`thfor-
mation and theory is'essential to enable the employee to speak intelli-
gently about his L.; as well' as to perform capably, in order to be
a credit to the occnat4on., In such cases it is useful for the co-ordinator'
to draw on examples which detract from this feeling. Ittis easy to point
to occupations such as nursing or teaching in which increasing emphasis
was placed7in knowledge to the exclusion of useful occupational skills.,
This is one place in which it may be necessary to'stop and debate sole
of the issues before proceeding. Persons who feel strongly about this
issue will resist committee activities until such debate takes place.

9. Peo Who Believe that Knowledge_zectl to Performance.
Self-trained persons who read extensively in order to keep informed

in their field times have difficulty in isolating and specifying
141:igetskills.. LThey a t heir own success primarily to,the fact that they

accumulated t good 1 of knowledge, which, to them, is important.
Consequently they prefer to specify.competence by defining the elements
of knowledge which they feel contribute to the competence.
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Such persons are generally more difficult to work with than formally
trained committee members, whose contributions are typically more precise.
The co-ordinator must apply extra effort in assisting such persons to
convert their ideas and contributions into skill definition's. Their
input is nevertheless, important for they generally have a wide background
that can be capitalized on to.improve the coverage of the chart.

10. Persons Concerned with Problem-Soliiin Anal tieal Thinking as the
r me Kequ site

There are those who believe that the analytical problem-solving thought .

process is the most critical component of any training program. They
refuse to participate in direct specificatfon of activities, tasks, and
functions in which the individual must apply knowledge, and they discourage
the attempts of others to do this. The.co-oedinator frequently must
counteract this by ignoring such persons and focusing attention on those*
who are contributing skill, definitions.

11. Persons Concerned with Attitudes as 0 osed to Skills

Some committee members express more concern for desirable employee
attitudes than for skill specification. Such a person will argue that
the problem in industry is attitudes and not skill-weakness, and he
will attempt to divert discussion away from skill .definition an&toward
attitudes. This may be due to'inability to specify skills because of
lack of detailed knowledge of the occupation. Or it may be due to emphasis
in a current work role that is related to employee relations or over-all
productivity and, consequently, to concern for work force attitudes.,

The co-ordinator can apply three techniques-to encourage such a
person tolunction as a member of the committee. First, he can
redescribe and expand on the rationale for first obtaining.a compie- .

hensive description of skills requirad. It is impossible to develpp
.appropriate attitudes if there it not a suitable skill or competency
base on which to build. Second, he can ask the member to specify what
he means by the attitude he is talking about and how it would be manifest
in the work environment. Often members will, in spite of themselves,
begin to specify a number of skills which can be recorded on the wall.
Where this has been successful, it has been apparent that the member

t was specifying attitudes because neither he nor the other members had

been able to define the related skills. As a final resort, the
co-ordinator may have to allow such a person to talk.out his concern,
depending on other members to control him when hit repeated reference
to attitudes interferes too much with their work.

12. Persons Concerned with the Technicalities of Cor ect Terminolo

Occasionally one encounters an individual who is concerned with the
status of the occupation and will insist that "correct" terminology be

used in all tapplication. He will slow the.pace of committee achievement
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as he will vent t9 debate the adequacy of each skill as it is specified,
thus inhibiting the brainstorming process. This happens most frequently
41 workshops for occupations in which there is curry:4. debate between
schools of thought.

The co-ordinator can readily resolve this problem by agreeing to
use both of two suggested definitions. Frequently, all that is involved
is a choice between two descriptive words. This can, be settled by
placing one of the words in parentheses behind the other to satisfy
both proponents.

ft.

- Another technique is for the colordinator to keep-insisting that all
editorial review be reserved fot the latter portion of the workshop.
He must emphasize that brainstorming must continue and that final editing
will be done.at an appropriate time in the development of the chart.

13. Persons with Narrow Learning Experiences'

Some occupations have a history of standardized training to which ,

most who have achieved occupational competence have been subjected.
This might,be a block release information theory training program, a
process of indentureship, or employment in a series of sub-jobs until
the learner has adequately performed in each and, is allowed finally to
perform the real tasks of the occupation. In such cases, committee
members will frequently question the wisdom of changing this pattprn.
They come up with such arguments as "There are'intrinsic benefits for
persons who have to learn in this way ", "It's good discipline", "It will
make a better man out of him".

Such situations demand frequent review of the DACUM principles. The

co- ordinator must go beyohd the initial brief orientation and draw on
rationale that supports the use of this procedure. .It is also necessary
for the co-ordinator to assure committee members that the DACUM system
contains similir learning experiences and that the learner is soon going,
to have to demonstrate his perseverance in achieving, his ability in
completing tasks, and his interest in furthering himself in the occupation.

Another person of this sort is the professional who believes
learning takes'place thrbugh books and lectures. He can frequently
be encountered in looking at an occupation directly supporting a pro-,
fessional field. Books and lectures are,mandatory for most professionals,
and they feel that others should learn in the same way in order to,be
as adaptive and creative as they have been in their occupation.

14. frsonsIgioBelieveThereisOrleWaofTraininforTheirField

One. may occasionally encounter difficulty with an individual in an
occupation with a. long history of reasonably successful training. It
.is assumed that this is the optimum method of training for the occupation
and that nothing should be allowed to change it. This sometimes becomes
ppparent during the restructuring of thee chart in terms of establiShing
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sequencing. If a particular sequence of skill acquisition his been the
accepted mode in the field for many years, the individual will want to
see this pattern repeated, feeling that someone at some point in time
did a careful analysis and discovered an optimum way for providing train-
ing. He sometimes fails to see that it may have been established by
accident or through hasty decision-making which resulted in a standard
pattern because the training institutions in that field wanted standard--
ization_and Merely, adopted the initial pattern. In such cases, the
co-ordinator should halt proceedings, explore these issues-, try to
determine the origin of the pattern, and determine its'suqability for
application in the DACUM system.

4

15. The Person Who Rejects the DACUM Approach

Occisionally one runs into.a committee member who dislikes the DACUM
approach because of its permissiveness. He feels.it is top liberal in
allowing people to determine what they are going to learn and how they

are going to learn it. He suspects this may cause a breakdown of
discipline considered necessary.in the Occupation.

This individual is typical of persons..who function in an authoritative
or autocratic fashion.in relation to the people they employ. They fear
the developiint of a new breed of workers who are self-starting and self-
thinking and who may take views quite opposed-to conventional industrial .
relations practice. They can frequently be detected by such remarks as,
"There is nothing much wrong with our system right now. We just need to

tI en up entry requirements so that a,lot of people who have been getting

in w n't be getting in any more. Then we'll only take the cream of the

crop for our occupation."' ..

A most useful technique for dealing with such cases is for the
co-ordinator to involve other members of the committee in discussing

these issues. Normally the co-ordinator can rely on one or more committee
members to be adequatelyalert to the potential of the DACUM'process
(even with limited exposure) to counterbalance the contributions of the

dissenting committee member.

16. The Committee that Talks for the Sake of Talk

Some committees Ariheavily weighted with persons who like to attend

meetings, are quite articulate, and enjoy discussion. They prefer to

avoidlhe painstaking work at hand and treat the committee work as an

opportunity to air views.
,

If this attitude dominates committee work begins to suffer,

there is little the co-ordina or can do. Efforts'have been made in

the past to apply techniques such as attempting to get the committee
to focus more clearly on objectives or attempting to get it to pace

itself toward completion of a set of goals. These.have.seldom been
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effective. In extreme cases it has.been found necessary to disband
the committee and resume the task with a new committee. .

17. The Negative

There are persons who excel at criticizing the contributions of
others: "That skill isn't specified correctly", "Thatuskill really
doev't apply", "That is a rather instgnifidint skill to. be placing
in An occupattion like ours°,""It's really much more complex than we
have suggested". At the same time they will avoid making positive
contributions.

- Such persOns may normally function in negative controlling or
monitoring roles and not be comfortable in the positive brainstorming
process.

One useful technique is to listen alertly to their conversation
and promptly write and place a card on the wall when they begin to
discuss what could be an identifiable skill. Specifitation of a series
of skills in this way has been effective to converting some to a posi-
tive approach.

The.only other useful technique has been to encourage the committee'
to deal with the problem. The co- ordinator should avoid personally
debating the issies raised. This rarely succeeds because it is the
negative approach, rather than the issue, that is the problem.

18. The Person Who is Afraid to Contribute for Fear of Exposing Iinorance

,Occasionally one encounters a well-qualified recognized expert whg
has always,worked in a situation in-which he-did not have-to describe
thp characteristics or,requirements of his' occupation. Such in indi-
vidual avoids.dontributing even though he appears to know whats-
transpiring in the workshorancLe capable of contributing. He may
fear that his lack of verbal skill will indicate technical incompetence'
to.his colleagues in the committee. It is important for the co-ordinator
.to detect such an individual almost as soon as the tommittee's work
begins and encourage him to make contributions. This is easily done
by questioning him about podrly worded contributions of others and
having him refine the definitions. The co-ordinator should also take**

every opportunity to sblicit a'contribution fromilim so that he may
begin to feel he is a contributing member of fie group. Frequently,.

when suchiaperson emerges from silence, he bbcomes the
group.

_

va+uable
participant in the workshop because he is direct and does not over-
verbalize. , #
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39.,The Person Who Rejects Co-ordinator Leadership

At times an individual will resist the-leadership of the co-ordinator
bepuse he is.not an expert in the occupation And he distrusts his ability
to lead a committee in specifying requirements. for a field about which

he knows little.
.

.
It is important in such cases to maintain leadership and to apply

techniques that will overcome such misgivings. One way is to provide
examples of charts that have been developed by diverse committees and
in which the co-ordinator had no more ability than he has in this

particular occupation. Another technique is to describe the rationale
of having el,p indeOndent perion perform in this role.

20. The Authority Figure WhoiTypically Controls

some persons typically want to conlAl*a group and expect to lead, any

activity in which they become involved.. If not controlled, they will

" focus discussion, issues, debates, and final decisions around themselves.

it is interesting to note that this frequently:occurs when most qf the
Committee members have been selected from one firm or one special*
in the qccupation. They may haVe become accustomed to allowing a dominant
individual among them to chair, meetings and lead activities, and, as a

consequence, they, allow him to assume leadership in the OACUM workshop.
C.

Such persons are difficult to control, and at times it' is necessary ,

to applkenvironmental techniques to overcome this difficulty. It may

be riecesiary, for example,.to,change the seating arrangements to place

the dominant individual either on the periphery of the group or next
to the co-ordinator where he may bemore easily controlled. In extreme

.° cases, the cO-ordinator may have totassert his responsibility and

challenge the member, demanding thathe cease trying to control the group.

21. Instructors Concerned about the Teaching Role

The inclusion of in ructors on committees has not worked out well

either from the point o view of having the chart developed within a

reasonable period of ti or from the point of view of focusing as

directly as possible o the requirements of 'the occupation. While

there .are benefits for the instructor in terms of hii opportunity to

learn more about the occupation and the views of its experts, his

participatiog tends to retard the committee process, In cases where

-instructors must participate, it is frequently necessary to remind them

-that Orissue is not what to teach or how to teach bu the requirements

of the occupation. Maintaining this perspective for nstructors places

a good deal of pressure on.the co-ordinator, and it as been found that

committees function more effectively if no instructors are present.
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If there are facilities available, it is useful to have instructors
and other observers stationed in an adjacent room from which they can
view ihe proceedings through closed circuit T.V.

22. Persons 14ho till Not Address the Co -off inator

Sometimes committee members appear to misread the co-ordinator's
role end consistently disregard him.. Contributions must go through
the co.;ordinator if he is to maintain control of the process.

The co-ordinator may insist that all contributions be directed to
him and refuse to write and put up any definitions that are not so
directed. Or he can arrange to have the offenders located near him so
they will have to address him while studying or commenting on the wall.

23. iteThePerscmWhoitionAwafromtheblall

An occasional committee member will resent the idea of working with
a wall.' Few persons are used to working with this kind of format or
with the brainstorming approach. An occasional member may keep hii

. attention away from the wall, when he:feels the chart is developing in
the wrong way or when he has lost sight of objectives. He will turn to
discuss issues with other mgmbers, will make notes, will write out
statements rather than view the statements on the wall, and, in effect,
will do everything but use the wall as a focus for his participation.

It is possible to overcome this by changing the environment. If

the offender is located in the back of the group, he may be relocated
in- the front near the co-ordinator. If he is alreadyat the front and
tends to turn around to face the group while working with the wall, it
may be necessary to shift him to the back of the room.so that he has to
face the wall while talking to others. At times it may be necessary to
Mint out to him exactly what he is -doing and how it is affecting the
process. He can be warned that he is eventually going to have others
doing the same thing and that the committee may lose its focus. Frequently,
this will change the person's attitude, although it may be necessary at
times to remind him that he is a part of a group using the wall as a.
medium.

24.. The DACUM Learning Enthusiast A

Some persons haVe had 'an opportunity to learn about DACUM beforehand
and have become over-enthused about its potential for occupational defini?
Moil and learning. These might (be persons who have ben previbusly
exposed to,the,,DACUM to solicit their assistance in selecting committee
members. Or they mightbi instructors (or prospective instructors) who
expect to work with'the-system'and are,recfuited as part of a committee.

o
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These individuals at times tend to lose sight of the specific purpose

of the committee. They may begin to think too far ahead and worry
about structuring or sequencing when the skill definition process is

not yet complete. They may not grasp the implications preach analysis
step because they are too influenced by what they expect to see in the

finished chart.

It is necessary to play down the contributions of such persons and
recognize only those which are directly based on perfor-mance. If such

a person is rather vocal and persistently disrupts proceedings with

concerns about the training program, it is best to take directive action

and explain to him in front of the group that this committee's concern
is not with training, it is. with accurate definition of the skills of

the occupation. The training program will be the concern of another
committee made up of persons more qualified for the task of specifying

*F.



SAMPLIE WORKING DEFINITIONS OF
a OCCUPATIONS TO BE ANALYZED

Respiratory Therapist '

Respiratory therapy workers; sometimes called inhalation therapy workers,

treat patients with cardio-respiratory problems. Their duties involve the

therApeutic -use. of 'medical gases, air and -oxygen administering apparatus,

environmental control 'systems, humidification and aerosols, drugs and medi-

cations, ventilatory tontrol, postural drainale,-,chest physio-therapy and

breathing exercises, respiratory rehabilitation, assistance with cardiopul-:

monary.resuscitation, and the maintenanceof natural, artificial, and mechan-

ical airways°.

Rraftpersons

The drafter prepares clear, pangl'ete, and accurate.working 'plans and

detail drawings from rough sketches, specific-ations0-and calculations of

engineers,- arcbitcects,.irtd designers to be used for engineering or manufac-

turing pUrposes according to thespectfied dimensions. He utilizes knowledge

of .variousinachineS; -engineering practices, mathematics, building materials,

and other physical 'sciences to complete the drawings.
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Industrial Mechanic (DOT 626-630)

When a machine breaks down in. a plant or factory, not only is the machine

idle, but yaw materials and human resources are wasted. It is the industrial
mechanic's job to prevent _these costly breakdowns and to make repairs as
quickly as possible.

Industrial maintenance mechanics spend much -time doing preventive mainte-

nance. This includes keeping machines.well oiled and greased, And periodi-

cally cleaning parts. The repairer regularly inspects machinery anc checks.
'performance.' Tools such as micrometers, calipers,. and depth gaUges.are used
to measure and align all parts. Fora example, treadles.on sewing machines in

the apparel industry may need adjustinent and gears and bearings.may have to be
aligned. By keeping complete and up-to-date records, mechanics Iry to antici- 4
pate trouble and service machinery before the factory's production is. inter-.

rupted.,

, When repairs become necessa the maintenance mechanic must first locate

the specific cause of the problem. his challenge requires knowledge rein-
forced by experience. For, example, ter hearing a vibration from a_ machine,

the mechanic must decide whether it s due to worn belts, weak motor bearings,

or any number of other possibilities Repairers often follow blueprints and
engineering specifications in maintaining and fixing equipment.

After correctly diagnosing the
oproblem,

the maintenance mechanic dissem-
bles tht equipment, and then repairsr replaces 'the necessary parts. Hand .

and power tools usually are needed.""The repairer. may)use a screwdriver and a

wrench to take the door off an oven, or a crane to7lift a printing press off
the ground. Electronic testing equipment often is included in the mechanic l
tools. Repairers use catalogs to order replacements for broken or defective

parts. When parts are not readily available, or when a machine must be
quickly returned to production, repairers may sketch a part that can be fabri-
cated by the plant's machine shop.

The repairer reassembles and tests each piece, of equipment after it has
been serviced, for oncelt is back in operation, the machine is expected to

work as if it were new. 1

SOURCE: Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1980-81 Edition. U.S. Department of
Labor 2075

ftk
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APPENDIX I

DEVELOPING QUALITY TASK STATEMENTS

Tasksinay. be defined as activities performed by an individual worker in

order to accomplish some component of the occupational role. Task statements

are concise descriptions of units of work as the worker functions in hfiThee

occupation-.

A. task is 'a unit of work activity that constitutes a significant part of

a duty. A combination of. tasks usually form logical Work Activities necessary

to perform 'a duty. Tatks have a definite beginning and ending point.

The task statement must be 'as clear as possible so that it is easily and.

correctlylipderstood by workers and teachers in the occupational area. The

terminology used must be consistent with current occupational_ usage, and must

be' unambiguous so that all workers will be able to apply the -same inter-

pretation.,

It shouldl be kept inmind that task statements are to be. used fOr trains-

ing workett, and for supervising worker's as they perform on the job. State-

ments that are too general. (e.g., "Meet the public") may be quite useless as a

guide for planning instruction or evaluating perforniance. -Statements that are

extremely specific, or even trivial (e.g., "CounI nutliand bolts ") may sgOire

no special training procedures, or may Involve very short bits of training

time and therefore may not be helpful.

Task statements always describe a' meaningful unit of work activi4y that

is discrete, observable; performed within a limited period of time, and that

results in a product, service, or decision. A job' task is a .worthwhile accom-

plishment that an employer or customer.would be willing to pay for. A job

task also 'represents a typical assignment that would be given to a waker in

the occupation being analyzed% A task can always be broken down into two or

more procedural steps.

The compOnents of a task statement are:

The verb must be in the first person singular, active voice:

(04., select, prepare, maintain, direct, organize, produce)

OBJECT

The "object" is the thing a( ted upon by the worker.

(e.g., reports, equipment, records, customers)

QUALIFIER

Qualifiers are words or

statement.
(e.g., ". . . precision

phrases used to limit

measuring " H.
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\Examples bf the parts of task statements are:

1. 'Preple bud ets
(verb) (object)

2. Maintain sickroom equipment

1verb, (qualifier) (object)

3. Treat burn victims using first aid measures

(verb) Tobject) (qualifier)

Guideline's for Developing Task Statements

a. The prefix, "The worker is able to ." is understood, not written.

b. The task statement begins with a precise action verb in the present tense
(e.g., design, construct, rotate, repair, align, adjust).

c. Each task-statement must,describe an observable behavior. Thus, knowledge
and attitudinal items, beginning with phrases such as "Know the principles

%.
of . . ." and°"Appreciate the.implications of . . ." are not permissible.

4

d. Receiving instructions from others should not be'considered a task. Thus,

attending meetings or conferences are,not tasks: Neither is "Receiva
orders from supervi'sor."

. .

e. Avoid statements such as "Be avatlable when required for emergencies,"
"-Relay forms." If a skill is nqt.involved, it .is not a task.

Avoid verbs that are indefinite as to meaning, such as ".Work with . .

"Handle. . ." and "Be responsible fdr. ." If .a person "worksz,with" a
program or resource, it should be determined what is actually being done

when the activity takes place. There may actually be several tasks':
involved.

4

g. Task statements shbuld represent independent skills and not simply
supplement or expand on others (e.g., "Prepare daily work schedules"
should not bp used to supplement "Prepare work schedules").

h. In general, avoid multiple verbs in a task statement, unless several

actions are always performed together. If two action words are needed

this usually indicates two skills 'are In the c ase of remove.
ang repair, use the more inclusive (repairlof the two. <

i. Do not include unnecessary Zrds such as "effectivelyA" "carefully," or
"appropriately" (as in "Use communication effectively" or "File materials
carefully"). It is understood that workers are not going to be.trained to

be ineffective or careless.

j. Qualifiers should be used whenever necessary to clarify the meaning of

the task.
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k. Avoid,vague qualifying phrases such as "when appropriate," "as,require0,"
ea.

or in accordance with regular procedures."

1. Each, task statement must be capable of standing alone. A statement such
as *Prepare other.materials" 'might appear to be reasonable if it appears

. at the end of a series of related task, but it cannot be understood by
itself, so it should not be used.

m. Repetition is acceptable. If "adjust" is the appropriate verb for many
task statements, use it. Do not attempt to find alternatives simply for
the sake, of style.

n. Short words should be used in preference to long words Or expressions
(e.g., "Maintain a filing system" NOT "Tap necessary action relative to
setting up a system for the storage and retrieval of records and instruc-.
tional material's"). .

o. Avoid the use of "etc."- If an additional thought needs to be included,
express it (e.g., NOT "Maintain a system for controlling dangerous sub-
stances, etc." but-Ilaintain a security system for co rolling the use of

drugs and hazardous.equtpment"). .

p. Avoid the use of tools and equipment statements that merely Ampport task

performance. The use of tools in and-of.themselves is not a task activity
but.a means to achieving the task.

I

q. InclUde'only one task in a single statement.

On the following' page is .a list of sample action verbs that may be
reproduced and used. as a handdut when working with: DACUM committees.

4
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Supervisory

Advise
Analyze
Appraise
Approve
Assess
Assign
Compare
Conduct
Contact
Counsel

Determine
Diagnose
Draft
Establish

SAMPLE ACTION VERBS

and Managerial Jobs
#

Estimate
Forecast
Implement
Initiate
Interpret
Interview
Investigate
Maintain
Manage
Monitor
Negotiate
Observe
Orient
Participate

Information-Coll ectiort Jobs

Analyze
Acertain
Audi t-

Cal cul ate

Check
Compile
Compute

Decision-Making Jobs

Approve
Compare
Decide

Confer
Consult
Count
Diagnose
Gather
Identify
Inspect'

Determine
Estimate
Evaluate

Production and Controlling Jobs

Address
Adjust
Apply
Arrange
Attach.

Clean
Compose
Deposit
Design
Develop
Disassemble
Distribute
Edit

Endorse
File
Fit
Greet
Grind
Install
Instruct
Load
Lubricate
Make
Maintain
Notify
Open

Interview
Inventory
Locate .

Measure
Observe
Obtain
Proof

Perform
Plan

Prepare 0
Process
Recommend
Review
Schedule
Sign
Study
-Submit

Supervise
Acerify

Judge
Rate
Test

Paint
Phone
Post
Process
Rebuild
Recommerd
Remove 4
Repair
Replace
Reprimand
Revise
Rewire
Rotate
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Select
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Sign
Solder
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APPENDIX J

WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Position Date

/ The purpose of this evaluation is to provide feedback for the workshop
leaders to use in planning and conducting 'future workshops. Please complete
the following checklist by marking the most appropriate response--Strongly
Agrdi (SA), Agrek (A); Disagree (D), Strongly Disagree (SD). Your comments on
the last three questions would also be appreciated.

1. Information given to you about. the workshop
prior to your arrival was'sufficient

2. The workthop moved ifi a smooth businesslike manner

3. The workshop leaders carried out their roles in a

'positive., knowledgeable manner

4. The workshop was interesting and informative

5. Sufficient time was allocated for comp]eting the

workshop activities

6. The workshop facilities were adequate

7.N The workshop location wasnsuitable.....

8. Arrangements for meals and breaks were sufficient.

9. My participation in this workshop was a

worthwhile endeavdr

10. I would recommend participation in similar
workshops to fellow workers

11. The weaknesses of this workshop were:

12. The strengths of this workshop were:

SA A ,D SD

C.

13. My reaction to DACUM as a process for identifying tasks important to
vocational and technical instruction is:

THANK YOU!
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APPENDIX K

VERIFICATION INSTRUMENTS AND
SAMPLE COVER LETTERS

INDUSTRIAL MECMANICS TECHNOLOGY
DACUM VERIFICATION_ SURVEY

On March 2-3, 1982, a DACUM was conducted,at Trident Technical College

for the Industrial Mechanics Technology program involving representation of

ten local industries. -From the panel's input, a draft"DACUM chart was.pre-

pared, and a verification survey based bn.the identified-competencies was

developed and sent to'twenty-six persons identified either as incumbent
k,

industrial mechanics'or,superVisors of industrial. mechanics, including the

original ten DACUM participants. (The fihis participating in the verifica,

tion process are identified in appendix 2.) Twenty-one respontes were received

and are included in the data tabulation.

Data from the survey is presented by mean response to each 4uestion and

by number of respondents to each category of each question (appendix 1.)

Trident Technical College is committed to develop individualized compe-
4

tency-based instruction that will assist learners to achieve competence through

effective training. With the input of expert ptactitioners and supervisors to

identify those tasks which are most important and which truly make a difference

for entering workers, this survey data can provide a sound basis for decision.

making in program and learning material development.
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TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE

1982 Industrial Mechanics Survey

Survey Number

The purpose of this survey is to identify the most important tasks Industria1 Mechanics in the Trident

area perform. This .information will help .define, the skjlls an Industrial Mechanics graduate needs which

will be used to develop the curriculum for the new Industrial Mechanics, program. Please read the directions

, carefully and answer every question.

0

Instructions:

The questionnaire contains a list of tasks divided into 12 major groups (A through.) which relate to

the occupation of Industrial Mechanic. We need your response to three mojor questions about each task:

1. HoWilhportant,is the performance of the task in the job of an Industrial Mechanic?

2. How fre uentl do you perform the task? (or hoW frequently do those Industrial MeChanics whom;lu
supery se per orm the task?)'

443. Is'tie task expected of a beginning Industrial Mechanic!)

Answer these questions by completing the following steps:

1. For each. task rate the importance of the performance of that task to the job clV the Industrial Mech-
anic by circling one response uncle' column 1.

For eacp task indicate(b)0 often the task is performed by circling one response under column 2.

3. For each task indicate if this task would be expected to be perfOrmed by a beginning Industrial
Mechanic by circling one response in column 3.

Be sure to circle one response under each column for every task.

4
0

Please feel free to add any additional tasks or general comments.
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MEAN RESPONSE

N*21

loportancos(Task Frequency of hrforseace
0 AS

task Statements

4.1teeer, A: Use Mend and power Tools

Col= 1 Colvin 2

Enos- Not Don't
117. Ir.

Don't Fri- Sow-

quir"I tr
1. Select proper tools

2. Use tools safely

3. Use basic handleols

4. Operate used power toils

S. Maintain tools

2.85

2.90

2.90

2.42'

2.60 , "

3.00

2.95

2.95

2.71

2.66

6. Use precision hell/ tools 2.23 2.26

7. Use precision mioseringinstrmunts 2.25 - 2.30

6. Operate, general Machines equipmqnt 2.15 2.30

9. Use diagnostic equipment 1.90. 2.05

Wino,/ I: EVineet_Moir

1. Use meintemmwmtennuals .2.71 2.57

2. Use trouble shooting teaniques 2.71 2.66

4- 3. Use proper fastening techniques 2.28 2.52

4. Analyse cause of broaden',

S. Prepare parts list including specifications

2.38

1.90

2.52

2.07

B. Replace bearings 2,71 2.85

7. Repair /replace mechanIcal seals 2.57 2.61.

B. Repair pumps 2.52
0.

,2.42

9. Repair compressors 2.23 2.23

10. Repair power transmission equipment 1.19 2.38

Entry Loyal,

Calms 3

11879 don't

kat 115"

1.90

1.90

1.95

1.90
. 1.0

1.47

1.57

*1.47

1.04

1.85

1,60

1.77

1.52

1.37
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mm- Task Statements

. Cotner, A: Use Heal and Power Tools

I. Select proper tools .

2. Use tools safely if
3. Use basic heed tools

4. Operate bad paver 'tools

S. Maintain tools

G. Use precision hand tools

7. Use precision qmasvrinip iestruments
Ch
cn O. Operate leeerel midges shop ,equipment

N. Use diagnostic equipment

Cq== ftiinw41:ir

1. Use meintemance manuals

2. Use trouble sheeting Wanton

3. Use proper fastening techniques

4. Analyse cause of breakdown

S. Move parts list imcludimoispecifications

G. Noplacebearimos

7. Nepair/replace mechanical seals

S. &weir pumps

N. Nepeir compressors

10. Nepair per transmission equipment

Importance of Task F of Perfo

as

Column_ 1 Column 2

Essen- Not Dealt
till IT. hr. knr Fre- Some- Elee't

y r s "r " err 1"5"

18

19

19

13

1 1

3

2

2

8

6

y0

0

.0 .

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

21

20

20

17

14

0

1

1

4

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

/0
0

0

7 12 2 0 6 ,14 0

6 13 1J 0 6 14 0 0

5 13, 2 0 6 14 0 0

1 16 3 0 1 19 0 0

15 6 0 .0 12 9 0 0

15 6 0 0 " 14 7 0 0

9' 11 1 0 12 8 1 0

9.111 G 11 10 0 0'
01

3 13 6 0 4 14 2

15 6 0 0 18 3 0 0

12 9 0 0 13 8 0 0

10 10 1 0 "11 10 0

7 12 2 .0 6 14 1 0

8 9 4 0 9 11 0 0

149

Entry Le

Colson

Omit
Tps ? sar
18 2 0

19 2 0

20 1 0

.19 2 P

14 7 . 0

9 10 0

12 9 .C\,
to 11 0

1

17

13

14

10

7

17

13

13

5

11

20 0

3 0

6 0

4 0

9 0

12 0

4 0

8 0

8 0

15 0

10 0
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Whv W. Need TOWN Halo

BASER JOB/TASK ANALYSIS AND LETTERS

TI;e'National Astaciation of
Boards of Barber Examiners

of America

BARBER JOB/TIOL ANALYSIS

The National Associtioo of Boards of Barber Wainer. of America is conducting a national study to determine'thetasks performed.by barbers to

effectively carry out their dutiea and responsibilities.

The study requires the careful identification and verification of the many tasks performed:by barbers on a national level. Once the tasks have bees

identified, we will have better basis for developing fair and valid bomber =ambitions.. The knowledge and experience you have gained by your direct

Involvement An most, if not all, of theme tasks make you uniquely qualified to advise us Oe th Importance, treausnav, and priticality of each task.

Your individual Agaves's* will b. Wild in strict confidence, as only group sgsponses will bs reported.
1

Tou,have been carafullk selected as a qualified respondent, and your input.will contribute to the developent.of valid Lamination for isrbers.

, !lease complete this analysis within five working days. Return the completed slimy to the person distributing the survey or place it in th'itampsd

and addresperl envelope thit has been proVided. Asa 'Mall sapression,of our appreciation for completing this analysis, we will send'Ju msummary of our

findings.

MAWS VERY WINIH TOR YOUR &seismic'.
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last suet Wass

Oa the pages which fol
Vs need your personal

e. Now jportant is t

b. Now iroomentiv, do

C. Now lingua is t

Answer these question

Pm I - TAW. SIATINENTS

ow you will find a listrof task statements clustered into 23 major categories (A through P) which relate to the Accupatioa of barbering

emotion to three major questions about each task statements

o perfoTmaace of the twit in roar lob as a barber?

°perform the task?

task?

Oopletiag the following steps.

1. For each task le tegories A through P indicate how- you believe-performance of the task is in vour,ich as a barber. In U. 'Importance of Task
colonn choose sad circle the number which most occurs ely reflects the importance of that task. It you do not perform some of the tasks, plasse circle tb

each tasks
somber which how important you believe those-tasks its to the overall. occupant of barbering. Usk the-scale below twat. the japortanco of

.

S 04 gad Importance
4
3
2
'1

0 01 k Importance

Performance is important to the occupation of barbering.

Po:forums makes no contribatioa to the occupation of barbering.

2. For each of the.tasks in Categories Athrough P (except those you. judged to be of no Important:soh- indicate tie trsouenov, of performance., Use the scale be

to indicate the irloesav of the tanks

5 tunksith Performed
4
3

0 -kw Performed The task is mover performed.

The task is frequently performed.

3. For each of the tasks in Categories A through P, indicate the criticality of the task brdetermiaing its importance when porton...1,os the consumer.

the scals,belm to indicate the criticality.

The task is critical to the consumer if not performed properly.5 hut Critical
4
3

2

1
0 121, Critical Maim* is not critical to the consuOr.

4. Repeat %Steps No. I, No. 2 and Nap 3 for of the categories.

5. Add any statements to Categories A through P that dssoribe other tasks that you have performed or that you feel need to beverfonsedibarbers which are

not listed.

.

8. Check the inventory to see if you have responded to di questions for 212k statement (except for those tasks which you judged to be of no importance). .

Use

0
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MOTS: MAW It tliat /00 MAUI
WAD ?WI AMU litlflUOTIONS
CAMPULLSalP011 PAOCEED1NO.

Task Btetements

CAISOONT As Porters Retreats

want JODMAIS liALTBID

lo. 1

nuortanor of tut

iow lusEkuiti. is the.pertor-,
mesoirld-IIIi-tesk is your
Job as a barber?

(Waste gat response)

Po. 2

curser of Porroraao,
Row frogman/ do Joe
perform this task?

E

(Obeli gilt response)

.1/
Mo. '3

CritpaWr

lbw critical is the perfor-
mance of this !sotto the
consumer?

Great'

tee,'

no
lager-
tacos

iemositidt17

(Circle =teepee's)

Ivor
Porton*, Critical

Not'
Critical

1. .Comply with required sanitary procedures

2. Protect patrol

3. Commit with patrol

. Prepare the patron

5. Out the hair with clippers, shears or racer

5

5

5

5

5 4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 - 0
1 0

5

5

5

5

5

4

3

3

)

3.

3

2

2

2
2

2

1

0

0

S

-5
5

S

4

6. Taw the heir with clippers, shears or resor 5 3 2 1 0 5. 3 2 1 0 5 4

7. Ism the heir with clippers, shears or reser 5 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0

86 Ibis the hair with Minim, sheers, cheers or reser' 5. 3 2 1 0 $ 4 ) 2 1 0 5 3
9. &nibs the hair with clippers, shears or razor' 5 4 3 2 1 0 5 2 1 0 4

10. Olean (edam) the seek with clippers or riser 5 3 2 1 0 5 4 5 2 1 0 5

11. Perform children's beirouts 3 2 1 0 5 3 2 '1 S

12. Parlors ladies' haircuts 5, 4 3 P; 1 0 5 3 2 1 0 4

13. Performs sen's haircuts 5 4 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 S

14. Dress the hair 5 4 3 2 1 0 .1 0 4

CATIVORT 0: Aerformflairstyling

5 4 3

71°t

2. 1 0 5 3 2 i 0 5
1. Comply with required sanitary procedures

2. Protect patron 5. 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 5 4

5. Consult with patron 5 4 3 2 1 0 2 1 0 5 r

r\ 155

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

$ 2

3 2

2

30 2

2

3.

3 2
3 2

3 2

3

3

.5

0

0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1I 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0
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Task Statesents

No. 1-

insertanstot Task

Now jggakAgt is the wrap-
nanci-ortliNitask is your
job as a barber?

(Oirelemnrespodse)
11=0,`

a

No. 2

tEgniiira.aftatnen
Now frequently do you
perform this task?

(Circle ma response)

No. 3

Orittelits

Sow-critical is the,porfor-
mance of this task to the
consumer?

(Circle 511-reapcase)-

Crest
TAM-

No
Inpor-
tano

Per
Newer

. Porfcrood Critical.
Not
critical t

0211001T Comb. Vitt 2swe and Roles

1. Obtain knowledge at federal and state law and rules 5 2 1

2. biplanes! sipropriste laws end rules . 5

.3

3 2 1

3. Neintain emniunications with the Surber Saud
ao

attic& 03 mgdpjAhmatiagith.

5 4 3' 2 .1

1. ?total:0110h patron profile
! 5 4 3 2 1

2. ,Naintsin patron profile- 5 4 3 2 1

3., -preps', product sale: record 5 4 3 2 1

4. Prepare and maintain patron sereica record 5, 4 2 1

5. Maintain periodic pstron.conmunications 5 4 3 2 1

GAMOW Ps Continue ?ducat is

4 3 2 1
1. Attend seminars and workshops

' 2. Participate in.professional training pour's.. 5 4 3 2 1

3. subscribe to and reed profesiional and trade journals 5 4 3 2 1

. Participate in prefessional organisation. 5 4 3 2 1

5. Apply acquired knowledge
5 4 3 2 1

al
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P

0

0

0 -
0

0

0

0

0

o
0

0

0

0

5

5

.5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 0

4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3' 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

4
4 3 2 1 0 5 44' 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0 5 4 !, 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1,, 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0' 5 4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2' 1 0

4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

.4 5 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0 re 5 , 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0'
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Nivv!es4410.0.01,-Ac t ing
Rowan Luca11 Dun lams
O rs Moneas..1A 90319

WILLIAM NYENHUIS
2N Visa Pnaaseaw
1400 B. WASNINOTON Avg.
N amaion, WI 112703

JOSEPH SWIEZYNSKI
S ic Vim PRISIMINT

29 Rams Ilaumai
Mo.rorm. N1101011

JERREL DAILEY

The National Association o 4T- I DENT

1001 N. JACKsets
MAIMOLia, AR 71763

GENE RECORD
9TH VICE PitasiaaNT
4269 NOOSEVSLY AVE
Laulavms. KY 40113
G. H. "SUCKASHMORE
PAIMIAMINTAMIAN

110s NB 1sT
MIAMI,. Pl. 23132

4 JAMES D. KNAUSS
DonacToo or Eaucarioo
1081 0 STRUT AIM

.0 SACIIAMINTO, CA 99914

Boards of 'Barber Examiners
President of America

EDWIN C. JEFFERS. SECRETARY - TREASURER
119 SOUTH IRONY Irmo' =- SUIT9 906

COMI1181108, ON 8811
1414-41121110011)

Dear Professional Barber:

41111P
k

September 11, 198.: ,

ta,

The National Association of Boards of Barber Examiners is conducting .a

survey for the.purpose of developing a job/task analysis of barbering.
We have requested the Board of Barber Examiners in your State to nominate

well - qualified barbers to assist us with this important research program.

Your Barber Board has determined that you meet.the standards of our
selection criteria an& has nominated you to participate in the survey.

By nominating you, that Board has recognized you as one of the most

capable barberS in your State.
i

We-are committed to the development of improved training material for

'barbers, a job-related training progrmn.for.barbers, and the administra-

tion of a certified job/task related _examination for .licensing barters.

We requsst you take.the'time now or within the next five working days
complete the enclosed "Job/Task Analysii Survey'. Your response to te
survey will contribute significantly to our research effort and more
importantly will help improve the progral for the-licensing of barbers.

Youk response-will be kept confidential And only group responses will
be reported. '`

.,._,

Your assistance 'as a professional barber will be approCiated; and if we

can ever be of assistance to you, .please eel free-to call on us.,

Very truly yoUrs,

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BOARDS OF BARBER EXAMINERS
OF AMERICA

auss, director of Examinations

JDK:gb/Encl.
171
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41111sommo
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KEITH RANKIN
-+Dvams Om Mil Act in
Romany Loons Suwon.
OM; MINES. IA 110211P

WILLIAM NYENNUIS
INS Vice Pmaamany
1400 R. WARMIHRTON Ave.
MADISON. WI *3701

JOSEPH SWIEZYNSKI
ass VICE PRESIDENT

11 UNMIN SQUARE
Mn.omo. NM 020111

The Natio'nal Association of
Boards of Barber Examiners

President. of America
EDWIN C. JEFFERS. SECRETARY TREASURER

II SOUTH FRONT STRUT SUITE SOO
COLUIMIUR. ON 4111*
ATEL.1 1.114.416.11008)

J ERREL DAILEY
4Th Vies PRESIDENT

MOE N. JACKSON
MAGNOLIA. AR 71713

GENE RECORD
* TN VICE PRESIDENT

4111 NOOSIOIELT
Lou1ayo.43. ICY 40113

0. H. "SUCK" ASHMORE
PARLIAMENTARIAN

RCM Ni 1st
MIAMI, PL $3111
JAMES D. KNAUSS
D IRECTOR EDUCATION

1011 0 Rinser -1A1111
S ACRAMENTO. CA 111214

September 11,' 198_

I

Dear Professional Barbers:

We .thank you for the taking of your valuable time to assist us
in this project by.completing a job/tisk survey relating to
barbering.

We request that you .give us your name and address in the space
provided below in order that we may have a record of the persons
surveyed and in order that we can send you a copy of the completed
report.

Your response will be kept confidential and only group responses
will be reported. Please furnish your name and address as
follows:

(Name)

(Address)

(City), (State) (Zip)

172 BEST COPY AVAILABLf
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ADMINISTRATOR TASK INVENTORY AND LEVERS

THS CANTO PON VOCATIONAL IDUCATION
The OM SIM Ummosesny INS New, Nod Coormo. Oho 11TH
TO Me EMMA Colic CTVOC100111144molitet Oho

Exltanglagt*

r

ADMINISTRATOR TASK INVENTORY

N.-

In cooperation with the USOE Swam of Occupational end Adult Education, ws ere conducting a adored study to determine the compstmicies MOW by

4 local administrators of motional education to effectively owry out their duds and reopondbilitim.
4.)

The study requires the catbful idantificedon and vw1lititlon of the nerdy tasks Wormed by load administrators working it both the esoordwy end poet.

'secondary levels. Once the tasks have bran idendfied, begin to develop compatencrbend Instructions' materiels designed macifically to help meet the

tralniWg needs of vocations' elnlInistraton. The knowledge and =prism; you litoglined by your direst Involvement in most, If not skid them tasks make you

tallow* qualified to advise us an both the bignmof aids WI and on the deems 40-rosed for reinktkaltitft sties. Your individue responses will be held in

strict confidence, as only group responses will be reported.

You have been 'irefully mismsd es a quelMod respondent, and your Input WIN contribute to the development of effective Irak** mien* for local
administrators. ShpUId you with to contribute even further to this curriculum development effort, please provide all of the Infonnetion requieled about your

Interest and area of expertise in Pert II of this Ibistrument.

ass try to complete this inventory within firs working days. A stamped, selfddressed-wwaloPt M provided for Tow ocultool000l lo returning the lovoiC
tory. As Cowell exprowlon of our appreciation for conipletins this Inventory, r will send you a summery of our %O IL . .

THANKS VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE.

161 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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PART I TASK STATEMENTS

Instructions: Please read very carefully!

On the Sre which follow you will find'. list of task statements clustered into eight major categories fA through I) which may relate to the administration of localvocational education programs. We need your personal reaction to two major questions about each task statement:\N
a. , How important is the performance of task ittoarie as a local administrator?

b. What degree of training do rnost local administrators need in order to effectively perform the task?

Answer these questions by completing the following steps: 4*
1. For each.task in Category A indicate how important you believe performance of the task istiyoLLirol2 as a local administrator. In the "Importance of task"

column choose and circle the number which most accurately reflects the importance of that task. If you do not perform some of the tasks because they areanother t responsibility at your school, !tease circle the number which indicates how important you believe those tasks are to the overall admin-istration of vocational education at your school. If a teacher or other nonadministrator independerily performs some of the tasks.listed, mark them as of noimportance to your job as a local administrator. Use the scale below to rate the importance of each task:

5 = Of glut Importance
4
3
2
1

0 = Of a Importance

Performance is critical to program operation. '--

Performance makes no contribution to program operation.

2. Add siny statements to Category A that describe other tasks that you have performed, or that you feel need to be performed by local administrators which
are not listed.

3. For each of the statements in the category (except those you judged to be of no importance), indi degree of training needed. In the "Degree of Training
Needed" column, indicate the extent to which the task requires that most administrators who pert m the task obtain trainint to successfully and efficiently
perform it. Use the scaletelow to indicate the degree of training needed.

agg. Need The task requires a great deal of training fct t n strata,.
4

3

2

1

0 = No Need That task requires no training.

4. Repeat steps No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 for gsh of the remaining categbries.

;6. Check the inventory to see if you have responded to kin questions for gpc. statement (except for those tasks which you judged to be of no importance).

163
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NOTE: PLEASE BE SURE YOU HAVE
READ THE ABOVE INSTRUCTIONS
CAREFULLY BEFORE PROdEEDING.

=1.,

--Task Statements

J

ADMINISTRATOR TASK INVENTORY

Importance of Task

How important is.the parlor.
mance of this task in your job
as a local administrator?

(Circle = response)

Degree of Training Needed

What degree of training do most

administrators,need in order to
effectively perform this task?

(Circle = response)

I

1-4J
(11

re,,TEGORY A: -PROGRAM PLANNING, DEVELOP-
MENT, AND EVALUATION

Greet
I mpor
tang

No
I moor-

Great

Need
No

Need

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Survey student andvarent interests.

. Collett and analyze manpower needs assessment dam
0

Direct occupational task analysis for use in curriculum development.

Direct the identification of entry-level requirements for lobs.

Involve community representatives in program. planning and
development.

5

5

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3r

3

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

6:

7.

B.

9.

10.

-Obtain state and federal services and resources for program
.

development.,

Cooperate with district, county, regional, and state agencies
in developing and operating vocational programs.

Prepare annual program plans.

Prepare and update long-range program plans.

Develop overall vocational program goals.

5

5

5

5

6

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2,

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0
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1

Task Statements

Imp

How important is the perfor-
mance of this tail( in your job
as a local administrator?.

(Circle on response)

Great
Impor-
tance

No
!moor-
tance

$

11. Coordinate district curriculum development efforts. 5 1 0

12. Approve courses of study. - ' 5 3 2 1 0

13. Establish school admission and graduation requirements. 5 4 3 2 1 0

q 4. Recommend program policies to 'the administration and board. 5, 4 3 2 1 0

15. Implement local board and administrative policies., 5 4 3 2 1 0

16. Interprg and apply state and/or federal vocational ethication
.legislation. 5 4 3 2 1 0

17. Interpret and apply other relevant state and federal legislation
(such is CETA). b 4 3 2 1 0

18. Develop plans for evaluating instructional program. 5 4 3 2 1 0

19. Direct self-evaluation of the district vocational programs. 5 4 2 1 0

30. Involve external evaluation personnel in assessing program /
effectiveness. 5 4 3 2 1 0

21 Design and select instruments for evaluating the instructional
program.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the instructional program.

23. Initiate student and employer follow-up-studies.

24. Analyze student and employer follow-up studies.

22.

167

George of Training Need..1

What degree of training do most
administrators need in order to
effectively perform this task?

(Circle go response)

Great
Need

1 4

5

5 4

6' 4

5 4

5 4

5 4

5 4

5 4

5 4

No
Need

3 2

,t?

1

1

3 2 1 0

2 1

3 2 1 0

3 2 1 0

3 2 1 C

3 2 1 0

3 2 1 0

3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0 5 4 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1. 0 3 4 3 .2 1 '0

5 4 3 2 1. 5 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

.16,8



c

25. Recommend curriculum revisions based on evaluation data. 5 4 3 2 1 0

28. Assess student testing and grading procecAres. 5 3 2 1 '0 5 4 3 2 1 0

27. Analyze thedschoO1 end ("immunity's feelings toward
educational change. 5 4 3 2 1 '5 4 3

28. Wilts proposals for the funding of new programa and
4he improvement of existing programs. 5 4 3 2 ' 1 0 5. 4 3 2 1 0

29. Coordinate I al demonstration, pilot, and exemplary programs.. 5 4 3 2 1 0 5 4 2 1 0

30. Design and oversee local research studies. 5 4 3 2 1 0 4 3 2- 1

31. Interpret and use research results for program development
and Improvement. 2 5 4 3 2. 1 0

32. Develop supplemen al/remedial instructional programs
to meet student s. 6 , 4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

33.

34.

CATEGORY B: INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

1. Establish instructional program entry and completion
requireMents.

2. Establish student rules and policies (such as attendance
and discipline).

3. Enforce student rules and pOiici&-, g

4. Design and oversee student progress reporting procedures.

5. Approve student promgtioottrassignments.

6. Prepare a master schedule of course offerings.

7. Guide staff in selectin and using effective instructional
strategies (such as indi idualized instruction).

169

5 4 3 2 , 1- 0 5 4 3

5 4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

5 4. 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0 5 4 3 2 1 0
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PART 11. GENERAL. INFORMATION

.

Instruptions: Read each item carefully and write, or check where appropriate, your responses in the blanks provided.

1. lhdicate your present job title:

2. Indicate which of the following best describes your school:

1. secondary vocational
' secondary comprehensive (vocational and academic)

( ) postsecondary vocational
1 postsecondary comprehensive (vocational and academic)

3. Indicate the number of vocational programs under youi admiriistration: programs.

4. indicate the number of vocational teachers and students under your administration., teachers,

5. Please indicate whether you are employed by a school district serving:

a. A rural or urban community of less than 100,000 population.
b. An urban community of 100,000 population or more.

students.

6. What percentage of your time isdevoted to the administratioh of vocationaltedmical education?

7. Indicate the total number of years experience that you have had as an adniinistrator of vocationaltechnical education programs: years.

11. In the spaceselow, please indicate the: J
co a. number of years you have spent teaching vocational subjects: years

b. number of years ydu have spent teaching nonvocational subjects: years

9. In the sok, provided, please indicate:'

a. whether you would be interested in serving as a consultant toslevelop instructional packages for administrators?
Yes 4=1Iemmwo No If yes, please indicate your partimilar welds) of strength and expertise:

11) 12),

b. whether you have previously developed competency based instructional materials?
Yes No If yes, what type and how many?

-111111M011=114

pptionat

10. Comments: (Types of materials you think should be developed, how you would like to holp, etc.)

I

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMPLETING THIS INVENTORY. PLEASE PLACE IT IN THE ENVELOPE THAT HAS BEEN PROVIDED AND MAIL TO:

171
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THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

oloofThe Ohio State University 1960 lanny Rood Columbus, Ohio 43210

Tel: (614) 486-3655 Cable: CTVOCEDOSU/Columbus, Ohio

At our request, your state director Of vocational education
has nominated you as an administrator who is well-qualified to
assist us-with an important research task. Sy nominating you,
in accordance with our selection criteria, he has identified you
as one f the most capable local administrators of vocational
educati n in your state. We hope you will find time in your
busy s edule to give us the type of information that only a
pe;so in your position can provide.

we are committed to develop Individualized compete_ y-based
instructional packages that will help present and future admin-
istrators achieve greater competence through effective training.
Bef4e we can develop such materials, we must hale the help of
expert practitioners in identifying the competencies which really
make a difference, and for which training is most important.

Won't you please take the time now or in the next five work-
ing"days to complete the enclosed "Administrator Task Inventory"?
Your responses tO the inventory will contribute significantly to
our research effOrts, and more importantly, help establish a,
better basis upon which future training materials and programs
for local administrators can De developed. We have enclosed an
Ohio State /University pen for vur convenience in responding to
the inventpry.

Your professional assistance
be very much appreciated andaif I
you, I hope you will feel free to

REN/dlp

Enclosure

in this important endeavor will
can ever be of assistance to
contact me.

Sincerely,

Robert E. Norton
Project Director

I
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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS
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Dear Vocational Director:

You are one of 100 administrators in the nation who have
been chosen to verify the enclosed list of administrator
tasks. This "Administrator Task Inventory" was developed
by the Center for Vocational Education as an initial step
in a pOE'sponsored project. I am familiar with the pur-
pose of this project and feel that it merits your time and
attention. .

d

Your reactions to each Of the task statements on this inven-
tory will be used to determine those tasks which are important
to local vocotrattel administrators and those which are not. .

Once all the reactions have been compiled and verified, the
Center Staff will begin to develop competency-based modular-
ized materials which will deliver upon the areas identified.

//

This is an opportunity for y$ to make input to a research
and development project that should result in instructional
materials that will be ,or use to many present and future
administrators. I urge you to complote'the enclosed question-
naire and return it to The Center as soon as you can.

DWB:rb

Sincerely yours

06-4.0e-

180

David W. Berryman
President, NCLA
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AO"'N
THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

VIM . The Ohio State University 1960 Kenny Road Columbus, Ohio 43210
. Tel: (614) 486.3655 Cable: CTVOCEDOSU/Columbus, Ohio

ti

Upon the recommendation of your state director-of voca-
tional education, we recently asked if you would be willing
to assist us with a USOE funded administrator research project.
Recently we sent you an "Administrator Task Inventory" and asked
for your cooperation in reviewing and responding to the task
statements contained in it.

Myou have not yet completed the Inventory, we hope that
within the next few days you will take some time to complete and
mail it. If you have misplaced the Inventory and need another
copy, please write or call me at (614-486-3655). We will be
happy to send another copy. Your expert help is needed to assist
us in identifying and verifying the competencies which are most
important and-for which training is needed.

If you have already mailed the completed Ihventory to us,
please accept this letter as a note of thanks. Your responses
will contribute significantly to our research efforts and are
very much appreciated.

Sincerely,

Robert E. Norton
Project Director

REN:lv

A

LETTER SENT TO 60 ADMINISTRATORS WHO FAILED TO RESPOND TO FIRST MAILING

181
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THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION11. The Ohio Stets University 1960 Kenny Road Columbus, Ohio 43210
. Tel: (614) 4863655 Cable: 'CTVOCEDOSU/Columbus, Ohio

r

. 4

We recently mailed you an "Administrator Task Inventory" andasked for your assistance in verifying the administrator task

l
statements contained in.it. You were one of a select of

administrators recommended by state directors for vo a-
tional education to assist us in this USOE-funded research
project.

We have received many responses to the inventory, (over 80%)and they promise to bia,a tremendous aid to our research efforts.,
HoweVer, we feel tat a 100 percent response is needed to posi-
tively verify these task statements and we are hoping for every-
one's help.

Now that school is out, we hope you can find some time today
to complete this !Inventory. We feel that your input is very
important to our/findings. Your responses will help us to
develop individualized competency-based instructional materialsthat should be al help to you and to other administrators.

We are enclosing another questionnaire in case the fikst one
we sent has been mislaid. We hope that you will help us by
finding some time to complete it today.

Thank you for your assistance.

REN/dlp

Enclosures

1

Sincerely,

Robert E. Norton
Project Director

182
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APPENDIX

USES OF THE DACUM CHART

There'are' many ways that a DACUM chart can be used. It has been produced

by experts in the field and is practical, rather than theoretical., Eleven

major applications of the DACUM chart illustrate its practicality.

1. It can be used for develop4ng a curriculum. Speciffc performances that

are needed to be successful within an occupational field.are

Educators can take these performances, write oujectives,.create learning

activities, and evaluate students' Success in achieving them. -/

2. .A DACUM chart can be used for academic advising and counseling. Incoming

students can be given a copy of the chart and get a whole picture of what

is needed to be successful in that occupation. Advisors or counselors can

walk through the chart with them, explaining the wpose and importance of

each performance statement. The student then enters into an occupational

field or technology with a better understanding of what is expected of

him /her. in the; learning process.

3.' The DACUM chart is an excellent recruiting tool. In vaious college

fliers, at high school visitations and other recruiting kinds of activi-

ties, chtrts can be presented showing that the college has thought through

what is needed to' be successful in an occupation and has included it

within the curriculum. Students will not be met with surprises, because

the details of what they will be learning have been spelled out in the

chart in advance.

4. A DACUM chart can be used for granting credit for prior *Irk experience.

.Because specific performances are identified it is easier' to' assess incom-,

jng students and their experience against the occupation to be pursued;

S. Evaluating transfer credit is easier with a DACUM chart.:Apin,beCause

the specific performances have been identified, incoming credit can be

assessed'and equated to various performance statements. The decision can

then be made whether Credit should or should not beguunted.

6.. A DACUM chart serves as both a formative and summative evaluation. As a

student is working through a. program, they will be able to see which per- .

9
formances they have already accomplished an which- remain. They will know

at the end of a program whether or not they have accomplished allitheqw

formances stated on the chart and know how successfully they have achieved

completion of the entire program. Some institutions give a copy of the

chart as part of the final achievement recold'or

SOURCE: Taken from "Keeping Occupational,Education Current, Formation and

Evaluation - DACUM."' Paper presentee by Jack HarriF,, Stark Technical College,

at the American Technical Education Association Great '.akes Regional Confer-

ence, Toledo, Ohio, 19)32.
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7. Students can 'use the chart when interviewing for jobs. They -can show the

chart to their perspective employer and show which performances have been
included intheir'training or educational program. The employer, ,ratnel-

than just knowing the,student's grade point average, will know what has
been covered in that occupation and understand better what the student
has been exposed to.and,should be capable.of doing.

8. Advisory committees can assess'the college curriculum, using the DACUM
chart. They can look at specific performance statements and let the

Q. college know whether these continue to fill a current need in.Wat occu-
pation or have changeb. They can easily help the college update its' -.
curriculp by,letting them know of new performances'that are needed since '

the DACUM gives them the specifics.rather than lust a general description
of,the technology.

9. A DACUM chart can be used by the college'for reviewing its own currjc-
ula. The variou omponents needed to make up the entire curriculum have,
been identified and presented and the college can evaluate whether t)ose
performances 4ontained within thrr curricula and make necessary
changes.

10. Faculty skills can be evaluated using a DACUM chart. BecaUe specific

performances for the occupational !Field have been identified, faculty
members teaching in that'technology can be asse:,:;ed relative to their

N_ knowledge and/or ability to teach them to the students.

4!

There are many benefits that result from developing and utilizing a DACUM
chart for an occupational analysis. One college\hasvidentified four specific

benefits for that college. First, they felt that'their advisory committees
were stronger, because some members of the advisory committees had partici-
pated in the development of their DACUM charts. There watla'stronger sense,
of ownership of the college programs and a willipsness to donate time ant:,
energy as .required to implement the charts within the curricula of the cd1\7

lege. The second benefit has,been that industry feels it is supporting spe7
_cific skill development. Because of thii feeling of support, they are more\
willing to donate fundscand.equipment to the college for fulfilling the edu-'
cational goals.. A third benefit was that ofarticulation. It was easier to

avoid duplication effOrt on the part of. students who could move, rapidly to

more advanced skills. It-was also easier to assess'the prior learning and/or
experience's of students coming in with related work experience, educational
experience, or military experience. The fourth benefit was that students that
hove been'trained at the college are immediately. on a competitive basis with

/other employees, since their training comes from curricula based on charts
developed by industrial representatives. Uses of the DACUM profiles by loCal

industry is a strong indication of their trust and support for the DACUM

process.

-1, I
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APPENDIX M

SAMPLE TASK ANALYSIS FORMS

a

TASK ANALYSIS

ANALYZE EACH VERIFIED TASK TO IDENTIFY:

(1) STEP/ACTIVITIES INVOLVED

Lin RELATED 1(NOWLE9GE REQUIRED

(3) ATTITUDES.INVO[VED

(4) PERFORMANCE IlDiRtIS

(5) TOOLS MO MATERIALS NEEDED

(6) SAFETY CONCERNS
V

A

3



Ikperforming this task the will need' to:

COMPLETE THESE STEP?,

1.

-

KNOW THE FOLLOWING EXHIBIT THESE ATTITUDES

0

*Use aditional pages if .seeded. Steps should t' sequenced in their likely order of occurrence.
All knowledge and attitude items should be related to a step statement.
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Task--Produce business letters

ANALYSIS OF VERIFIED TASK

General Secretaries

In performing this task, the secretary will need to do the following:

COMPLETE THESE STEPS KNOW THE FOLLOWING EXHIBIT THESE ATTITUDES

1 . Select appropriate material s Types of stationery
Type styles
Number and type, of

copies needed

2. Use correct letter format Business letter parts
Businessqletter styles

Check for correct punctuation Punctuation and spelling

and spelling rules

4. Edit letter as needed Editing procedures Caring attitude

Grammar

5. Type letter Accurate and efficient
operation of typewriters

Exhibit concern for quality
of finished product

6. Make appropriate corrections Correction materials
Correction procedures

Appreciation for accuracy
and neatness

7. Proof completediletter Proofreading skills Appreciation for accuracy
and neatness
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aUTY:

TASK:

TASK ANALYSIS FORM B
r.

(NOTENs form has boon
roducod for Illustranon Pur Pont)

STEPS

SiANDARDS

(WOW WELL)

l',.,n,..c ALAI)

MATERIALS. SAFETY -

RELATED KNOWLEDGE

ATTITUDES$CIENCE> MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE

.

.

04
MD
CD

.

.

.

A

.

.

%

,

.

.

.

.

ito

.

.

.

..

_

.

,

*

,

1.
1
1

t

.

.

.

.

,,

.

.

\

.$)

.

...-:,

*

.

.

. .

.

.
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DUTY:

TASK:

I

SECRETARY

ANALYSIS OF VERIFIED TASK USING FORM II .

PREPARE A BUSINESS LETTER

STEPS

STANDARDS TOOLS AND

'(HOM WELL) MATERIALS SAFETY

I

RELATED KNOII71777.7
-SCIENCE _MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE ATTITUDES

1. Decide on letter format

2. Select materials

3. Check draft for spelling,
unctuation, and editing

4. Edit letter as needed

5. Type letter

6. Proofread letter

7. Make corrections or retype

S. Make final check

9. Submit to writer

18A

business letter
format used

approprie
letterhe

stationery

appropriate typeheads
type style

error free

error free

It
error free
neat

within reasonable
time

pencil/pen

typewriter or
word processor

ypewriter or
word procesfor

avoid paper cute

typewriter or
word processor

typewriter or
word processor

I understand
business letter
format

type styles

editing skills,
grammar, spell-
ing, and
punctuation

I'

proofreading
skills

caring attitude

concern for quality

appreciation for
accuracy and neatness

,\190
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AITENDIXN

DACUM PROFILE CHARTS

Holland College

National Center for Resecirch In Vocational
Education

Colorado Curriculum Materials Service

Durham Technical Institute

NOTE: These sample DACUM charts are Included to Illustrate the diversity of .

formats used Ride,
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I-'

ACCOUNTING
TECHNOLOGY

NW,

4
A,

1

CAN PERFORM THIS

C AND
SKILL SATISFACTORILY

IN PAtIONA)161
CAN PERFORM THIS
SKILLcSATISFACTORILY

. WITH , . ...
. 41.1.111lia" 6 6..in

SITUATIONS. EM

CAN PERFQRM THIS, '

A
SKILL SATISFACTORICY

A WITH MORE THAN
ACCEPTABLE PEEQ
AND OUSLIre c

3
. 1

CAN PERFORM THIS

wiSKILpL

SATISFACTORILY
lgyf_ASSISTA ,

AND/OR SUPERVIStg.

2
CAN PERFORM THIS

r
SKILL SATISFACTORILY
BUT REQUIRES
ASSISTANCE Anata
SUPERVISION.

1
CAN PERFORM SOME
PARTS OF THIS SKILL
SATISFACTORILY BUT
REQUIRES ASSISTANCE
ANDIOR SUPERVISION
TO PERFORM THE '

ENTIRE SKILL. ,

Reline* on, the ahem ate' bond an IrobAlrlei
performance elandarde They ne evillrmed by an
mairucto II *Mad and experienced fternin held
tfils occuplioni *he views and fienuelee or-
tomeww a N would In therein al en effitddlef 01
supormor.

Instircler

Oele

A wet of felatenee intettind to the MOMduell
attendance. punctuality and wore habits. la

i available had Ilia Raolilfat's Woe

Dmiloped by HarmCoffee. In coopsfelkm with
Wainer and induqry

Prince Edwwd Want, August. 1940
(/Holland College, 10141.

ig

192

OPERATE
ACCOUNTING
SYSTEMS

iimayanow

UTILIZE BUSINESS
MACHINES AND
COMPUTER4

PARTICIPATE IN.
MANAGERIAL
FUNCTIONS

PREPARE AND
ANALYZE.
FINANCIAL
REPORTS

APPLY BUSINESS
MATH

.

PREPARE GOVERN-
MENT TAXATION
AND INFORMATION
RETURNS

IDENTIFY BUSINESS
LAW

APPLY ECONOMICS
TO.BUSINESS
DECISIONS

COMMUNICATE
INFORMATION

DEVELOP AND
APPLY HUMAN
RELATION SKILLS

IDENTIFY AND
VERIFY SOURCE
DOCUMENTS

MAINTAIN VARIOUS
BOOKS OF ORIGINAL
ENTRY

POST AND BALANCE
SUBSIDIARY
LEDGERS

4.

POST AND BALANCE
GENERAL LEDGER

..-------

PREPARE TRIAL
BALANCE AND
WORKSHEET

PREPARE END 00F
PERIOD
ADJUSTMENTS

PREPARE CLOSING
AND POST -CLOSING
ENTRIES

.

OPERATE QNE- .

WRITE-
)Le,COUNTING
SYSTEMS

MAI TAIN
PAYROLL RECORDS

- J

.

ACCOUNT FOR
FIXED ASSET
ACQUISITIONS AND
DISPOSALS

MAINTAIN SUB-
SIDIARY RECORDS
FOR FIXED ASSETS
AND DEPRECIATION

.

S LECT
DEPRECIATION AND
DEPLETION BASE
METHOD

.1

MAINTAIN
PERPETUAL
INVENTORY
RECORDS .

MAINTAIN RETAIL
INVENTORY
RECORDS .

. -

IDENTIFY COST)
ACCOUNTING
CONCEPTS AND 1

Ir
4SYSTEMS

OPERATE OFFICE TYPE VARIOUS PARTICIPATE IN , ESTABLISH OPERATE PROVIDE USER PARTICIPATE IN
EQUIPMENT STYLES OF LETTERS. EVALUATION AND CONTROLS FOR ACCOUNTING NEEDS FOR COMPUTER SYSTEM

# FORMS. AND - SELECTION OF ACCOUNTING MACHINES . SELECTION OF IMPLEMENTATION
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

ACCOUNTING
MACHINES

MACHINE)! COMPUTER SYSTEM
r

DEVELOP CHART OF 'SELECT AND DESIGN FORMS AID IN ° EVALUATE ANALYZE AND DEVELOP AND
ACCOUNTS ESTABLISH FILING IMPLEMENTATION STORAGE. DISPOSAL MAINTAIN APPLY CREDIT

SYSTEMS OF SAFEGUARDS AND SECURITY OF INSURANCE POLICY
FOR ASSETS RECORDS COVERAGE

.

,

PREPARE AND USE DgfELOP ANALYZE UNION
FLOW CHARTS , ACCOUNTING

SYSTEMS
CONTRACT
PROPOSALS

.

PREPARE INCOME
STATEMENTS ,

PREPARE BALANCE
SHEETS

.

PREPARE
STATEMENT OF .

CHANGES IN.
FINANCIAL
POSITION

PREPARE NOTES TO
FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
,' i

PREPARE
STATEMENT Of
RECEIPTS AND
DISBURSEMENTS

.

PREPARE ANALYSIS
OF GENERAL
LEDGER ACCOUNTS

PREPARE WORKING
PAPER FILE

CALCULATE USING
FRACTIONS,
DECIMALS. AND
PERCENTAGES

CALCULATE USING
RATIO AND
PROPORTIONS

SOLVE PROBLEMS
)WITH UNKNOWNS

USE SHORT
METHODS TO MAKE
RAPID
CALCULATIONS

CALCULATE SIMPLE
AND COMPOUND
INTEREST

,

USE COMPOUND
INTEREST AND
PRESENT VALUE
TABLES

CONSTRUCT
GRAPHS

CALCULATE AND PREPARE RECORD PREPARE WORKERS PREPARE T4. T4A, PREPARE T6 UTILIZE PERSONAL --PREPARE f . 1
REMIT PAYROLL OF EMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION AND T4F SUPPLE- SUPPLEMENTARIES INCOME TAX RETURNS'
DEDUCTIONS ' FORMS MENTARIES AND AND SUMMARY GUIDES.

SUMMARY . -

IDENTIFY
CHARACTERISTICS
Of SOLE ,
PROPRIETORSHIPS

......---,

IDENTIFY
CHARACTERISTICS
OF PARTHERSH17.

.

IDENTIFY
CHARACTERISTICS
OF CORPORATIONS

.

IDENTIFY
CHARACTERISTICS
OF AN AGENCY
RELATIONSHIP

----
IDENTIFY
NEGOTIABLE
INSTRUMENTS

-
IDENTIFY LEGAL
CHARACTERISTICS
OF CONTRACT
FORMATION

IDENTIFY METHODSI
TO DISCHARGE
CONTRACTS

ANALYZE FORCES
OF SUPPLY AND
DEMAND '° '

-

EVALUATE THE
EFFECT OF
COMPETITION

IDENTIFY EFFECTS
OF, GOVERNMENT
MONETARY AND
FISCAL POLICIES .

ANALYZE BUSINESS
CYCLES

,

EVALUATE
BUSINESS GROWTH

1

IDENTIFY
COMPOSITION OF

.G. N. P.

PREPARE WRITTEN
COMMUNICATION

INTERPRET -
WRITTEN
COMMUNICATION

_

LISTEN
EFFECTIVELY '

.

.

COMMUNICATE BY
TELEPHONE

.

PREPARE AND
DICTATE BUSINESS
CORRESPONDENCE

PRESENT REPORTS
ORALLY

PREPARE' AND
IMPART TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

.

'
PROJECT IMAGE OF
ROLE THROUGH
DRESS, GROOMING,
POSTURE AND
HYGIENE

, .

DEMONSTRATE
PUNCTUALITY

SCHEDULE AROUSE
TIME EFFECTIVELY

WORK
EFFECTIVELY WITH
OTHERS

RECOGNIZE AND
INTERPRET
PERSONAL AND
UNUSUAL
BEHAVIOR

ESTABLISH.
CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP

RECORD AND
HANDLE
COMPLAINTS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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; A
RECON ILIATION

.

FUNDS
a

IMPREST CA CU AT AND
POST INTEREST
CHARGES TO
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE..:---

ECORD DOUBTFUL
ACCOUNTS.
WRITE-OFFS AND
RECOVERIES._

.

ACCOUNT FOR
NOTES
RECEIVABLE? ,PAYABLE<

CAL UL T '
RECORDPREPAIDS

.

CALMAT ANS
RECORD ACCRUALS

`

.

UTILIZE OPEN
INVOICE SYSTEM
FOR ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE

M INTAIN
VOUgHER SySTEM
FOR ACCOUNTS '
PAYABLE .

RECONCILE
ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE

4

PREPARE
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE?
PAYABLE AGING
ANALYSIS ,

0 .. ANIZE
PHYSICAL
INVENTORY COUNT.

DETERMINE
INVENTORY
VALUATION

IDENTIFY AND
RECORD
INTANGIBLE ASSETS.

.

ACCOUNT FOR
LONG-TERM
INVESTMENTS

. .

ACCOUNT FOR
LONG-TERM.
LIABILITIES

ACCOUNT FOR
PROPRIETORSHIP
AND PARTNERSHIP
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNT FOR
SHAREHOLDERS
EQUITY ACCOUNTS.

ALLOCATE INCOME
AND EXPENSES TO
DEPARTMENTS

.

ACCOUNT FOR
PRIOR PERIOD
ADJUSTMENTS

... 0

ACCOUNT FOR
EXTRAORDINARY
ITEMS

MAINTAIN BRANCH
ACCOUNTING
RECORDS

, i .

ASSIST IN AND MON. ESTABLISH CODE AND PREPARE READ AND OPERATE E. D. P.
ITOR PREPARATION INPUTIOUTPUT ACCOUNTING DATA INTERPRET ` INPUT/OUTPUT
OF COMPUTER CONTRQLS FOR COMPUTER' COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
PROGRAMS INPUT PRINT-OUTS

t^

,

WO17;1ND
EVALUATE
SOURCES OF
FINANCING

PREPARE AND USE
ORGANIZATION
CHARTS

PREPARE JOB
DESCRIPTIONS

-'

PLAN AND,
ORGANIZE
RECRUITMENT OF
EMPLOYEES

CONDUCT
EMPLOYEE
ORIENTATION

..

ASSIGN AND
REASSIGN
PERSONNEL TO
APPROPRIATE
POSITIONS

SUPERVISE STAFF

, .

EVALUATE
EMPLOYEE '
PERFORMANCE ,

ORGANIZE AND
CONDUCT TRAINING
SESSIONS

DESIGN EMPLOYEE
INCENTIVE
PROGRAMS

APPLY DECISION
MAKING
TECHNIQUES 4
PROBLEM SOLVING

PREPARE
OPERATING
SUDOETS

PREPARE CASH
FLOW FORECASTS

_

PREPARE CAPITAL
BUDGETS

It

PREPARE
STATEMENTS FROM
LIMITED
INFORMATION

PREPARE AND
INTERPRET
ANALYSIS OF
INCOME
STATEMENTS

PREPARE AND
INTERPRET
ANALYSIS OF
BALANCE. SHEET

PREPARE BREAK-
EVEN ANALYSIS

.

CALCULATE USING
METRIC UNITS'

UTILIZE ERROR
DETECTION
TECHNIQUES

CALCULATE AND PREPARE CAPITAL INTERPRET 'PREPARE FEDERAL PREPARE INTERPRET AND GATHER AND . APPLY

REMIT TAX COST ALLOWANCE PROVINCIAL SALES GOVERNMENT CHARITABLE TRUST APPLY FEDERAL ASSEMBLE 'DATA REGULATIONS FOR

INSTALLMENTS SCHEDULES TAX REGULATIONS INFORMATION . REPORTS SALES TAX LAWS FOR T2 TAX DISPOSAL OF

FORMS RETURNS ACCOUNTING
RECORDS'

'irfiTIFFUTA76-.-grEWIET
APPLY THE SALE OF
GOODS ACT

AND
APPLY LABOUR ACT

INTERPRET AkirP7rENTIFY
APPLY'NUMAN
RIGHTS
LEGATION

AND
APPLY MECHANICS
LEINS .

o

IDENTIFY TORTS
AND NEGLIGENCE
TIT BUSINESS

.

IDENTIFY THE
STATUTE OF
LIMITATIONS

.
,

IDENTIFY LEGAL
IMPLICATIONS OF
BANKRUPTCY

CONVENE AND
CHAIR MEETINGS

TAKE MINUTES AT
MEETINGS

CONDUCT ,
RESEARCH AND
GATHER DATA

CONDENSE AND
SUMMARIZE DATA

PREPARE RESUME PREPARE
APPLICATION FOR
EMPLOYMENT

PARTICIPATE IN JOB
INTERVIEW

MAINTAIN
CONFIDENTIALITY
OF INFORMATION

APPLY BUSINESS
ETHICS
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